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Abstract

The rapidly increasing reach of computation into our everyday public settings presents

new and significant challenges for the design of interfaces. One key feature of these

settings is the increased presence of third parties to interaction, watching or passing-by

as conduct with an interface takes place.

This thesis assumes a performative perspective on interaction in public, presenting

a framework derived from four empirical studies of interaction in a diverse series of

public places—museums and galleries, city streets and funfairs—as well as observations

on a variety of computer science, art and sociological literatures.

As these settings are explored, a number of basic framework concepts are built up:

• The first study chapter presents a deployment of an interactive exhibit within an

artistic installation, introducing a basic division of roles and the ways in which

visitors may be seen as ‘audience’ to manipulations of interactive devices by

‘participants’. It also examines how visitors in an audience role may transition to

active participant and vice versa.

• The second study chapter describes a storytelling event that employed a torch-

based interface. This chapter makes a distinction between non-professional and

professional members of settings, contrasting the role of ‘actor’ with that of partic-

ipants.

• The third study chapter examines a series of scientific and artistic performance

events that broadcast live telemetry data from a fairground ride to a watching

audience. The study expands the roles introduced in previous chapters through

making a further distinction between ‘behind-the-scenes’—in which ‘orchestra-

tors’ operate—and ‘centre-stage’ settings—in which actors present the rider’s

experience to the audience.

• The final study chapter presents a performance art game conducted on city streets,

in which participants follow a series of often ambiguous clues in order to lead
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them to their goal. This chapter introduces a further ‘front-of-house’ setting, the

notion of a circumscribing performance ‘frame’ in which the various roles are

situated, and the additional role of the ‘bystander’ as part of this.

These observations are brought together into a design framework which analyses other

literature to complement the earlier studies. This framework seeks to provide a new

perspective on and language for human-computer interaction (HCI), introducing a series

of sensitising concepts, constraints and strategies for design that may be employed in

order to approach the various challenges presented by interaction in public settings.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

The growing interest in cultural, artistic and entertainment applications of interactive

technologies in settings such as museums, galleries, theatres and even clubs, combined

with the spread of mobile devices into the streets, means that interaction with computers

is an increasingly ubiquitous and public affair. This thesis shows how crafting interaction

for public settings raises a host of new challenges for human-computer interaction (HCI),

widening the focus of design from concern about an individual’s dialogue with their

interface to also consider the ways in which interaction affects and is affected by third

parties (e.g., spectators, bystanders, and so forth). In examining such interactional

settings, and issue of how to design for the the growing use of technology within them,

this thesis considers what it means to ‘perform’ with an interface in public, raising and

discussing questions such as:

• How might interfaces support users in performing their interactions within a wide

range of expression, and fit well with such activities?

• What are the ways in which a third party might experience a user’s interaction

with an interface?

• How are participants made aware that a performance is occurring and understand

the boundaries and limits of the performance, especially in public settings where

performance may be interleaved with other activities?

• How does transition between users occur (for example when a current user hands

an interface over to a new user in a setting such as a crowded public gallery), and

how might we reflect this in design?

• How do orchestrators conduct their work and the ongoing shaping of a perfor-

mance, typically from ‘behind-the-scenes’?

1



A broad, generic view of ‘performance’ is assumed, with the analytic work presented

here addressing both traditional conceptions of performance—as found in theatres

and concert halls—as well as more everyday ‘performances’. This definition, then,

comes to encompass both explicitly-staged expressive interaction by musicians, actors,

storytellers, dancers and other artists in front of an audience, and seemingly more

‘mundane’, ‘implicit’ settings, where users present and perform their everyday social

interactions with technology in a public setting. This covers, for instance, situations

where people conduct mobile phone conversations on the streets, or use laptops on

trains. In exploring this more everyday conception of performance, this thesis develops

many of its observations from workplace studies, particularly in showing how users

often subtly conduct their interaction so as to be visible to others, promoting mutual

awareness, such as in control room environments.

We shall see how this also becomes a far more explicitly designed affair in settings

such as theatres, exhibitions, galleries, amusement arcades, theme-parks and museums,

where observing others’ interaction is very much part of the experience.

This thesis is motivated by four main contributions which are provided for by the

framework that is presented in chapter 8.

1. As the spread of interactive devices extends into these varied settings, it becomes

more and more important to recognise and share the existing domain-based un-

derstandings within them or ‘craft knowledge’ that is involved in other disciplines

such as performance or curation. As such the thesis provides a set of sensitising

concepts, drawing from studies of this craft knowledge, identifying some salient

points for interface designers concerned with developing interactive technologies

for public settings to use as a resource in their work.

2. It provides a way of articulating common concerns between several different

communities (e.g., artists, technologists, designers, curators, computer scientists),

and as such offers a ‘boundary object’ [140] for inter- and multi-disciplinary

work. This is intended to help establish a shared language or common frame of

reference. This shared language should also be respectful of individual domain

competencies, particularly since the thesis is formed from a hybrid understanding

of these fields. As a result it should enable such communities a means by which

to communicate the issues the thesis raises. This is particularly pressing with in

the increased collaboration that occurs between such communities, such as in the

growing penetration of technology in museums and galleries, the increasing use

of sophisticated communications technology within performances of all kinds,
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and the general spread of devices into public.

3. The thesis establishes a number of boundaries and delineations of a design space,

and at the same time generates a perspective for approaching that design space.

In this way it also provides a collection of constraints and strategies, for both

describing and navigating through the range of opportunities and challenges

when creating new kinds of spectator interfaces. The development of this series of

constraints and strategies is motivated by a lack of existing frameworks within the

literature, as reviewed in chapter 2.

4. Finally, the thesis attempts to construct a new perspective on interaction in HCI,

contributing to a broader understanding of the nature of human-computer interac-

tion, in which traditional concerns for HCI are opened out to consider third parties,

such as the bystander, the spectator, and audiences in general. Whilst the issues

considered in this work certainly touch on some concerns already familiar to the

HCI community, such as interaction with sensors, mutual awareness, privacy and

more performative, theatrical views of interaction (e.g., [103]), there are also new

issues that result from this concern for the third party, such as expression, magical

effect, (un)wittingness and how interaction often comes to be a framed affair. In

this way, this thesis collects together a growing, but as yet often unaddressed,

concern within HCI, providing further studies of the impact of technology in

public settings, but also offering a framework for designing within these spaces.

The core arguments of the thesis are made in four empirical study chapters and a subse-

quent framework chapter (chapters 4-7 and chapter 8, respectively). The study chapters

introduce various basic components of the framework, which are then drawn upon,

amongst other literatures, for the extended discussions of the framework chapter. The

framework forms the main contribution of the research work performed in developing

this thesis, however a further contribution is the studies themselves, which variously

provide in-depth examinations of a range of semi-public, public, implicit and explicit

performance scenarios. As chapter 3 details, studying interaction ‘in the wild’, which

may involve mobile technology and physically distributed environments, presents

significant challenges for the analyst.

This introduction continues here to provide an overview of the main features of the

framework, and, in doing so, maps out the content of subsequent chapters. Finally the

impact of this work within the HCI literature will be assessed briefly.
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1.1 Framework overview

The first of the framework’s concepts and observations is that of identifying different

roles within interaction with an interface, contrasting the participant1—who is directly

engaged with an interactive system—with the audience—a third party who experiences

the manipulations involved in, and the effects that are a result of, the participant’s

conduct. Moments in which audience members transition to being participants are also

introduced, exploring how the features of the environment and the interactive system

make this possible to perform smoothly.

The roles of participant and audience are then expanded to consider the work of ‘pro-

fessional’ members of a public performance setting: actors—who guide participants’

conduct with the interface as well as sometimes physically guiding within a space—and

orchestrators—who ensure the smooth running of the technology in support of actors,

participants and audience. In order to ensure this smooth running, orchestrators at

times must perform interventions, which may involve transitioning to an actor.

The introduction of orchestrators also creates a logical distinction between the settings

in which orchestrators operate—i.e., a hidden area behind-the-scenes—and the settings

participants, actors and audience conduct themselves—i.e., a visible area centre-stage.

A further expansion to these settings is front-of-house, an area in which participants or

audience are inducted into the centre-stage.

These observations on both roles and settings are then expanded by the introduction of

the frame, a notion that circumscribes all the action that takes place within the public

setting as a whole. Roles are then related as members of the frame in two main ways:

firstly in terms of how they are involved either in the frame’s construction—orchestrators

and actors—or involved in its interpretation—participants and audience; and secondly

in terms of which setting each role typically occupies—behind-the-scenes, centre-stage

or front-of-house. These settings now form logical subdivisions of the frame through

the way in which it is constructed.

Finally the introduction of a frame that ‘surrounds’ elements of the public setting in

some way also creates the possibility of being ‘outside’ that frame. This possibility

introduces a further role—the bystander—which is used to describe someone who is

not a member of the frame, nor aware of it, and yet is unwittingly implicated in conduct

taking place within the frame.

1Note that this, and other terms in a heavier type, have specific meanings in the context of this thesis,

and will be explained in greater depth over its course.
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1.2 The logical relationship of studies and the framework

In presenting the framework, the studies are employed as exhibitors of—albeit with

different individual relationships to—key framework concepts. Whilst these relation-

ships are in reality quite complex, for the purposes of simplicity they are presented

here as beginning ‘narrowly’, looking at the individual components of public settings,

then being broadened out, developing these concepts to consider the entirety of a given

setting, as well as concepts which then circumscribe such settings (i.e., the frame). The

following list outlines which topics each chapter addresses, and in doing so, forms

a very brief introduction to the framework by diagrammatically highlighting which

components of the summary diagram in Figure 1.1 they speak to.

‘Front−of−house’

Bystander
ParticipantOrchestrator

frame
Outside the

Actor Audience

Transitions
Transition

Performance frame

‘Behind−the−scenes’ ‘Centre−stage’

Figure 1.1: Simplified summary of the framework’s component parts, fully addressed

within chapter 8.

• Chapter 4, One Rock (Figure 1.22), presents the first study, examining how visitors

to an exhibition interact with, and around, an augmented reality device that forms

part of a public art installation. In doing so, the chapter examines how a simple

division of visitors performing actions with the device—participants—and those

spectating on those actions—audience—forms. As part of this the chapter details

participant manipulations of an interface, which include direct input and gestures

around that input. The output of those manipulations, including peripheral effects,

such as the impact of the effects upon participants are also explored. Picking

apart manipulations and effects of the device helps to describe how conduct with

that device is experienced by audience to it. The chapter also discusses how

audience-participant transitions occur; how visitors moved from being audience

2Elements of relevance for each study are indicated in black; other elements of the framework are left

grey.
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to a participant’s manipulation of the device, to becoming a participant actively

engaged with it themselves.

Transitions

Outside the

Bystander
Orchestrator Participant

AudienceActor

‘Front−of−house’

frame

Performance frame

Transition

‘Centre−stage’‘Behind−the−scenes’

Figure 1.2: Framework components covered by chapter 4.

• The second study, chapter 5, The Journey into Space (Figure 1.3), explores a

storytelling event in which participants used interactive torches in order to trigger

sounds that were integrated into the ongoing story. Building upon the previous

chapter’s audience and participant roles, it develops a distinction between non-

professional and professional members of the storytelling. As part of this, it

explores the work of the actor running the storytelling, and how she came to

guide participants’ interactions, through guiding participant engagement with the

torches themselves, as well as physically guiding them to avoid or mitigate the

effects of interference within a complex sensor space.

Transitions

Outside the

Bystander
ParticipantOrchestrator

AudienceActor

‘Front−of−house’

frame

Performance frame

Transition

‘Centre−stage’‘Behind−the−scenes’

Figure 1.3: Framework components covered by chapter 5.

• Chapter 6, Fairground: Thrill Laboratory (Figure 1.4), presents the third study, a

scientific and artistic performance event in which members of the public attached

to telemetry equipment, embarked on a fairground ride and had physiological
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data (heart rate and acceleration), as well as video and audio streamed live to a

watching audience. The chapter expands upon audience, participant and actor

roles to consider the work of orchestrators ensuring the smooth-running of the

technology. It also presents a basic division of work between orchestrators who

operate behind-the-scenes, hidden from the audience, and actors, who operate in

a revealed centre-stage area.

‘Centre−stage’

Outside the

Bystander
Orchestrator Participant

Actor Audience

‘Behind−the−scenes’

frame

Performance frame

Transition

‘Front−of−house’

Transitions

Figure 1.4: Framework components covered by chapter 6.

• The final study, chapter 7, Uncle Roy All Around You (Figure 1.5), looks at a

performance art game where members of the public, equipped with hand-held

devices (PDAs) were sent out into the streets of a city in order to find a special

character within the game. Participants were given ambiguous clues that tended

to implicate passers-by, and they were also required to enter offices, hotel rooms,

retrieve postcards from car park kiosks and so on. In exploring the ambiguity of the

participant’s experience, this chapter introduces the concept of the frame in which

the various roles presented operate. The constructed and interpreted boundaries

of the frame determine what conduct is part of the game, which objects are ‘props’

and which places are ‘sets’. From this develops the role of the bystander, someone

who is implicated in the frame but is unaware of its existence. Subdivisions of

the frame—behind-the-scenes and centre-stage settings—are expanded to include

front-of-house areas in which participants are inducted. The chapter also explores

interventions in the form of orchestrator-actor transitions.

1.3 Publications and impact

The impact of the concepts within this thesis upon the HCI community is measurable in

a variety of ways. Two of these ways are noted here.
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‘Front−of−house’

Participant

frame
Outside the

Bystander
Orchestrator

Actor Audience

‘Centre−stage’

Transitions

Performance frame

Transition

‘Behind−the−scenes’

Figure 1.5: Framework components covered by chapter 7.

Firstly, substantial parts of this thesis are available in the form of published papers

which the author co-wrote. Several of these have been accepted for publication at

major international HCI conferences. The four study chapters presented here were

developed using a varying amount of material drawn principally from four papers:

“Engaging Augmented Reality in Public Places”, published in the adjunct proceedings

of CHI3 2005 [123]; “The Spatial Character of Sensor Technology”, published at DIS4

2006 [120]; “Designing for the opportunities and risks of staging digital experiences

in public settings”, published at CHI 2006 [15]; and “Performing Thrill: Designing

Telemetry Systems and Spectator Interfaces for Amusement Rides”, published at CHI

2008 [131]. Several concepts making up the framework that forms the centre of the

thesis have been presented in a number of co-written publications: “Designing the

Spectator Experience”, published at CHI 2005 [121]; [15] once again; and “Formalising

Performative Interactions”, published DSVIS5 2005 [46]. The notion of ‘wittingness’ in

particular has been examined in a thesis by Jennifer G. Sheridan [135], with whom the

concept was jointly developed. More specific details on each of these papers and the

materials they provide is presented within each study chapter, as well as details of any

other related pieces of work (particularly in the case of chapter 7’s study of Uncle Roy

All Around You).

Secondly, the impact of these papers beyond the general acceptance for publication is

of note. For instance, at the time of writing, one of the key bases of the framework,

[121], has received a number of citations, being featured in discussions on interactions

in nightclubs [61], the role of the spectator in massively-multiplayer online games [53],

3SIGCHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems
4ACM Conference on Designing Interactive Systems
5International Workshop on Design, Specification and Verification of Interactive Systems
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other museum and gallery studies in which spectating is considered [151], in mobile

interaction with large public displays [130], and in rally spectating [95]. The same paper

([121]) also won a ‘best paper award’ at the conference it was presented at (i.e., CHI

2005).

The more recent paper covering later developments in the framework, [15], has also

begun to receive citations such as within mobile pervasive contexts [6] and digitally-

enhanced live-action role playing [97]. It has also been extended by Montola and Waern

in [110].
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CHAPTER 2

A survey of the literature

2.1 Introduction

With the spread of mobile devices into public settings and the increasing use of technol-

ogy in cultural, artistic and entertainment venues, a corresponding need to understand

the ways in which we might design successfully for such settings has developed. This

chapter surveys some of the literature documenting this steadily diversifying spread of

technology, showing how the need for a general synthesis of this material and a new

perspective on interaction in public settings is becoming increasingly important.

The first section explores a brief history of HCI and computer-supported cooperative

work (CSCW) studies, examining how concern has shifted from the individual inter-

acting with the machine to social ‘constellations’ in which groups collaborate via and

around technology. The second section demonstrates how, more recently within this

and other literatures, research focus has begun to shift towards these new kinds of

settings, drawing not just from HCI, but also museum studies, performance art and

games literatures. Finally, some of the questions posed in the introduction are revisited

in light of the survey.

This core body of literature is revisited and expanded upon in each chapter, particularly

within chapter 8’s framework. As such, this chapter provides a general overview and

prepares the ground for the introduction of more literature and a deeper exploration of

literature discussed here.

2.2 Individuals to third parties

Paul Dourish notes HCI’s “origin myth”, being HCI’s initial emergence from the conver-

gence between computer science and psychological, cognitive and social psychological
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models of interaction [47, p. 61]. In order to justify the claim that this thesis provides

a ‘new perspective’, it is worth spending some time here with this “myth” in order to

understand the HCI context in which the thesis fits, and how examining third parties to

interaction is timely.

2.2.1 Understanding individuals

Over the course of the computer’s relatively brief history, it has rapidly migrated in

role from computation to communications device [156]. Driving this change in role is

the increasing ubiquity of the computer, which historically began “reaching out” to

those with less specialised expertise and knowledge about computational technology

or lesser inclination to accommodate it. This is perhaps most evident in the way the

computer has become a general workplace staple (such as in business communications,

scientific computational uses, and so on) [73]. The computer has also been actively

adopted by groups and individuals beyond its original use as a tool for work, in no

small part thanks to its growing prevalence in the home, the unexpected importance

and rise of the internet [112], and—of particular relevance for this thesis—its increasing

ubiquity in the form of mobile devices like phones, laptops, music players and a host of

other embedded devices. This ubiquity, coupled with the remarkable flexibility of the

computer and technological developments in areas such as networking, has led to the

repeated push of computation into new and diverse settings beyond the workplace and

home, such as the public spaces of museums, galleries, performance and the streets.

These developments have often resulted in shifts in the focus of computer science

research as well as the growth of new application areas. Research into human-computer

interaction evolved in part as it became clear to developers of software with interface

components that “the interface is the system, at least from the viewpoint of the users” [8].

Early work within HCI concerned itself with the various metrics and models that could

be employed in order to assist a user’s task performance (amongst other concerns), the

intellectual base of which grew from a background of experimental psychology and

ergonomics. Quantitative and predictive low-level measures such as work rate and fa-

tigue metrics, keystroke-level models, Fitts’ Law, and models such as GOMS[33] initially

dominated HCI. These models typically attempted to provide tools for analysing a single

user’s interaction with two-dimensional interfaces involving mouse and keyboard work.

Such low-level perceptual, motor and cognitive models and metrics only dealt with

very fractional slices of time, however, and different cognitive models gained increasing

currency as researchers began to consider the interface as entering into a “dialogue” with

the user—a dyadic relationship—and therefore stepping beyond viewing the interface
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as terminal [73]. Instead, Norman, developing concepts from Gibson [65], presented a

formulation of the interface that is concerned with perceptual affordances (actionable

properties that are perceived by a user). In the interactional dialogue, a user and

designer’s “conceptual models” of the functionality the interface provides access to are

often found conflicting, resulting in “gulfs” of execution and evaluation where the user

struggles to successfully predict the outcome of an action [114].

2.2.2 From dialogues to constellations

But the lower-level perceptual and dialogic views of interaction also began to be pushed

wider as researchers started to broaden HCI in various ways.

The limitations of the lower-level experimental techniques typically used to evaluate

interfaces became increasingly apparent, as such methods often did not reflect the

settings in which human-machine dialogues would come to be played out. HCI was for

a while “confined to rather small controlled experiments, with the presumption that the

findings could be generalised to other settings” [7]. Those “other” settings—primarily

workplaces—in reality consisted of multiple intertwined dialogues between workers

themselves via or around the interface, as well as those of the human-machine dyads.

Generally it had become increasingly clear that “[t]he interface [was] no longer a private

affair between a single user and a single piece of technology as [was] classically studied

in HCI” [30]. The scope of the observations of older HCI work also typically lacked in

understanding a user’s continued engagement with interfaces. As Buxton argues, HCI

has had a tendency to focus on the ‘first ten minutes’ of interaction as opposed to the

‘next ten years’ [3].

There were also more fundamental philosophical issues tied to this shift in perspective.

It was suggested, for instance, that these settings could be addressed through avoiding

a logical separation of ‘the users’ and ‘the interface’, with less direct focus upon the

interface engineering issues (as found in Office Automation [75]) and more upon under-

standing the surrounding milieu of social action within which the interface comes to be

embedded [41, 74]. Other philosophical shifts recommended viewing users’ conduct at

the interface more as an ongoingly produced moment-by-moment form of ‘conversation’

in which circumstances are continually adapted to rather than being explicitly planned

affairs [144]. Social psychology studies also began to reveal how cognition could be seen

as more of a distributed phenomenon [94], providing some consonance with the view of

interaction as being more than just a single user and an interface and that interaction as

being ongoing and dynamic.
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Perhaps prompted by the increasing importance of networking and the internet [112],

especially in the role network communications within the workplace, research began

to examine collaborative work rather than relying on a focus upon the individual and

machine in order to solve the problems of human-computer interaction. CSCW in

particular sought to address the “design of computer-based technologies with explicit

concern for the socially organized practices of their intended users” [143]. In this stream

of work, HCI came to be broadened by accounts of collaborative work provided both by

studies of groupware and face-to-face interaction (e.g., [141, 142]) and various influential

ethnographic1 studies of technology in use at the workplace (e.g., [30, 80, 82, 85, 90, 144]).

Many of the various parties conducting such studies were often ‘outside’ the traditional

field of HCI, such as ethnographers and anthropologists, social psychologists, and so on,

but had as their topic of interest how social organisation is played out with and around

technology.

This was a significant ‘turn to the social’, and represented the growing importance

of ethnography as a rich technique for uncovering previously unaccounted-for social

features of interaction with and around computer technology. More generally, the

impact of these studies within HCI demonstrated the increasingly common concern for

a more holistic view of interaction, exploding the typical HCI definitions of the interface

as a purely technological artefact to encompass social constellations as the interface (see

Figure 2.1) [74].

In its focus upon collaboration around and through this exploded vision of the interface,

Bannon suggests that CSCW became “an answer to certain problems within extant fields

of research, such as mainstream HCI, and CMC (computer mediated communication)

studies, and their relation (or lack thereof) to the understanding and design of computer

systems that truly support the needs of people working together” [7]. Or, as Heath et al.

describe of working environments, reforming understanding of these needs involves

seeing how “collaboration, as a delimited form of cooperative work, is simply a gloss

to capture a complex configuration of momentary arrangements through which two

or more individuals, sequentially or simultaneously participate in particular tasks or

activities” [81].

2.2.3 From constellations to third parties

However, within earlier, now seminal CSCW research, which examined private settings

like the office [30, 49, 144], air traffic control at an airport [91], or rail network control

1Typically, ethnomethodologically-informed ethnographic studies.
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Figure 2.1: A new vision of the interface, taken from [74].

rooms [85] (also see [80] for a companion study of the rail drivers’ perspective), there has

also been a notable concern for issues relating to a third party experience of interaction

through observations on aspects such as peripheral awareness and tacit coordination.

For example, in [85], operators in the London Underground control room under study

rendered otherwise ‘invisible’ activities visible for others, through methods such as

talking out loud, and ensuring the sensitivity and relevancy of such actions with respect

to co-workers through continual (mutual) monitoring. Such peripheral awareness was

also shown to be maintained through objects as well as conduct. [91], for example,

discusses how an air traffic controller’s ‘flight strip’ (a literal strip of paper used to

coordinate airspace) is employed not only as an artefact with which a given controller

may work, but crucially as a publicly available common resource for fellow controllers.

Some of these issues were also reflected upon within virtual environments, such as in the

MASSIVE system [13], in which a spatialised model of interaction [16] governing what

members of the environment could at times see and hear, came to provide a peripheral

awareness structure as an important feature in everyday virtual interactions.

Although these studies are for the most part examinations of collaborative activity

amongst participants who are equally engaged in some task, key features of the spectator
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experience are hinted at, and to some extent brought into relief above the apparent

‘flatness’ of the equally-weighted participatory settings under examination. These

features (noted above) will later come to play an important role in how this thesis builds

up its analysis of a more performative view on interaction.

2.3 Private to public settings

The previous section documented how the initial HCI view of an individual’s interaction

with a single machine gradually evolved into constellations of mutually aware, often

peripherally-interacting users engaging in practical, mundane, everyday work via

and around the interface. Relatively recently, however, computation has extended

beyond the settings which gave birth to such perspectives, “reaching out” from more

private2 spheres into museums, galleries, artistic performances, clubs and the streets.

Furthermore, this growing ubiquity of technologies may often involve ‘blurring’ the

very boundaries between private and public domains [111].

This section takes a tour through the literature documenting these new settings, indi-

cating the need for a coherent framework that draws together the various observations

presented within this disparate corpus. At first it examines how studies of museums

and galleries have explored the interactions of visitor groups at the exhibit face, the role

of third parties to those interactions, and the ways in which they are integral to under-

standing the social nature of the visit. Subsequently it looks at some of the literature

documenting the growing reach of technology into more everyday public settings such

as city streets, and how the arts—which have for a long time been concerned with the

relationship between performer and spectator—have developed a growing interest in

and use of novel technologies.

2.3.1 Studies of museums and galleries

Like the trajectory of HCI’s programme, studies of museums and galleries began with an

early relationship with psychology, such as work by Melton and Robinson in the 1920s

and 1930s, to later application of behaviourism [136], cognitivism [2], environmental

psychology [22], and, more rarely, ethnography [106]. Measures such as ‘dwell time,’

number of objects viewed and routes traced during visits were (and still are) routinely

derived from survey data in order to determine the quality of a visitor’s experience

[104]. There are some serious problems with this approach, however, not only in

2CSCW has also begun to concern itself with other private spheres, such as the home.
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that interactions take place between a “lively triadic interplay” of visitor, exhibit and

environment [148], but also since visiting typically occurs with others. Blud notes that

studies “have tended to ignore the nature of the visitor, or visitor group, and have

focused instead on the nature of the exhibit, and how effective different types of exhibit

are in stimulating learning” [24].

Recently, however, particularly with the introduction of interactives in museums and

galleries, new interest has been generated in moving beyond quantitative metrics in

order to understand the exhibit face as a site of collaboration and coordination between

friends, family and even strangers. Many of these developments in understanding the

sociality of museum and gallery visits, particularly those on the importance of third

parties to interaction, have occurred outside the traditional museum studies literature3.

Of particular centrality in this body of work is the Work, Interaction and Technology

group, which also undertook the influential studies of the London Underground rail

network mentioned earlier ([85]). Using video recordings captured at many major

museums and galleries, WIT group work (such as [86]) has examined the ways in which

visitors collaboratively conduct themselves, through gesture and talk, at the exhibit face.

Like the group’s previous work, much is made of the tacit coordination between visitors

in museums and galleries. Sometimes this collaborative action proves problematic for

the way existing exhibits have been designed. In [87], for example, observations on the

deployment of “conventional input and display technologies” used in exhibits in this

particular study were found to “undermine the collaboration of others by restricting the

ability of people gathered at the exhibit to see the screen”. Elsewhere, the ways in which

co-visiting groups subtly “configure” one another’s engagement with the exhibit is

detailed, as well the notion that such engagement has a distinct interactional ‘trajectory’

in which action at previous exhibits may configure the approach to the next [150].

Crucially for this thesis, observations are also made on the behaviour of third parties

and general awareness of others in configuring conduct of visitors, such as in aiding and

encouraging participation or perhaps in hindering others [149]. One particularly notable

study (discussed in depth later on in this thesis) examines the humorous interactions by

visitors engaging with an exhibit, and how this activity drew the attention of bystanders,

who, being oriented by their spectating of others, subsequently engaged with the

object themselves [84]. In a further study, documenting an interactive video-based

exhibit called the Ghost Ship [88], visitors were observed designing their actions to

appear within the artwork, although interactions between strangers were limited. To

3Interesting, however, artists have attempted to draw the spectator into the artefact (such as a painting)

for a long time [133].
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remedy this Hindmarsh et al. recommend recognising and designing for “companions

and strangers, whether they are in the same physical space or indeed remote spaces”

through providing “opportunities for interaction” since, as their studies have suggested,

the “actions and activities of individuals are often produced with intimate regard to the

actions of others in perceptual range”.

In light of some of these observations, a system designed to support a form of ‘aural

spectating’ in museums is of interest here. The Sotto Voce system (which also will be

revisited later on in this thesis) permits co-visitors (rather than strangers) to eavesdrop

upon their fellow visitor’s PDAs (users were presented with selectable items for each

room). Several themes of operation emerged, such as eavesdroppers “free riding” on the

other’s exhibit exploration, and visitors drawing on overheard content as a locational

resource [4, 72].

Numerous other studies have further charted the growing presence of interactives within

exhibition. The Augurscope device [132], for example, provided a mobile window onto

a virtual recreation of a castle, which visitors could then move around the real site.

Developing this, the Storytent [59, 69, 139] enabled visitors (particularly children) to

take part in activities linking virtual visualisations of mediaeval buildings and stories

with the corresponding real site through augmenting physical artefacts such as paper,

or projecting onto the surface of a tent. Other exhibitions have attempted to embed

interactives more seamlessly into the environment visitors would experience by ‘hiding’

the technology [57]. Alternate approaches to augmenting the experience have involved

distributed systems designed to provide for sharing the experience of a museum’s

various objects between remote and local museum visitors [32], again involving implicit

spectating. Finally, designing museum and gallery interactives has also opened up a

seam of research that examines the use of ambiguity in a variety of aspects of design

[62]. Ambiguity comes to play a role in provoking spectator curiosity in work such

as the Tonetable [27], in which non-linear mappings between visitor interactions with

the system and the effects of those interactions encourage further engagement and

exploration. This will be particularly relevant later on in chapter 8’s framework.

Beyond museums, interactive technology has also reached public or semi-public set-

tings outside of the confines of the exhibition, such as in educational and recreational

uses. Some have begun to embed technology into relatively complex educational and

creative indoor environments, such as the Kidsroom [26], which involved an interactive

storytelling setting for groups of children. Others push out into the streets using

mobile technology. For instance, technologies to support tourism on city streets have

been developed to enable the sharing of photographs and physical presence (through
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positioning) with others [31]. Educational experiences such as the Periscope [154] within

the Ambient Wood [77] involved the design and deployment of various technologies

(displays, RFID readers, etc.) within a woodland setting. Another educational game,

Savannah [19], saw players assuming the role of ‘lions’ hunting prey with PDAs whilst

travelling around a virtual savannah, which in reality was a school playing field. Finally,

studies of spectating at rally events have highlighted the importance of “spectating [as]

a venue for conversation and sociability” [56].

The summing of this work indicates that, within an increasingly wide array of deploy-

ments of technology in public settings, issues of spectatorship and third parties arise

frequently as concerns for design.

2.3.2 Technology on-the-streets and in the arts

As the spread of technologies such as public displays, wireless internet infrastructure,

or personal mobile technology has become more prominent as everyday components

within public and semi-public spaces, so corresponding interest in the impact of tech-

nology within mundane everyday settings, such as mobile phones on the streets (e.g.,

[63, 102]), has risen.

One of the more interesting results of this spread, however, is the way in which tech-

nology has also become an important part of many art installations, performance art

pieces and musical performances. Such performances may be played out in semi-public

settings, such as the Schizophrenic Cyborg system, in which a remote orchestrator

controlled a display attached to a performer’s chest whilst they were present at a party

[134]. Performances are also conducted in more prominent public settings including

city streets, such as the performance art game discussed later in this thesis, Can You See

Me Now? [58]. (See the many systems documented in [155] or the theoretical concerns

regarding interaction with interfaces expressed in [55], for example.) Whilst street

performance has always been a staple within the performing arts, and also considering

how interactivity similarly has been a long-standing concern for artists (see [92]), more

recently it has become apparent how technology provides exciting new ways in order

to augment performances in a variety of contexts (e.g., the installation piece Desert

Rain [100] and Toshio Iwai’s visually augmented pianos [155, p. 767], both discussed

later in chapter 8) as well as performers themselves (e.g., see [117, 118, 138] detailing

various systems for instrumenting dancers or their environments). Technology has also

begun to provide increased interaction between audience and performer, such as in

Stelarc’s Stimbo piece where audience members could ‘activate’ parts of the performer’s

body [155, p. 159] (see chapter 8). More generally, and importantly for this thesis,
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performances inherently trade upon the conduct of third parties (the audience) and the

dynamic ways in which the relationship between performer and spectator unfolds. Thus,

such contexts in which technology is deployed, and the importance of audience to those

activities that are played out, provide fertile grounds for studying public interaction.

The highlighting of performer skill for spectators is just one of the possibilities of aug-

mentation. For many performers, making performances legible when using technology

is important to their practices, as when control sensors may be purposefully attached

to hands or arms (e.g., [54, 157], examples which shall be explored in more depth in

chapter 8) in order to provide the scope for what Bowers and Hellström term “expressive

latitude” [29]. This aspect of interaction has also been explored in terms of interactives

in museums and galleries, where ‘expected’ interactions that users naturally conduct

their activities with may map with varying levels of directness to what is actually sensed

by the interface [20]. This obviously has impacts for the experience of the spectator,

however others note that non-linear mappings may also provide a design opportunity

through provoking intrigue [27].

In one example, in the interactive martial arts games of [76], a performer’s expertly

skilled martial arts moves are conducted on stage in front of an audience, and also

tracked and mapped to a corresponding projected avatar within a game environment.

Technology might also push the physical boundaries of where audiences may be in

order to engage in spectatorship. For example, in one system, a poet’s bodily actions

and spoken words were synchronously relayed to an audience located in a CVE as well

as the real audience they were performing to. Poets were represented as avatars in the

virtual world with the gestures of the performer driving those of their avatar [18]. The

ways in which such systems are designed is made all the more pertinent by the advent

of mainstream performances taking place simultaneously in the real world and popular

internet-based virtual environments [10]. In other, more directly participatory events,

designing for spectators may require explicit separation from performers. For example,

the Tonetable, an installation that enabled up to four visitors to collaboratively interact

with sound and visuals via a series of trackballs [27], initially suffered from spectator

crowding, meaning that some essential aural ‘sweet spots’ were obscured. A redesign

of its deployment had to take into account these crowding effects and the impact upon

sound, resulting in separate areas being used for those ‘performing’ with the device and

those spectating.

Studies of performance have also identified different performative roles or tasks that

have often been inspired by studies of museums, galleries and workplaces. Ensuring

the smooth running of a performance via control room and orchestration work has
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received recent attention, identifying routine activities such as monitoring work via

technology as well as both subtle and deliberately highlighted intervention conducted

by orchestrators to ensure the smooth running of the performance [42, 45, 52, 100].

Other studies have explored the role orchestrators play in collaboratively producing

and maintaining narrative with players of an interactive mobile phone messaging-

based game [43]. The design challenges presented when technology is used to manage

relationships between performers and audience have also been covered, as in [18].

Observations on the nature of orchestrator roles and relationship between them, other

performers and audience members within performance environments will be important

for the studies presented in this thesis, the analysis they develop and the framework

that is constructed.

Collected works or anthologies of artistic involvement with technology, such as [155],

provide ample documentation of the increasingly central role interactive technology

takes in supporting, or sometimes being the centre of, performance. Much of the

presentation of the framework covered in chapter 8 uses a wide range of examples from

such literature, covering artists including Stelarc and Pamela Z.

Theoretically, however, academic artistic concern has often resided with increasing

active engagement in the performance, characterised by transforming “viewers into

participants” [55]. Frameworks dealing with the role of technology thus address how

technology modulates a performer’s relationship to the technology as a varyingly

active participant (e.g., [40]) rather than exploring how spectators may be party to that

very relationship. Some frameworks, however, have begun to examine the role that

technology may play in performative interactions, such as [134].

Techniques for mass spectator or audience participation have also generated interest

within other contexts. Some large-scale interactives have been constructed in order to

permit public use of musical instruments for visitors to an exhibition [116]. This and

other demonstrations, such as the aggregation of audience behaviour to engage in large-

scale gaming or mass participation events [34, 108] and even clubs [89], provide relevant

examples of the need for new ways of understanding a variety of diverse public settings

in which, through the impact of more prevalent and widespread sensor technology,

bystanders and spectators may become drawn into some collaborative activity.

Finally, this section must address a number of recent examples of games. The game, as

a form, is used in many of the settings presented above to serve the purposes of the

designers, artists or educationalists. However, a number of more ‘pure’ demonstrations

of gaming in public settings typically involving mobile technologies (usually classed

as ‘locative’ or ‘pervasive’ gaming) have begun to emerge as well. One such game
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is Treasure [35], in which players take to the streets with PDAs, collecting coins from

a game map derived from wifi network coverage. Another game called AR Quake

[147] used augmented reality in order to transpose the gameplay of a popular first-

person shooter into the real world by overlaying tracked virtual monsters on the local

environment. Other games have taken place on various forms of mobile phones, such as

Hitchers, in which virtual ‘hitch hikers’ are picked up and dropped by players as they

physically move between phone cells [51].

Whilst there are further examples of game systems running on a variety of mobile tech-

nologies and played out in locations where strangers are present (e.g., [23, 37, 115, 129]),

as well as early work on the social features of game-play (Huizinga in particular, dis-

cussed below), little documentation and even fewer frameworks exist on how player

interaction with such systems either involve or are experienced by third parties (al-

though there are design frameworks concerned with how individuals may interweave

technology use into everyday life [36]). Some observations are forthcoming, however.

One game called Yoshi [11] often involved “distinctive back and forth movements”

by players; this conduct, given that it was typically played in the streets of urban or

suburban areas, would tend to draw attention from passers-by. A player also reported

being asked by one such stranger whether they were lost and reported receiving “strange

looks” from other pedestrians. Finally, a recent study of the social gameplay practices

surrounding Nintendo DS users considered issues such as how the small display im-

pacted the experience of play for spectators in multiplay gaming, how the design of

the device “actively work against” ad-hoc play formations involving strangers, and in

referencing work conducted as part of this thesis, the ways in which such problems

might be addressed by designing for the spectator [146].

2.4 Making sense of the literature

This thesis presents one way to draw the forms of literature presented here, and the

settings they document, together. Whilst the literature contains, say, observations on

mutual awareness, configuration effects of bystanders and public interaction on-the-

streets, there are few frameworks that seek to systematically address this wide range

of public settings in which computational technology may increasingly be found. As a

result this thesis seeks to provide an overarching set of design understandings (in the

form of sensitising concepts, a shared language, constraints and strategies and a new

HCI perspective) that both encompass such earlier observations as well as develop and

enrich them into a general framework.
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It is also important here to note once again the relevance of Goffman’s analysis of

interaction in public, his dramaturgical perspective (e.g., [66]), and the ways in which

this perspective has been drawn on throughout the development of this thesis. In order to

answer the questions posed by this thesis, several of Goffman’s concepts are used which

this survey must briefly cover. Firstly, and primarily, Goffman’s use of the performance

metaphor as an analytic lens through which to examine social conduct, is present

both within the analytic findings of study chapters (e.g., conceptualising interaction in

terms of “performers” and “audience”), and fundamental to the framework in chapter

8. Another concept that is central to this thesis is the ‘frame’ [67], and the way that

social situations are organised by the ‘frameworks’ of members and how conduct is

interpreted within the context of the social frame. Goffman also developed notions of

performative settings (or “regions”) such as “front”, “back” and “outside”. These are

used to differentiate the ways presentation of the self occurs in social action: for instance,

front-stage reflects framings in which a ‘performer’ conducts themselves in front of an

‘audience’, whereas back-stage involves alternate settings that audiences do not have

access to, where a performer may operate using an alternative framework. This thesis

uses these ideas of ‘setting-ed’ interaction and performance frames in building up a

design framework for interaction.

The opening questions of this thesis hinted at both the form and breadth of the challenges

that any framework addressing this space would need to consider. These questions

either remain unanswered or partially answered by this body of literature alone. It is

worth revisiting these questions briefly.

• How can we design interfaces that support users in expressing their interactions,

and that fit well with existing expressive activities such as music and dance?

Sections of the literature reviewed here document the activities of performers and artists

who have increasingly adopted technology in order to express themselves (see [155]

in particular). What is not clear for the most part within the literature is how the craft

knowledge of artists like Stelarc in their use of technology may be drawn upon in order

to inform the design of interfaces. Understanding collections of such craft knowledge

and how they may be repurposed can in turn guide the design of expressive interfaces

within more mainstream HCI. The framework provides a taxonomy of strategies not

only to address expressivity, but also relates these to other techniques.

• How should a third party experience a user’s interaction with an interface?

It has been made clear that, particularly within studies of museums and galleries, as
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well as workplace studies, understanding how to support users in expressing their

interactions is intimately tied with how those interactions are experienced by others,

however such observations are only just beginning to enter into the main stream of HCI.

The framework in this thesis directly addresses this issue, starting in chapter 4 with a

basic division of third parties and users. The thesis is thus timely in addressing this,

seeking to integrate existing observations—and contributing new ones—into a larger

framework that presents an understanding of interaction in public settings in general.

• How can participants be made aware that a performance is occurring and under-

stand the boundaries and limits of the performance, especially in public settings

where performance may be interleaved with other activities?

Some descriptions delineate the transient and negotiated rules of games, specifically

Huizinga’s [93], in which players are seen as coordinating around a set of rules—the

“magic circle”—separate from the shared ‘rules’ of everyday life. Other descriptions,

particularly Goffman’s concept of framings [67], relate to the question of how, particu-

larly in public settings, participants can be made aware that a performance is occurring,

and, in commonly orienting to the socially organised boundaries of a given performance

framing, may come to understand how to collaborate with others in the performance

(in the case of Huizinga these boundaries form the heart of the organisation of a game).

However, such work remains mostly unapplied to the design of technology situated in

public environments. The framework integrates such perspectives into its observations

on third parties and expressivity.

• How can interfaces be designed to accommodate transitions between roles, for

example when a current user hands an interface over to a new user in a setting

such as a crowded public gallery?

This survey has demonstrated how workplace and museum studies literature have for

some time been examining in detail how colleagues or visitors may negotiate around an

interface, and how objects, such as museum artefacts, may be ‘handed over’ between

visitors as a typical part of the visit. There is room for building upon this work, un-

derstanding how it might fit within a larger context of performance and performative

action by professionals expressing themselves with technology, handing that technology

over to co-performers or non-professional participants. Once again, key transitions are

presented as fundamental parts of the framework.

• How can we design for orchestration; the ongoing shaping of a performance,

typically from ‘behind-the-scenes’?
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Existing literature highlighted above seeks to understand how behind-the-scenes or-

chestration might fit in to a wider view of performance in which various professionals

collaborate and coordinate in order to run the performance. This activity can be un-

derstood to fit within the context of less explicit performance situations such as the

workplace or the museum, however it remains unaddressed within the literature. This

thesis attempts to join these contexts up.

Before closing, it is perhaps useful to think about two main ways in which the literature

presented here may be thought of more systematically. The first is through a division of

private and public settings, ranging from private spaces like offices and homes, to semi-

public spaces such as museums and galleries, to ‘open air’ public spaces like streets. The

second division differentiates everyday, ‘mundane’ settings from deliberate performance

settings, ranging from interactions occurring in offices or streets, to virtuosic conduct

with technology taking place in front of paying audience members.

The following study chapters will build upon these simple divisions of the literature

in order to understand what the spread of computation into public settings means

for design, and how understanding that meaning can form the basis for a framework.

In particular, chapter 4, examining the One Rock exhibition, will begin to pick apart

divisions between third parties and users actively engaged in some interaction, exploring

the relationships between the two and how their conduct is intertwined with interaction

with an interface. Before these study chapter are presented, however, the methodological

and analytic issues which surround the way in which the research work within this

thesis has been conducted must be examined.
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CHAPTER 3

Methods, materials and analytic

perspective

3.1 Introduction

This chapter covers the methodological approaches and analytic perspectives employed

within this thesis in some detail. Primarily the insights of ethnomethodology [60],

Goffman’s dramaturgical metaphor for social interaction and his analytic development

of this with interactional ‘framings’ [66, 67], have informed much of the strategy be-

hind selecting and collecting data, examining it, drawing analytic points from it and

constructing and informing the framework that developed alongside the studies of this

thesis. As such the first purpose of this chapter is in detailing both the philosophical

and practical rationales behind the ways in which the studies and framework were

constructed.

After discussing this underlying intellectual basis for the attitude and approach to the

data, the chapter then goes onto cover in more detail the processes of collection and

analysis, and the distinct challenges it presents in terms of studying interaction ‘in

the wild’ and piecing together fragmented, distributed and potentially mobile data

resources. The chapter will further explore the relationship between the framework

and the concepts developed in the studies, expanding upon the introductory chapter’s

diagrammatic summary of them. As part of this, further methodological issues will be

discussed such as the sense behind the ordering of the studies as presented in this thesis,

and the role of the author in them.
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3.2 Analytic perspective and methodological approaches

Large amounts of data were collected over the course of the research period that pro-

duced this thesis, including audiovisual data, log data, observational notes, photographs

and audio recordings. This section explores the foundations of the techniques and

methods employed both when considering what data would form the captured material

and how it would be tackled, methodologically, as a corpus.

There are two main strands of work that have influenced the approach employed within

the studies and framework. Firstly, it is Goffman’s dramaturgical form of analysis that

has been a major influence particularly in the development of the framework and the

observations it presents. Secondly, the tradition of ethnomethodologically-informed

ethnography, video analysis and conversation analysis (see [83] for examples within this

line of research) that has frequently been used within CSCW, has consistently played a

large part both in the form and type of data collected and the way in which it has been

analysed within this thesis. The growth of this form of analysis within the literature

has been also explored within the previous chapter. This section explores these two

perspectives and the way in which they have shaped the analysis and development of

framework concepts.

This section will initially explore the analytic perspective as informed by ethnomethod-

ology, and then go on to expand the discussion to include how this relates to the other

major dramaturgical perspective particularly in terms of a two-layered approach to

linking analytic observations with design work.

3.2.1 Ethnomethodological perspective

The general philosophical commitment influencing the basic techniques of study in this

thesis is broadly interactionist and naturalistic, with particular ethnomethodological in-

fluence. In very brief summary, ethnomethodology takes as its topic the methods people

employ in managing the problem of intersubjectivity—that is, the difficulties members

of society must overcome in making sense of one-another’s subjective perspective on

everyday experience, and achieving some commonality of understanding. A key insight

into this problem is the examination of accountability as the method members of society

use to cope with intersubjectivity.

Historically within HCI, this perspective has gained increasing currency in the shift

from understanding HCI as a dialogue between a single user located at a machine,

to seeing such interactions as consisting of constellations of potentially distributed
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users performing their activities with and around multiple machines. Various influential

accounts have advanced varieties of the interactionist perspective and the ethnographic

technique in particular in order to illuminate this view on HCI. Ethnomethodology’s

concerns have in turn influenced these accounts, particularly evident in certain CSCW

literature such as Lucy Suchman’s well-known book Plans and Situated Actions [144],

along with several other seminal workplace studies (e.g., [30, 85, 90]). (Chapter 2

explores the changing face of HCI, and the relationship between it and CSCW, more

fully.)

Some core concerns of ethnomethodology are the accountability of everyday conduct

and the reflexivity of that accountability, both of which are of relevance to the ways in

which data within this thesis has been inspected. Accountability refers to the ways in

which our orderly and organised everyday activities are crafted with respect for those

around us within the context of a given social setting. Garfinkel states that these crafted,

“account-able” activities are made so by virtue of them being “observable-and-reportable,

i.e. available to members as situated practices of looking-and-telling” [60, p. 1]. The

reflexivity of members’ accounts refers to the ways in which the very procedures for

making actions accountable to others are the selfsame procedures members used in

order to “produce and manage settings of organized everyday affairs” [60, p. 1].

In order to appreciate these topics a simple example of the way in which people queue

may be employed. A physical queue of people exhibits its orderliness both to members

of the queue themselves and those who may observe it (perhaps wanting to join). There

is a front, middle and back of the queue, all of which are maintained through the

orderly activities of the queue’s members. The very fact that a person joins the queue

at the back, rather than ignoring it entirely and heading for the front of the queue, is a

piece of conduct that provides an account to others of that person’s recognition of, and

orientation to, the visible, observable-and-reportable orderliness of the queue. In other

words, their simple action—joining the queue—is an accountable act, acknowledging to

others how the queue is organised through their action.

Within the data collected for this thesis, the problems of intersubjectivity are, of course,

also the main job of work for each member of the settings under study. Understanding

how these problems are worked out with respect to the features of what is often quite

sophisticated technology is the main thrust of the analysis, and, as suggested earlier,

follows on in tradition and form from a relatively well-established stream of HCI

and CSCW concerned with naturalistic and interactionist understandings of human-

computer interaction. At a basic level, each analysis attempts to understand interaction

through the careful study of the methods by which participants practically accomplish
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their activities with one another, with, around or via the interactive systems that feature.

Video in particular provides a highly useful resource for such a line of enquiry, as

discussed below.

The relationship of the perspective on interaction outlined here with the presentation

of analysis must be clarified. This thesis is not a purely sociological work. Whilst in

some sense all attempts at understanding interaction in a range of contexts is ‘doing

sociology’ in one fashion or another, the analyses presented here are, broadly-speaking,

two-layered affairs1 in which an upper layer of ‘structured design reasoning’, as found

in chapter 8’s framework mostly but also addressed in each study chapter’s discussion,

is informed by a lower layer of analytic observations about interaction with interfaces

in public settings as directed by concerns of how interaction is worked out moment-

by-moment, with and around technology. The next section briefly examines the major

informant for this ‘structured design reasoning’, the interactionist-oriented work of

Goffman.

3.2.2 Dramaturgy and frame analysis

Goffman’s dramaturgy and frame analysis have both informed the framework, and

the way that the analyses presented in study chapters have been developed in order

to exhibit different components of this framework. As discussed in chapter 2, the

dramaturgical perspective begins by considering all social interaction as ‘performance’,

i.e., using a theatrical performance metaphor as a self-awaredly ‘ironic’ lens with which

to view and interpret how social interaction is done. In Goffman’s analysis, an indi-

vidual’s performance “front” is stably and fixedly maintained for an audience by that

individual as a performer, in order to help “define the situation for those who observe

the performance” [66, p. 22]. This enables an audience to orient appropriately to the

conduct of the individual, and therefore negotiate the subjective experiences of each

member. This basic distinction between performer and audience serves as a starting

point from which to begin to unpack members’ interactions with and around technology.

We will see how, in the first study chapter, this simple demarcation of roles can provide

a basis for building up a rich framework for interaction in public settings. Further to

this, we will see later on how Goffman’s settings of front-stage and back-stage may be

applied to interaction in technology-filled environments and inform our analysis and

understandings of them for the purposes of design.

1Although the author acknowledges the potential for unease in the relationship between work that seeks

to develop implications from naturalistic studies of social interaction; for more on this topic, focussing

upon the role of (typically) ethnomethodologically-informed ethnography and its use in design, see [48].
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As mentioned, Goffman’s dramaturgical perspective involved the mutual construction

of situational “definitions”. Goffman’s analysis of members’ “frameworks” within

which social interaction is interpreted and constructed provides another important

insight in the analysis of these studies and the construction of the framework. In the

final study and in the framework chapter, this thesis will expand upon how these

framings come to feature in technology-mediated interactions between members of a

performance, and the way that technology may be designed with framings in mind, as

well as considerations for situations where members may be ‘outside’ frame boundaries.

In the ways outlined above, then, Goffman’s dramaturgy and notion of framings has

been used both in conducting analysis and building up concepts of the framework. It

has thus been used in order to bridge and structure the ‘gap’ between the findings of

an ethnomethodologically-informed analysis of interaction and the design structures

presented particularly in the framework chapter.

3.3 Collecting and analysing data

The general strategy of data-gathering throughout this thesis has involved collect-

ing from a wide range of sources. In most of the studies presented here, video data

features as the main analytic resource. Whilst other resources—such as interviews,

questionnaires, informal discussions, log file data, and simulations or reconstructions of

events—are important, by and large these other resources were drawn on in order to

develop a deeper appreciation for what is sometimes quite opaque to the observer on the

video record. Indeed, these other resources also provided a capacity to initiate lines of

enquiry which would not have been apparent from video or observational records alone.

For instance, chapter 4’s study employed a simulator in order to recreate the interactions

with a device, and in chapter 6 (Figure 3.1, left) a replay system was used to visualise

log data alongside multiple video recordings (Figure 3.1, right). More generally, similar

approaches are providing greater purchase on the study of increasingly disparate and

distributed interfaces (see [44]).

Greater detail on these particular systems is provided in their corresponding chapters.

The primacy of video indicated above is due to the way in which it provides a pow-

erful resource to study the “orderliness and patterns in people’s routine interactions,

[whilst] operat[ing] at a finer level of detail than conventional ethnographic observation”

[126]. The simple faculty to repeatedly see everyday activity brings to the surface the

backgrounded practical structuring of these activities, enabling the analyst to begin to

see how they are achieved as an orderly and ongoing accomplishment of interaction
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Figure 3.1: The One Rock analysis tool (left), and the Digital Replay System (right).

between people in a given setting. The beguiling richness of video and its repeatability

should not be so overwhelming, however, that neglecting its obvious problems be

permitted. Whilst the opportunities and pitfalls of video-based interaction analysis have

been covered elsewhere (e.g., [79, 126]), some issues will be touched on below that are

of particular relevance for the settings under study in this thesis.

A variety of video perspectives have been captured in each study. Some were recorded

through a largely unattended ‘ambient’ style of camera-work using a tripod (as found

in chapters 4 and 5), whereas others involved roaming situationally-embedded camera-

work as part of observation, shadowing and enquiring of participants (in chapter 7),

and yet others still used a mixture of these two (in chapter 6). Obviously, the ‘camera

effects’ upon those being filmed is quite different when generally unobtrusive fixed

cameras are employed, compared to filming in a rather more pointed (literally) and

mobile way without fixed positions. Further to this, it is clear that, especially given the

often distributed nature of the environments under inspection, only a series of disjoint

‘slices’ of the action may ever be captured for review at any time, and as a result, much

work must be done in order to perform a ‘recovery’ of what is typically a fragmented

timeline of conduct. This last problem was particularly so for chapter 6’s study, in which

a significant part of the experience for the participant takes place on a fairground ride.

A further issue to take note of is that the limited duration of the settings under study

(being ‘events’) meant that there was no way in which extensive recordings over a large

amount of time could be made, and no way in which any analyst could, say, ‘drop in’

over a long period in order to get acquainted with the setting. By their very nature

these settings were not fixed and stable environments, but rather transient ones which

occurred ‘one time only’, a fact that to some extent shapes the findings derived from

them. A more sustained engagement in particular settings, however, would have meant

a smaller selection of settings could be covered within the research period. As such, a

trade-off between engagement and diversity was unavoidable. Nevertheless, three of
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the four studies presented in this thesis involved professional performers, so in another

sense the studies examine the competence of such professionals, mitigating the issue of

sustained engagement.

Continuing on the topic of the video data, we can now turn to the issues of how the

video collected for the various study chapters has been examined, and how selections

from that set were made. Once again, more specific details are covered in individual

chapters. Typically there was a large bulk of video for any given event, and in order

to develop a full understanding and appreciation for the setting in which interaction

occurs, whether it was an exhibition or performance, this bulk must be systematically

inspected. Understanding the video record is strongly informed by any observation in

person and familiarity with the setting in general, such as through interviews, informal

discussions, personal engagement in development work, log files, and so on. Once

the video corpus has been examined it becomes useful to select segments that provide

exemplars of notable conduct.

In the context of this thesis, ‘notable conduct’ may have emerged from a wider appraisal

of the corpus or be more directed by the concerns of the framework. Generally, the first

two study chapters were more ‘foundational’ in the sense that the topics of particular

interest, such as the play of roles like participants and actors, emerged earlier on within

the research period and thus did more in forming some of the basis of the framework

than in being resources with which to investigate particular framework topics. Later

studies (chapters 6 and 7) tended to have a reversal of this relationship. There was also

the possibility that topics of interest derived from emergent themes in the earlier studies

then came to be sources of enquiry for the data corpus of later studies.

A further influence in selecting data is to some extent presentational. For some studies,

providing a general overview of the settings in which the studies took place is quite

essential for communicating how the experience appeared from different members’

perspectives. In chapter 6’s study, for instance, the vignettes provide a way of looking at

the action from a variety of perspectives, both physically (i.e., within different spaces),

and within the different capacities of members of the event (e.g., behind-the-scenes

staff, audience). On the other hand, some vignettes have also been chosen as a kind of

‘breaching experiment’ [60]. Technological breakdown is a continual feature, especially

of the first two studies, and is represented in many the vignettes due to the kinds

of features breakdown exposes, such as in making more visible the backgrounded

contingencies of the settings under examination.
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3.3.1 The author’s role

The role of the author in each of the studies obviously affects how data collection and

analysis has been performed. The author had a varying level of involvement in each

of the systems and events under study within this thesis. This involvement ranged

from collaboration in designing, implementing, capturing and analysing data to an

involvement in a secondary round of analysis only.

In the examination of One Rock, the author was involved in the design (in collaboration

with Welfare State International, the group coordinating the design and construction

of the exhibition), as well as the implementation, data collection and analysis of the

Telescope device within the exhibition. Data collection in this case involved setting up

video recordings, doing observational work whilst being present at many runs of the

performance. The author also constructed a simulator used in order to assist analysis by

re-running logged data.

Unlike the One Rock study, however, the study of the Journey into Space did not involve

the author in its design or development, but rather in an analysis-only role, although

informal conversations further informed the author’s understanding of the system and

analysis of breakdown, repair and so on.

Differing from these previous two studies, Fairground: Thrill Laboratory did not involve

the author in either its design and development, or the capture of video or telemetry

data. However, in addition to the video, log data and interview records being consulted

collectively in a series of data-sessions, once again, extensive informal conversations

were had between the author and various members of the event. This was done in order

to successfully understand each element of the technology supporting the event across

what were at times complex interactions over physically distributed sites.

Finally, similar to the study of Fairground: Thrill Laboratory, Uncle Roy All Around

You’s study did not involve the author in its design, development, capture or any of the

earlier analyses of the game. Instead, the performance was examined quite some time

after these previously-published analyses on the game were written when it became

clear that aspects of the design of the game were highly relevant to developing concepts

within the framework, and as such would be useful in helping to shape it.

3.3.2 Challenges in collecting and analysing data

There are various challenges posed by collecting and analysing data that is drawn from

interaction ‘in the wild’. When compared to controlled, lab-based environments, there
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are a host of initial access and consent issues, as well as practicalities such as setting up

video cameras, following participants in distributed settings, making sense of conduct,

and so on.

In each of the settings studied, piecing together fragmented interaction is a key problem.

Whilst large amounts of data, including video, log files, notes and so on, may be collected,

there is typically never enough information to fully and comprehensively capture the

true scope of the event. This poses methodological problems when coming to perform

analysis; the analyst must first piece together these constituent but incomplete parts,

and attempt to make sense of them within the context of a broader knowledge of the

event, typically derived from observation and first-hand experience of being present.

This fragmented record often excludes what might be critical moments or critical data,

further encumbering the process of analysis.

There are also considerable methodological challenges in the varied role of the author in

these studies. Achieving a full understanding of the setting under study often became

a time-consuming and potentially uncertain process when not present for the event

itself. This was particularly the case for Fairground: Thrill Laboratory and Uncle Roy

All Around You, which both involved distributed teams and complex arrangements of

technology. The fragmented record thus requires even more care in these situations since

first-hand experience cannot be relied on. Instead, interviews, informal conversations

and general attention to the mundane specifics of the event become vital in order to fill

out this knowledge gap.

Developing this further, mobile interaction such as that found in Uncle Roy All Around

You also poses special problems, particularly in that it becomes highly desirable in

combining the fragments of the experience, to be able to recreate or ‘see’ what the player

in the experience saw. Within these mobile settings, fully capturing interaction with a

device is typically precluded by the necessity of not interfering with the experience for

players. This was very much so for Uncle Roy All Around You, given that a significant

element of the experience was that of ‘alone-ness’. This further underlines the partial

and fragmented view that comes to challenge the analyst when investigating interaction

‘in the wild’.

3.4 Studies and framework

Finally in this chapter we turn to the details of the relationship between the studies

and the framework. Firstly this is addressed in terms of the sense of their ordering,

making explicit their chronology and the rationale for their presentation at the places
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they are found. Secondly the tangle between the findings of the studies informing the

framework, and the framework informing the focus of the studies is explicated in more

detail on a chapter-by-chapter basis.

3.4.1 Ordering and chronology of studies

This sequence of chapters in which the studies are documented is a logical ordering

that differs from their actual chronology. The series of performance events on which

chapter 7’s study is based were designed and implemented in the months running up to

its premiere in June 2003. These events thus took place some time before the research

period in which this thesis was developed (October 2003). After the premiere in 2003,

Uncle Roy All Around You toured twice during 2004, the collected data from which

forms the bedrock of the study in chapter 7. The first event, One Rock (chapter 4), on

the other hand, occurred at the very beginning point of the research period in December

2003. The second study’s event, the Journey into Space (chapter 5), was run in May

2004. Finally, the Fairground: Thrill Laboratory events on which the third study is based

(chapter 6) took place during autumn 2006. During much of 2005, conceptual work was

mostly undertaken, and the beginnings of the framework were emerging.

There are two main reasons why the chapters have been ordered in this logical—rather

than chronological—fashion. Firstly, in order to assist simplicity, the smaller-scale events

(One Rock, the Journey into Space) are tackled initially, with spatially larger, more com-

plex settings (Fairground: Thrill Laboratory, Uncle Roy All Around You) being explored

in later chapters. Secondly, the concepts that are featured in the framework which the

studies seek to inform must be presented in a comprehensible fashion. Building up from

simpler components in smaller-scale settings enables the framework to be presented in

a piecemeal way that is more organic than systematically presenting each concept in

turn. Thus the study chapters may present initial concepts, create ‘problems’ for later

chapters to solve, refine previously-covered topics and finally exploit unusual situations

in order to demonstrate the robustness of the concepts developed in previous chapters.

More specifically, One Rock introduces a basic distinction between participants and

audience, however in doing so exposes some of the simplifications that result, glossing

over topics that are further refined in the Journey into Space. Fairground: Thrill Labora-

tory introduces further concepts as well as increasingly refining descriptions of existing

ones, and the study of Uncle Roy All Around You, in testing the limits of how these

concepts have been defined further develops and strengthens them.

The following table collects and summarises the particulars of each study.
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3.4.2 Orientation to data

The way in which the framework itself has been developed is also of importance.

Whilst the studies presented in this thesis are used to exhibit particular framework

concepts, such as ‘orchestration’, or ‘transition’, the thoughts and ideas motivating the

framework itself also stem from an ongoing analysis of a variety of literatures (such as

analyses of interaction in museums and galleries, the growing body of HCI literature

concerned with mass-participation and/or spectatorship, workplace studies within

CSCW, performance art literature). Whilst the data has been approached in a way that

seeks to discover emergent themes, there is an inevitable measure of cross-pollination

between the ongoing understandings of the framework and the orientation to the

recorded data regarding where focus is channelled. For example, when developing

notions of orchestration and transition, this meant specifically spending more time

inspecting orchestration activities behind-the-scenes (in Fairground: Thrill Laboratory),

or deeper examination of the point when intervention causes orchestrators to transition

to actors (in Uncle Roy All Around You).

Also relevant at this point is the way in which the selection of each study has been

made. Whilst each study attempts to reflect different features of the framework in

comprehensive ways, there was also an element of opportunism in the selection of the

studies as they individually arose as possible sources of investigation. Reinforcing this

opportunism in choice and selection were the possibilities of working with professional

artists.

The details of these relationships can now be addressed individually for each study

chapter in order to inform the reader’s understanding of how selections from the data

were made.

For One Rock, given that this study was, chronologically, the first piece of analysis

undertaken, concepts like participant and audience roles generally emerged from the

data. Thus the study sets up and raises a number of issues which later studies will build

upon and revise, in order to develop the framework. For example, although the role

of ‘participant’ is used quite broadly, we will see in later chapters that there are more

subtle professional and non-professional divisions such roles. Similarly, we shall also

see subsequently how audience may be witting or unwitting of their role in participant

interaction. A final point to note is that this study is presented using terminology that is

harmonious with the framework, although one publication which this chapter is based

upon used different language (e.g., the word ‘bystander’ was used for ‘audience’ [123]).

For the Journey into Space, chronologically the analysis was undertaken early on within
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the research period, a short time after examining One Rock and during a time when

the framework was less well-formed. As in the One Rock study, the concepts generally

emerged from the data to inform the framework rather as opposed to framework issues

determining how selections from the corpus were performed. Once again, however,

there is a measure of reflection onto the way in which this study is presented in this thesis

from the framework itself, and terminology has been brought in line with framework.

The study of Fairground: Thrill Laboratory marks something of a shift in the relationship

between the framework and studies as outlined above. In comparison to One Rock and

the Journey into Space, chapter 6’s study builds upon concepts of roles such as audience,

participants and actors, audience-participant transitions and spatialised manipulations

and effects. Many of these notions are visible in the chapter’s analysis, however, given

that the study occurred chronologically later than these two previous studies, the

relationship to the framework differed from them. The point here is that studying

Fairground: Thrill Laboratory involved less of a ‘blank slate’ approach to the data than

earlier chapters, in which emergent concepts developed the groundwork of the frame-

work. Instead, topics of interest derived from the framework’s development, informed

how the data set was analysed and exactly which vignettes came to be presented in this

chapter. This then motivated a desire to both build upon previous observations (such as

participant and actor roles), and to provide concrete examples of new framework topics

(e.g., orchestration and ‘behind-the-scenes’ work).

Finally, the study of Uncle Roy All Around You was also directed significantly by the

concerns being developed within the framework, particularly the issue of how to account

for the role of uninvolved or ‘unwitting’ members of a performance environment.
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CHAPTER 4

One Rock

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the first study chapter of this thesis, One Rock, an augmented

reality device located within a public artistic exhibition. The device itself, crafted in

the form of a seaside telescope, overlays video data upon large bottles located on a

structure close-by. The study of this device elaborates, through a series of vignettes,

a number of key themes that form the initial basis of the framework. The analysis

introduces two main ‘roles’ of ‘participant’—those engaged with the Telescope device—

and ‘audience’—those spectating upon this engagement or just present in the general

locality of the One Rock exhibition—with particular concern for how that audience expe-

rienced participant interactions. In understanding the audience experience of participant

interactions, this chapter will look at the way in which Telescope manipulations are

revealed and augmented to the audience, and, correspondingly how the effects of those

manipulations are hidden from the audience. This foreshadows how manipulations

and effects may be hidden or revealed in various combinations to achieve certain

results. In this case, it is suggested that such a strategy employed for the Telescope

creates a sense of ‘intrigue’. The chapter also introduces the concept of audience to

participant transition, and how this transition occurs through handing over using the

device’s physical features, via surrounding objects implicated by the device, or even via

implication by a participant’s use of the Telescope.

4.2 Overview

One Rock was a two-month public installation developed by Welfare State International,

an arts company located in Ulverston, Cumbria. The focus of the exhibition was a large
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rock in Morecambe Bay, on the north-west coast of England. The aim was to use the

various geological, microbiological, historical and social aspects of the rock to engender

and renew fascination with the surrounding locality and its features. The installation

was created inside an exhibition space approximately a mile away from the physical

rock.

The exhibition attracted varying numbers of people1, both in terms of group sizes and

daily throughput (from individuals through to groups of forty). Automated progression

between stages of the installation precluded any latecomers (who would be asked to

wait until the next run), so once a performance had started, the group inside stayed until

the end without any additional visitors entering the space. A single performance lasted

for twenty minutes in total. A docent was usually on hand during the performance,

providing different levels of intervention for the visitors. When visitors entered the

space, for example, some docents described briefly the experience, where others said

nothing.

The exhibition itself was structured specifically around three ways of viewing the rock:

‘macro’—reflecting the macro-level detail of the rock, ‘micro’—reflecting microscopic

details of the rock, and ‘mythic’—reflecting mythic elements associated with the rock.

The space was physically divided up into three parts to reflect these three aspects, with

all sections involving dramatic changes in lighting and a loud accompanying soundtrack.

(See Figure 4.1 for an overview.)

The ‘macro’ section was deliberately passive and meditative with coordinated visuals

and sound showing the rock and its surroundings (Figure 4.2, left). The entrance

area contained a model of the rock which matched the dimensions of the real rock,

which is approximately the size of a small car. The macro section provided a physical

representation of the rock to give visitors a sense of its place within the local ecology of

the Bay.

Once the initial sequence on the large screen ended visitors moved towards the second,

more interactive micro section (Figure 4.2, centre). This area of the exhibition contained

a bespoke augmented reality (AR) device called the Telescope, which was placed ap-

proximately two metres from a display feature of the exhibition called the Incubator.

The Incubator was a metal structure lit from below that supported hundreds of bottles

containing microbes, sea life and other residue collected from around the rock. It also

held concealed speakers for associated sounds. During this part of the exhibition when

visitors were exploring the Incubator and using the Telescope, views of microscopic

sea-life were projected onto the opposing wall. The micro section allowed visitors to

1Unfortunately, no full visitor numbers are available.
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Figure 4.1: Exhibition space floor plan.

experience the ‘unseen’ world of the rock, studying its microscopic life and substance.

The final mythic section adjacent to the area where the Telescope and Incubator were

located was primarily sculptural, using traditional materials including those collected

from the Bay. These forms illustrated various social and historical local legends that ‘the

rock might tell of’ if it could speak (Figure 4.2, right).

Figure 4.2: The physical model of the rock; the Telescope and the Incubator; and the

‘mythic’ section.

After spending some time in this section, visitors were attracted back to the main screen

for a final audiovisual sequence, after which the lights were raised and visitors left the

room.
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The exhibition was in some sense a carefully designed and planned ‘performance’ pre-

sented for the stimulation and enjoyment of the visitors as well as providing interactive

elements to explore. Overall, the reaction to the exhibition was positive. Comments

recorded in the visitors’ book continually made reference to the beauty and audiovisual

impact of the “shifting light images” and sound effects.

The following subsections describe the Telescope’s software and hardware construction,

as well as the design rationale for its particular form and workings.

4.2.1 Telescope hardware and software

The Telescope construction is shown in Figure 4.3. Looking into the viewing tube or

eyepiece (1) reveals the contents of the screen (3), which displays a processed video

feed from a webcam located at the front of the body (4). The Telescope can be moved

using the handles (6) which rotate the entire body section about the pivot of the tripod

(5). The light switch on the right handle triggers a halogen lamp attached next to the

webcam. A digital compass (2) is attached to the underside of the viewing tube, and

detects changes in the heading and pitch of the Telescope’s upper section. Rotation of

the tube is calculated from the roll of the compass as it is rotated by the viewing tube.

Pitch

Heading

Roll

[5]

[4] [2] [6]

[1][3]

Figure 4.3: The Telescope.

The software that was developed combined code for the electronic compass and pro-

vided a video handling and display service in order to present the augmented content

overlaid on the webcam video feed.

4.2.2 Telescope design, constraints and aesthetics

The Telescope (Figure 4.4) could be rotated to examine the bottles in detail (see Figure

4.5). The device provided visitors with a way of conjuring video sequences out of the

bottles on the Incubator. The artistic intent behind the Telescope was to be able to

create the illusion that prefabricated microscopic images and videos from the rock could
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emerge from the glass bottles by ‘zooming’ into them. Bottles that the Telescope was

pointing at to were registered in such a way that connections could be created between

them and the digital content. Figure 4.5 illustrates the view that visitors would see

when using the Telescope. In the centre, video content is ‘emerging’ in front of a bottle.

The bottle is indicated by a green polygon which signifies to the user that this view

has associated video content. Just to the edge of the display, another green polygon

indicates a video associated with another bottle.

Incubator

Telescope
camera

Telescope

Figure 4.4: The Telescope in use, pointing towards the Incubator (top), and a plan view

of the corresponding spatial organisation of the local environment around

the Telescope (bottom).

As an element of the overall installation, the Telescope needed to fit within the artistic

thematic of the piece. Indeed, the ‘telescope’ metaphor emerged through discussions on

the various ways in which the public could currently view the physical Bay at a distance.

Real pay-per-view telescopes are available in waterfront towns around the Bay, and

provide ways of inspecting it in more detail. In addition, the Telescope metaphor was

relevant to conveying some sense of the dangers of viewing the Bay too closely2. The

display inside the Telescope was also informed by this metaphor, and was intended to

emulate the sense of distance experienced when using a real telescope. An AR approach

was also particularly interesting for this exhibition, as the juxtaposition of the physical

2A short time after the exhibition, for instance, around 20 people died in Morecambe Bay after rapidly

rising tides trapped and then drowned them [9].
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specimens and their ‘invisible world’ fitted well with the overlay of physical specimens

with digital content.

3

2

1

Figure 4.5: View experienced looking through the Telescope. (1) is the augmented

content overlaid on the video pass-through, (2) and (3) are bottles of interest

as presented to the viewer, marked as being of interest with a green polygon.

Challenging some of these aesthetics, however, were more practical considerations. For

example, the Telescope needed to be robust enough to last through the two-month

exhibition, yet not supersede the impact of the digital content (the microscopic images)

and physical target (the Incubator). The sturdy casing of the Telescope was therefore

covered in black paint and cloth so as to reduce its physical impact and to some extent

‘background’ the device within the exhibition.

A further issue was that of registration. AR devices often rely on a registration scheme

embedded in the environment. The significant and constant changes in lighting would

have seriously challenged an image processing algorithm. More importantly, however,

the aesthetics of the Incubator, and indeed the surrounding space, meant that concessions

over the inclusion of fiducial markers (for example, placed on the bottles to be examined)

could not be made. Therefore, only sensor data obtained from a digital compass,

measuring pitch, roll and heading could be depended upon.

The device also had to be calibrated for the exhibition space in ways that impacted
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both physical and digital components. For example, increasing the Telescope’s distance

from the Incubator obtained a more realistic telescope effect but led to a poorer display

resolution.

Finally, the lighting changes that featured in the exhibition meant that the Incubator

was not illuminated at all times. Therefore, visitors using the Telescope outside of the

‘micro’ section were unable to see the Incubator well. For this reason a halogen lamp

was placed inside the Telescope in order to provide temporary illumination of the jars.

The light switch was intended for users studying the Incubator when the lights were

low. The background light level was accounted for when drawing both the regions

and video file overlay; in low light, neither regions nor media were visible, whereas

when the Incubator’s internal lights were on, the regions and media appeared (as seen

in Figure 4.5).

4.3 Analysis

Over the course of the two-month exhibition, data was collected at various intervals,

during a series of several weekends throughout the length of the exhibition. To study

the Telescope in use, however, this capture also extended to a general data collection

of the exhibition as a whole with interaction at the Telescope featuring as part of this.

The analytic data corpus consisted of approximately five hours of video data shot from

two positions in the exhibition space (marked in Figures 4.1 and 4.4 on the right), as

well as log files of the electronic compass sensor readings taken at corresponding times.

The two video cameras were placed to give an overview of the exhibition space and a

close-up of the Telescope. The camera recording the Telescope obtained audio from a

plate microphone attached to the front of the device, allowing conversations to be heard

above the ambient music and sounds of the exhibition. As with each of the studies

presented in this thesis, visitors were made aware of the recordings taking place and

their subsequent use in research, and encouraged to voice any concerns to a member of

the curation team.

These camera views were played alongside the analysis tool that was developed as

part of the study of this data, depicted in Figure 4.6. The bottom window of the Figure

shows one camera view, although recordings from both cameras were usually watched

concurrently. The tool was developed in order to reconstruct the Telescope’s movement

from the sensor logs and provide a view of what visitors would have seen. In the

Figure, the simulated view window (top left) shows a video of a micro-organism that

is zoomed to full, obscuring the webcam feed. The reconstruction of this view was a
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necessary feature of the analysis, as there were a significant number of cases in which

visitors reacted to or commented on what could be seen on the display inside the

Telescope. Another window (top right) shows a real-time 3D graphical reconstruction of

the Telescope, the movement of which was derived from recorded logs of compass data.

This simple graphic enables the analyst during an examination of the data to manually

synchronise between the simulated view and the camera views by visually comparing

the video of the Telescope with the motions of the 3D model. Video segments needed to

be repeatedly viewed in tandem with the simulated view in order to better understand

often subtle interactions. Thus repeated viewings were made possible by skipping to

certain points in the log data using the controls shown in the centre of Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: The One Rock analysis tool.

Samples from this data have been worked into a series of vignettes that attempt to

provide representative examples of cases that have been studied throughout the col-

lected data. The resulting vignettes describe various facets of the Telescope’s use

by visitors, being selected in order to examine firstly how visitors might engage as

participants, perhaps with others, at the Telescope itself. Secondly, the selections attempt

to demonstrate how other visitors might be audience to a participant’s interactions, and

thirdly how participants using the Telescope and audience to Telescope interactions

might exchange roles (transition).

4.3.1 Vignettes 1 & 2: Participation with the Telescope

This first two vignettes in this chapter deal with the nature of participation and partici-
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pant roles within the Telescope’s use by visitors. As part of this, the vignettes explore

collaborative ways in which participants rapidly handed over the device between them,

particularly in the crafting of views for one another.

The first vignette takes place when the Incubator lights are on. Tom, who is an exhibi-

tion docent, is talking to two female visitors, Sally and Fay, about the Telescope. He

approaches the device with them, and begins to adjust the viewpoint. Tom lines up the

view through the Telescope at the edge of a video, and provides a brief description of its

operation (Figure 4.7, top, left). Just as he disengages, however, the Telescope moves

slightly, shifting the focus to outside the video region. Tom then makes space for Sally as

she grabs the Telescope with both hands and places her left eye to the viewing tube. As

she grabs the device, the view through the Telescope jumps again, moving the focus to

between two regions. After approximately three seconds, Sally looks over the Telescope,

still holding the handlebars, and says (Figure 4.7, top, centre):

Sally: what am I looking at? (4.0) can’t see what I’m looking at

Just before Sally looks up (on her first “what”), the Telescope focus moves inside a

region and a video starts to play. Sally hands over Telescope to Tom who then very

briefly checks the view (Figure 4.7, top, right). When Tom checks the view, he sees that

there is a video on-screen, the same video Sally unwittingly lined up just as she asked

her question.

Tom: right (.) oh there you go you’ve got something yo-y-you’ve err (.) on

screen ((points at eyepiece)) now you’ve act- you’ve picked something up

you’ve picked er a beastie up there you’ve picked a blob (.) a live microbe

Tom disengages from the Telescope at “got something” and Sally then reengages (Figure

4.7, bottom, left). Unfortunately, an anomalous movement (possibly due to magnetic

field jitter) shifts the focus of the Telescope again to the other side of the region such that

the focus is now too far to the left of the region and again no video is playing.

Sally: have I?=

Tom: =yes can you see what it is?

(0.2)

Sally: no o::h↑

Tom laughs and moves in on Sally’s “o::h” as Sally backs away from the Telescope. He

grasps the eyepiece and places his right eye on it (Figure 4.7, bottom, centre). The view

he sees is the same as Sally’s when she says “have I? ”.
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Tom

Sally

Sally

what am I looking at? can’t see what I’m looking at

Tom: you’ve picked something up oh it’s gone now

Sally: o:::h my lord

Figure 4.7: Tom crafts the view for two visitors (top, left). Sally requests help (top,

centre), Tom adjusts (top, right), Sally still has problems (bottom, left), Tom

adjusts again (bottom, centre), Sally sees the augmentation (bottom, right).

Tom: oh it’s gone now um=

Sally: =what that blue there was a blue=

((Tom pushes the Telescope’s view to the right in order to get the focus inside

the region))

Tom: =try and line it up with the green squares (.) ah there you go (0.2) yeah

yeah (0.8) those are living ((Tom hands over the Telescope to Sally)) (0.4)

living microbes in the inside the jars

(0.8)

Sally: o:::h my lord

Finally, then, Sally sees what Tom has been intending her to see all along (Figure 4.7,

bottom, right).

When Sally first uses the Telescope, Tom frames her use of with a description of its oper-

ation. Sally’s grab of the Telescope’s handlebars, however, disrupts the viewpoint that

Tom has configured. Due to the ‘single-user’ properties of the Telescope (i.e. a private

view), Tom is unable to monitor the display during the handover. Thereafter follows

a further problem—albeit one not caused by accidental movement of the Telescope’s
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body, but an anomalous jump in viewpoint—which also follows a similar pattern: Sally

says “have I?” and “no o::h” after which Tom moves in to perform another correction.

Tom, building on his previous description, now provides a more detailed account of

how to locate the content, “try and line it up with the green squares”.

There are therefore three attempts at configuring the viewpoint for a handover between

visitors before any success. The interface does not allow a shared perspective on the

content and so the docent is unable to reconstruct or correlate a fellow participant’s

difficulties in using the interface without drawing from second hand information,

namely accounts of the problems occurring, or by taking over himself. For this reason,

the two causes of breakdown in this sequence—the accidental bumping of the Telescope

and the anomalous jump of viewpoint—indicate that attempts at repairing the problem

may be required repeatedly until the set up view just happens to survive during the

handover. As a result, the docent is unable to craft the experience for the visitor.

The second vignette begins with Pauline briefly peering through the eyepiece of the

Telescope, whilst Tom explains the contents of the glass bottles to the group she is in.

She spends some time examining the view (about eight seconds), and then pulls away

from the Telescope, making a distasteful expression and saying “wriggling” (Figure 4.8,

left). She moves away to examine the Incubator. Pauline’s view prior to pulling away

can be seen in Figure 4.8 (right).

Pauline

wriggling

Figure 4.8: The moment of Pauline’s reaction (left) to what she sees (right).

Later on, at the end of the same show, Pauline, David and Eric are standing nearby.

The house lights have come on and they appear to be discussing the structure of the

room. Bob begins using the Telescope by placing his left eye to the viewing tube and

moving it around (Figure 4.9, left). He then turns the Telescope light on using the button

on the handlebars. As with the first example, Eric and Pauline turn their gaze and

subsequently bodies directly towards the Telescope (Figure 4.9, centre). After a few
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seconds Eric moves towards the Telescope, followed by Pauline. Bob pulls up from the

Telescope eyepiece, his right hand releasing the light switch (Figure 4.9, right) and then

the handlebar, looking in the approaching visitors’ direction. He then creates space as

Eric and Pauline move in.

Eric
Bob

Pauline

there’s the ((mumbles)) thing there

Figure 4.9: Bob uses the Telescope with Eric, Pauline and David (not visible in images)

standing nearby (left). Bob presses the light and Eric orients towards the

Telescope via the Incubator (centre). Bob disengages from the Telescope as

David (again, not visible), Eric and Pauline approach (right).

Eric and Pauline take over, with Eric grabbing the handlebars (Figure 4.10, left). Pauline

here uses the same word she had used earlier, “wriggling”, to describe the function of

the Telescope to her co-visitor. Bob overhears, shown in the following dialogue3:

Pauline: there’s the ((mumbles)) thing there ((Pauline points to the Tele-

scope))

(1.8)

Eric: mmm (0.2) does that help?

Pauline: hhh if you wanna see something wriggling down there ((Bob laughs))

((Pauline laughs and looks up at Bob, Eric glances over the top of the

Telescope))

Eric: ((moving head back to the Telescope eyepiece)) how weird (0.2) .h huh

During this short exchange, Eric rapidly glances over the top of the Telescope at the

Incubator, with his gaze aligned in the general direction of the Telescope’s orientation.

During this he maintains physical contact with the handle bars (see Figure 4.10, right),

and afterwards returns his eye to the eyepiece whilst uttering “how weird”. Thus Eric

manages to rapidly move from an augmented view of the Incubator to a ‘disaugmented’

3The transcriptions in this thesis have been constructed using a simplfied “Jeffersonian” system, see

[96]. “(...)” in these transcriptions indicates that part of the data has been skipped.
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(i.e., normal) view, but retain a hold upon the device, later returning to the view he

momentarily left.

David

EricPauline

how weird (0.2) .h huh

Figure 4.10: Eric looks through the Telescope whilst Pauline stands next to him,

with David on the left (left). Eric disengages momentarily, comparing

augmented and disaugmented views (right).

Participants

From these vignettes, we can start to piece together some of the features of participa-

tion with and around the Telescope device. Whilst participation often involved rapid

engagement and disengagement with the Telescope, participation has also been shown

frequently to be a collaborative affair, with participants often grouping around the device

in formations. From here it becomes important to address some key aspects of this, such

as the ways in which participants hand over the device between them via the possibilities

physically afforded by the Telescope for rapid engagement and disengagement, and the

attempts of participants to frame one anothers’ participation through talk and the crafting

of views. Further to this, we can start to consider the ways in which manipulations of

the device are readily available and indeed visible for participants, and yet the effects of

those manipulations are not. The visibility of these manipulations permits participants

to engage in coordinative work around the Telescope, particularly via maintaining

mutual awareness.

The key issue raised the first vignette is how visitors, as participants using the Telescope,

identify and repair disparities in content during handovers by rapidly switching places.

The problematic handovers between Tom and Sally show how the Telescope’s design

limits other participants’ ability to see what those using the Telescope are seeing. That

the Telescope is a ‘private’ device means repair of these discrepancies is problematic.

Nevertheless, the amount of time taken to perform several iterations of the configure-

handover-view cycle is a matter of seconds. Repair is eventually possible, enabled by
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the rapidity with which participants using the Telescope can move between looking

through the eyepiece, holding the handlebars but talking to surrounding participants,

and handing over to become a surrounding participant themselves.

The second vignette also highlighted how participants hand over the device, however

provided an example of participants sharing experiences of content, and the ways in

which previous participation (in this instance, Pauline) can inform how others’ par-

ticipation is framed (Eric’s). Another aspect highlighted in the second vignette is

that participation even without discrepancies, as seen in the first vignette, involves

participants exploiting an alternately ‘augmented’ or ‘disaugmented’ view. It is notable

that participants may maintain their physical engagement with the device (as Eric does)

but not the display (i.e., not looking through the eyepiece, but holding the handles and

being in an observable position of use). Such characteristic ‘alignment’ actions occurred

relatively frequently as was seen in the vignette with Eric’s rapid switching between

being engaged with the augmentation, and disaugmented as he maintained engagement

with the device, in order to check the alignment between his view and the real world.

We shall see such activities once again in the fourth vignette.

In order to understand handover, which is core a feature of participation in both vi-

gnettes, we also must appreciate the physical features of the Telescope that participants

had access to as resources in their negotiation. Indeed, participant manipulations

of the physical attributes of the Telescope fundamentally shape the way in which

social interaction plays out around it and many of its physical features support the

resources required by participants. We have seen in the second vignette how access

to the augmentation was simply afforded by the eyepiece, and, when successfully

configured by a docent or previous visitor, provides a relatively stable experience that is

less sensitive to ‘handover’ instabilities, namely, jumps of alignment between users4.

Due to the Telescope’s handles and mounting being separate to the eyepiece, it is also

easy for participants to make room around the device while still holding on to it, as

a way of sharing, handing over and inviting others to use it. In addition, it facilitates

rapid handover to others and rapid disengagement or reengagement by an individual,

which is useful for negotiating social interactions such as repairing breakdowns in

communication when instability or interference does occur (as seen in the first vignette

when Sally and Tom are trying to ‘see’ the same thing).

This last point leads us to consider that, when such instabilities do occur in handing

over the device, a participant may go to considerable lengths to set up an experience

4It is useful to consider the case with head-mounted displays (HMDs) in which shared alignments are

extremely difficult to obtain.
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for another participant, both in terms of verbally framing their experience but also in

carefully manipulating the Telescope to provide them with an appropriate view when

they engage. This need to position the display for others is clearly important, but is

also potentially difficult, and handovers between participants can be at times dangerous

moments for social interaction. We have seen that a combination of physical instability,

sensor instability and an inability to see the effects of manipulation when disengaged

from the display can cause problems here, as in the case of the first vignette. Fortunately,

in the case of the Telescope the problematic aspects of the design can often be resolved.

Due to the physical form of the viewing tube, the Telescope permits swift handovers

between participants since the action involved in engaging and disengaging with the

augmented view is simple and takes little time. The design therefore does at times result

in quick and seamless negotiations, as well as even providing for humorous interactions

between participants, or participants and audience members as addressed shortly in the

fourth vignette.

More generally, this raises the issue of beginning to think of participants’ use of and

engagement with the Telescope in terms of manipulations and effects, which is explored

in more detail in the next section. Participants may be engaged with manipulating the

Telescope (moving it left, right, up or down) as well as being engaged with the effects

of those manipulations (i.e., looking through the eyepiece) in order to direct their view

on the augmentation. However, the effects of those manipulations are not available to

other participants. This became problematic particularly in the first vignette where Sally

and Tom spend time resolving the effects of progressive manipulations of the Telescope

that are unavailable to the other participant who is not manipulating the device. It is

also problematic when considering what resources are available for audience spectating

upon the Telescope’s use as we shall see in the next two vignettes.

4.3.2 Vignette 3 & 4: Audience and transition

Classifying visitors as participants does not tell the whole story. For example, in the

second vignette Pauline and Eric are drawn to the Telescope via its light being activated

by Bob. Here the physical features of the Telescope and its relationship to the environ-

ment played a part in the swift transition of visitors spectating upon some use within

the local milieu to becoming engaged users of the device. These next two vignettes will

explore this, beginning to divide up visitors into participants and audience, and how

they might make the transition between one role and the other.

In this vignette, the exhibition docent, Tom, is using the Telescope. The exhibition space

is dark at this point in the performance, and the Incubator is not illuminated. Tom
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presses the button to turn the Telescope light on. This is noticed by visitors local to the

Incubator, and after a short time, some orient themselves towards the structure, and

others actually step closer to it (Figure 4.11, centre and right). In the course of these

relocations, some visitors bend over to examine the bottles in detail, whereas others

stand back, maintaining their orientation. Still others move around the circumference of

the Incubator itself. Some of the motions of visitors is illustrated in Figure 4.12.

Incubator (illuminated)

Edge of the Telescope, location of Tom

1

2 3

Figure 4.11: The Telescope’s light illuminates the Incubator and many visitors move or

look towards it (movement indicated where visible with arrows). Jenny

(circled) moves towards the Telescope. The Telescope itself is mostly not

visible on these images, however is positioned to the left side.

The Telescope’s light in this example not only affects the attention of both the current

user and other visitors, but also causes a visitor (Jenny) to move towards the Telescope.

As with others of the group, Jenny’s gaze is intermittently cast on the Incubator, but her

movement is directed towards the Telescope (she is also marked in Figure 4.11). She
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stops a short distance away from the device. Tom finishes using the Telescope, lets go

of the light switch and, at this very instant, Jenny turns her head from the Incubator

towards Tom. Tom disengages from the Telescope, and arcs around Jenny, creating space

so she can use it.

The Telescope

Incubator

Figure 4.12: Perspective view of the approximate movement of visitors around the

Incubator just after the light on the Telescope is switched on.

The light cast upon the Incubator brings about Jenny’s initial movement towards the

Telescope. However, when she adopts a position of proximity, it is the light turning off

which brings her gaze away from the Incubator and towards the device. Tom’s use of

the light may at first appear to have a ‘moth effect’ on the gathering visitors, but Jenny’s

movements highlight that using the Telescope can cause further visitors to engage with

or even use the device.

Shortly after this, Tom has set up the Telescope’s orientation for Jenny to see a video of

diatoms in the centre of the view (Figure 4.13).

Tom

Jenny

Figure 4.13: Tom crafts a view for Jenny (left) and then hands over the device to her

(right).

In this fourth vignette, Freddy approaches the Telescope for the first time. The Incubator

lights are on. After getting into a comfortable position with the handlebars, he begins
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to move the Telescope around. He zooms in to watch a video emerging from a bottle.

A few seconds later, Pauline walks directly between the Telescope and the Incubator.

Freddy stops and briefly glances up and over the Telescope at Pauline (Figure 4.14, left).

Freddy’s movement is noticed by Pauline who looks to her left, and then crouches down

(Figure 4.14, right). In response to this ducking movement, Freddy jerks his head back

to the Telescope slightly. He then moves back up again and grins at Pauline while she

laughs. Finally, Freddy moves his head back down to look through the Telescope.

Freddy

Figure 4.14: Freddy looks up (left) from his view through the Telescope and Pauline

ducks (right, circled)

The Telescope’s view here is also subject to a spatial interference, caused by Pauline’s

movement within the field of view of the camera. The camera has some ‘sensor-like’

properties (we can think of it as a ‘visual sensor’), in that the image experienced by

the Telescope user can be disrupted in a way that is different to disruption of a normal

camera image. This is because the image also contains the augmentation (i.e., microbe

imagery) that is overlaid on the video feed of the target of the augmentation, namely,

the Incubator. This combined image can be ‘interfered with’ by moving within part of

the camera’s field of view, causing the background (the target of the augmentation) to be

obscured, but not the foreground (the augmentation itself). In terms of sensors, the Tele-

scope’s relationship to the local environment is unbalanced, in that the onboard sensor

(the electronic compass) has no reference to the local surroundings. These surroundings

may easily produce sources of interference from by passers-by that affect the camera

but not the internal compass. The presence of Pauline here ‘breaks’ the combined image

forming the augmentation by disrupting the visual sensor, i.e., occluding the Incubator

and its bottles. This disruption is then repaired by Freddy through the process outlined

above.
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Audience and participant

The impact of participant bodily conduct, talk and Telescope use, including the changes

in lighting it creates, informs and affects visitors’ engagement with the device and the

Incubator. In these vignettes (as well as the second vignette to some extent) we can see

such cases in which the conduct of those engaged with the Telescope—participants—

impacts and is impacted by the conduct of those visitors in the vicinity, but not engaged

with the device. This section examines such visitors, exploring a simple division between

visitors as audience as well as participants.

Firstly we must consider the aesthetics of the device and space, returning to the notion

of manipulations and effects raised at the end of the first two vignettes, how the config-

uration of manipulations an effects might appear to visitors spectating upon this scene,

and both aspects impact upon the movement and engagement of those visitors.

The sheer physical size and visibility of the Telescope to the audience (i.e., those visitors

not engaged directly with the Telescope or its current user, such as those in the third

vignette surrounding the Incubator) is notable, and the fact that, despite the use of black

paint and fabric, attracts much attention. Unexpected benefits were derived from this

attention (in a similar way to the Ambient Wood project’s Periscope device [154]), most

prominently in the way in which the Telescope requires gestural manipulation, and due

to the size of the Telescope, this manipulation is often large and highly visible to the

audience. Furthermore, as seen in the third vignette, the Telescope light amplifies this

visibility to the audience, as well as amplifying the visibility of any manipulations, and

through both of these, increases the visibility of the Incubator, constructing a connection

between the Telescope and it (a central feature in transition, as noted below). In the

third vignette this resulted in the ‘moth effect’ when participant manipulations of the

Telescope’s light drew audience members to the Incubator.

In turn, the augmented content which is viewed by a participant is not, however,

accessible to that audience. This combination of very revealed manipulations and

hidden effects of those manipulations (i.e., via a concealed display) potentially creates

immediate surprise and ongoing fascination, something that we may characterise as

an ‘intriguing’ device for the audience (this is discussed systematically in chapter 8).

As part of these revealed manipulations, it is also very clear when someone is looking

through an eyepiece at some form of display. This enables audience to infer both what

that participant is doing with the display and in what directions they might be doing it.

However, there are also disadvantages to this ‘intriguing’ approach as demonstrated by

the problems in the first vignette with participants sharing views. The lack of shared
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perspective on the augmentation, which is lost by hiding the effects, is a source of these

troubles.

Both the Telescope and Incubator in One Rock are legitimate objects of interest for

participants and audience. The Telescope is some way from the Incubator and has

to be pointed at it in order to view the augmentation. While it can be expected that

participants use the device, it should also be anticipated that audience will attend

directly to the objects the device implicates, such as a painting, sculpture or a part of a

building, and so on. This results in spatial interference, as experienced by Freddy due

to Pauline’s movement. The fourth vignette thus illustrates how a participant using

the Telescope (Freddy) coordinates with an audience member (Pauline) to resolve a

problem. Freddy initially engages with the Telescope. He notices a disruption of his

view, and pulls up from the Telescope in order to work out what is happening. He

maintains physical engagement with the device by holding on to the handlebars, and

checks the real world view against what he has just experienced in the augmented view.

(We have seen a similar ‘alignment checking’ operation by Eric in the second vignette.)

Pauline indicates an understanding of his movement by belatedly making an attempt to

avoid blocking his augmented view, and Freddy is able to both recognise this fact, and

share a moment with Pauline that shows his recognition. There are a series of resources

that are drawn upon to retain a view of the Incubator: the ability to ‘disaugment’ yet

maintain engagement on Freddy’s part; the ability to recognise and orient to such an

activity on Pauline’s part; and their ability to acknowledge and complete such a process

quickly (in this case, approximately two seconds between Freddy moving his view

away from the Telescope and returning to it). In this example, the Telescope’s physical

form allowed Freddy to assess a discrepancy and subsequently resolve it. Freddy and

Pauline resolved the interference in this instance, however this point raises the issue of

how audience and participant might interact in order to resolve the disruption. Here,

resolving this interference was achieved not only with reference to the Telescope’s

physical features, but also to the environment itself and the way in which the Telescope

implicated the Incubator and as part of this, audience members. Pauline ducking when

in front of the Telescope exhibits one of the ways in which audience and participants

might demonstrate awareness of one another.

Transition

As mentioned before spatial interferences occur due to elements of the local environment

(the Incubator) being interesting artefacts in their own right, without using the Telescope

to view them. Thus we encounter frequent obstructions of the Telescope view by
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visitors passing between it and the Incubator. This apparent relationship between the

Incubator and Telescope is key when considering how audience members might become

participants, and how, in addition to physical configuration, participant conduct may

come into play when audience members transition to become participants.

Attending to and being attracted by the Telescope is one of the primary mechanisms

behind transitioning from audience to participant. The third vignette demonstrated

how a participant’s (Tom) activities may impact those who are audience to that conduct,

illustrated through the movement of the crowd of visitors as well as Jenny’s gradual

movement towards the Telescope. Whilst audience and participants are separate roles,

there remains a relationship between the two. This is shown through the way in

which audience were at times implicated in the conduct of participants at the Telescope,

particularly when grouped around (or in the way of) the Incubator. As noted previously,

the highly visible structure of the Telescope, the large gestures required to manipulate it,

and the link to the Incubator created by its light and the further reinforcement of this

link via manipulations of the lit Telescope, are some of the features which initially draw

audience attention. We have seen that when some of this audience attention is drawn to

the Incubator as a result of Telescope manipulations as in the third vignette, the actions

of the participant not only impact audience behaviour with regard to their interaction

with the Incubator, but also help draw audience in Telescope’s general direction, so the

audience member begins the transition to participant. Once the audience member is

drawn in, the participant, Tom, makes space for the new participant to manipulate the

Telescope, framing and crafting that participation, as seen in the first vignette.

4.4 Discussion

Within the vignettes there has been a subtle interplay between various movements and

interactions made by participants and audience at One Rock, both with and around the

Telescope. This section provides a summary discussion of some of the themes drawn out

over the course of the analysis, and related design challenges that result. These themes

have been the roles of audience and participant, and audience-participant transitions.

In addition, the ways in which the simple division of participant and audience is present

within some existing literature is explored, as well as the concepts of manipulations and

effects, and the ‘intriguing’ nature of the experience.
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4.4.1 Audience and participants within other literature

In the analysis, there are two main roles that visitors have been subdivided into: par-

ticipants and audience. Before summarising these notions of audience and participant,

however, it is worth reviewing observations that have been made within existing litera-

ture, particularly those derived from the examination of public settings.

Certain museum and gallery studies have shown repeatedly that both companions

and passers-by or strangers can shape each others’ experiences and conduct [150], and

have also described how different ‘divisions of labour’ are adopted at the exhibit face,

such as members of social groups reading labels for others [87]. Furthermore, and

of more importance to the observations here, visitors often spectate and draw on the

activities of others to learn how to use and appreciate interactive exhibits [88], which is

an observation replicated to some extent by the tacit coordination seen in the control

room studies mentioned in chapter 2 (e.g., [81, 85]).

Some systems have been designed explicitly with the support for visitors in the periph-

ery, such as forms of ‘eavesdropping’ enabled between visitors with audioguide-like

technology, as demonstrated in Grinter et al. [72]. The system supported visitors

assuming a less active role, such as those who, like the previous example of label-

readers and label-listeners, wished to eavesdrop on their fellow visitor’s experience

rather than interact directly themselves.

So, rather than identify behavioural characterisations of visitor types such as ‘busy’,

‘greedy’ or ‘selective’ models (e.g., [137]), in general, then, this literature instead iden-

tifies two main roles: the participants who interact and collaborate at the exhibit face,

and the audience who observe their activities directly or in the periphery. There is also

a degree of interaction between the two roles as they configure one another’s conduct.

The roles of audience and participant visitors may assume are thus primarily based

upon the way in which visitors present themselves and their conduct to others within

the collaborative setting. The use of different roles as categories of visitor activity are

used as an attempt to provide pointers towards certain patterns or regularities of this

presentation of conduct observable within a public setting.

4.4.2 Participants in One Rock

The role participant has been introduced in this chapter as a label for visitors who are

either directly engaged in manipulating the Telescope, or part of some grouping local to

the device. In the vignettes participants collaborated with one another to craft views,

resolve discrepancies in those views and framed one another’s participation with the
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Telescope using talk and gesture.

Participant access to the Telescope’s display raises an important consequence for design

in that we typically need to consider a shared environment in which some participants

have an augmented view while other participants have a ‘plain’, or un-augmented view.

This will be especially true in public environments such as exhibitions, where there are

many visitors flowing through the experience and it is unfeasible to ensure they are all

equipped with a display to participate with. Interactions between participants who are

on an ‘uneven footing’ are therefore an important design consideration.

The notion of participant, however, has glossed the activities of the docent, Tom, and

the members of the public. The docent was not strictly a ‘visitor’ participant, but rather

participated in interactions, crafting and designing perspectives for others as part of his

professional work.

4.4.3 Audience in One Rock

The role audience has been introduced as a label for visitors for whom a participant’s in-

teraction with the device is visible or perceptible in some way; either they are spectating

upon a participant or are situated locally in the surrounding environment.

A key feature of the role of audience has been how the audience experiences, is aware

of, and becomes implicated in participant conduct. Here the audience experience of the

Telescope is strongly determined by visibility of the manipulations required by partic-

ipants to use it, and the visibility of effects of those manipulations. This combination

provides a potentially ‘intriguing’ aspect in that it plays a part in drawing audience

members to the Telescope. Such a strategy has particular relevance for experiences in

museums, galleries and exploratoria in general. These kinds of environments often

trade on successfully engendering curiosity or intrigue in visitors in order to create

engagement with exhibits. We can now see how this strategy (and later as part of a

wider range of strategies) may play a role in constructing such a design.

In discussing the role of audience in interaction around the Telescope and Incubator,

the analysis has also examined interference and the resolution of that interference

between participant and audience. Interference is a result of the way in which the

Telescope’s design approached registration of the device, and different approaches to

this problem have implications for the aesthetics of the environment. Generally there are

two forms of sensor support that can be envisaged for the Telescope: environmentally-

registered techniques such as fiducial markers (where the target has a marker attached)

or device-registered techniques such as the Telescope’s compass (where the target is
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determined by dead reckoning). For device-registered systems such as the Telescope,

we saw how interactions between audience and participant resulted in only certain

discrepancies occurring (i.e., the video but not the augmentation was obstructed by

passing audience). Environment-registered, on the other hand, could provide cues for

the system to integrate such obstructions together (e.g., if one obstructs a fiducial, the

system registers that obstruction). It is worth noting that in both cases, however, the

perspective of the participant and audience differs, due to the ‘intriguing’ design of the

Telescope.

Finally, following on from this, it is useful to consider how a design strategy for the

Telescope could, alternatively, have explicitly guided audience around such spaces

of interference. For example, this could have meant physically restricting audience

movement between the Incubator and the Telescope (e.g., using a barrier), or perhaps

instead relying on the apparent link created by the light on the front to inform audience

conduct (clearly this occasionally failed as exhibited in this study). The next chapter will

explore this notion of guiding work and how it plays out within a performance setting.

4.4.4 Audience-participant transitions

Audience and participants do not maintain one particular role throughout their experi-

ence. Instead, audience become participants and participants become audience during

their time in the space. We have observed how Jenny, in the third vignette, moved

from being audience to participant Tom’s conduct with the device, to becoming a fellow

participant of Tom’s, and then finally engaging with the Telescope herself.

These transitions had various stages and features: firstly being drawn to the Incubator;

the impact of the implicit link between the Telescope and the Incubator; and participants

inviting, making room and handing over the device to others. At this point we can

address some of these features, considering how, once again, the manipulations required

to use the Telescope, and the effects of those manipulations may play in supporting or

hindering transition.

It has been noted that the effects of manipulating the Telescope are only visible for a sin-

gle participant via the ‘peephole’ style display. The way in which the effects are hidden

to the audience has interesting trade-offs with respect to transition. On the one hand,

as has been noted previously, hiding effects and revealing manipulations can create

something of an ‘intriguing’ design that assists transition by drawing in audience. On

the other, however, the hidden nature of these effects can cause problems for interactions

between participants, especially when it comes to lining up and maintaining views for
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others during handover and when sharing and discussing content within a group. Thus,

the interests of audience-participant transitions and participant collaboration potentially

conflict.

4.5 Conclusion

This first study has examined an augmented reality device, the Telescope, in the context

of a public artistic exhibition, One Rock. Through a series of vignettes, conduct with the

Telescope and its surrounds has been presented. These vignettes have introduced two

key roles: participant and audience. Participants engaged directly by manipulating

the Telescope as well as collaborating beside other participants who might instead

be manipulating it. Participant work involved framing one another’s experience of

the augmentation, negotiating handover between participants via this framing as well

as physical manoeuvres such as making space and using the physical features of the

Telescope to smooth this process. Participant work also involved resolving problems

and discrepancies of views, not only with other participants but at times with audience

members. Being an audience member, in turn, involved experiencing participants’

activities with and around the Telescope in a number of ways, either through observing

the direct manipulations required to move it, or indirectly through its impact on the

environment (via its light, for example) and through this possibly becoming implicated

in that observed participant conduct. Central to appreciating participant and audience

roles is the way in which transitions between them play out. It was shown that the

visibility of participant manipulations of the Telescope not only impacted audience focus

upon objects in the environment and their movement around it (particularly through

lighting the Incubator), but also drew some audience in towards the Telescope, and in

so doing making the transition from audience observing participant Telescope use to

being participants themselves.

Finally, there were a number of associated concepts introduced alongside the main

notions of participants, audience and audience-participant transitions. Both participant

use of the Telescope and audience experience of that use was considered in terms of

manipulations and effects. For the participant, manipulations of the physical structure of

the device are often undertaken as part of engaging with it. These manipulations modify

the effects that are experienced, however it was noted that whilst the manipulations

are revealed to all, and, furthermore, relatively obvious in their scale, the effects of

those manipulations—the augmented content—is hidden from all but the participant at

the eyepiece of the device. So, although the audience experiences these very obvious
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manipulations, their effects are not apparent. It was suggested that such a combination

might be thought of as a strategy for generating a level of ‘intrigue’, drawing audience

into the Telescope and thus transitioning to participants.

In some sense the division offered here between participant and audience is too sim-

plistic, however; for example it was noted how the docent was a different kind of

participant than members of the general public due to his professional status and the

work he performed in crafting and guiding visitors as they encountered the Telescope

and the exhibition in general. Further to this, the design issue of how spatial interference

might be resolved between participants, or between participant and audience, has

been touched on. The next chapter builds upon the basic division in roles introduced

here and begins to fracture the notion of the participant to consider professional and

non-professional specialisms of that role, as well as enriching observations in this

chapter through exploring a more explicitly managed interactional environment in

which guiding work is employed to negotiate spaces of interference.
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CHAPTER 5

The Journey into Space

5.1 Introduction

The Journey into Space was a two-day event that employed an interactive torch system

to aid storytelling to small groups of children. By pointing the torch at various targets

located on surrounding walls, sounds may be triggered. The story itself unfolds in a

series of stages, some of which involve the storyteller instructing and directing partici-

pant use of the torch in order to play the sounds at appropriate moments in the story’s

trajectory. Building on the observations of One Rock, the study develops a distinction

between non-professionals and professionals, moving beyond participants (the children)

to consider the role of the actor (the storyteller). In presenting this new label, the study

demonstrates how the actor crafts the performance via a variety of methods, such as

managing handovers and delivering instruction, in order to manage both desirable

and undesirable interactions with the technology. A key emerging skill for the actor is

the ability to guide the participants around a complex space of manipulations, effects

and potential interference resulting from the space in which the torch technology is

deployed.

5.2 Overview

At the centre of this chapter’s study is the examination of a novel interactive system that

uses torch (aka ‘flashlight’) beams to trigger audio. The beam of the torch is visually

tracked across physical surfaces [64]; a video camera detects and tracks the movement

of the beam, passing it on to image-processing software which then extracts key features

of the beam’s projection as it hits the surface (e.g., its position and the area or object it

illuminates). The tracking of the beam in turn drives interaction with an application. A
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number of torches can be calibrated to function with the system in order for multiple

torch beams to be detected at once and their identities recognised.

5.2.1 The storytelling

The “Journey into Space” was a storytelling event that took place at the Newark and

Nottinghamshire county show over two days in May 2004, during which small groups

(2-10) of young children aged approximately between 5 and 11 years were led by

professional storyteller, Rachel Feneley, on an imaginary trip into outer space. The event

took place in a large, hexagonal, metal-framed marquee. The walls were covered with

dark cloth to set the scene, with various images of planets, spaceships, and aliens that

had been printed onto paper (and thus moveable). During each storytelling session

(lasting approximately twenty minutes), the torch interface was used to trigger sounds

that had either been recorded by the children or were pre-existing in the system. These

sounds would then play when the beam was pointed at the particular target on the

wall they had been assigned to (the images of planets and so forth are shown in Figure

5.1, bottom). The top of Figure 5.1 shows a floor-plan, and the bottom is a photo of the

space (the red arrow indicates the orientation of the video camera performing torch

recognition in the space, which was mounted on a horizontal section of the marquee

frame just above head height). The area of the space was approximately nine by four

meters.

To provide some background to the vignettes, the story that Rachel told began with the

children training to be astronauts, and then embarking on a trip into outer space in a

spaceship. With this ship, they landed on and explored a planet in search of treasure,

and then returned home as heroes to adoring crowds.

5.2.2 Other deployments of the torch interface

The torch technology has been used previously for interacting with graphical objects

projected onto an immersive Storytent interface for young children [69]. It has also been

used for an interactive exhibit in the caves underneath Nottingham Castle, in which

visitors could shine their torches at points on the walls of a cave in order to retrieve

information about the many inscriptions and marks on the walls [64]. A further use

of this interface was its deployment as a digging tool for a virtual “sandpit” [59], in

which users could uncover artefacts by ‘digging’ with their torch beams pointed at a

projected display. Finally, a further study of a more recent deployment of the technology

(chronologically after this study was conducted) has explored the potential for using the
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Figure 5.1: Plan layout of the space (top), and corresponding photo with red arrow

indicating the direction of the torch interface camera (bottom).

torch system to support learning [39].

A key feature that differentiates the study presented here, however, is that movement

of the storyteller and the children around the space was highly varied, ranging from

seated circles to ‘free’ formations exploring the space individually and in teams. Further

complicating matters was the fact that the marquee environment, with its translucent

ceiling and fabric walls, stretched a number of the assumptions relied upon in previous

experiences. At the time, this deployment ‘in the wild’ stretched the interface beyond its

use previously. In contrast, previous scenarios, such as the Nottingham caves museum

exhibit [64], were more spatially limited, typically restricted to semicircular audience-

like arrangements of the visitors to the exhibit, in which a set of targets were attached to

a smooth surface with users operating the torches directly in front of the wall and some

distance away from its surface (see Figure 5.2).

It was primarily the flexible use of space through the movement of the children and

storyteller within it, as well as the varied modes of torch use that helped to initiate new

forms of breakdown or failure of the interface which had previously not been observed
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Figure 5.2: The arrangement of participants at the Nottingham caves exhibit.

in earlier deployments. There are, however, a set of well-known, ‘standard’ failures that

computer vision systems can succumb to, such as occlusion, noise and spurious data

in the image [71]. The intention here, however, is not to simply exhibit these problems,

but to illustrate how they are bound up in the social circumstances of the work of the

storyteller and the children in using the sensor technology. Furthermore, as the analysis

will highlight, the system’s operation and standard failures may be thought of in spatial

terms. This is especially relevant for public settings where users are moving through and

navigating such a space during their manipulation of an interface and their experience

of the effects of those manipulations.

5.3 Analysis

In comparison to the previous study of One Rock, which took place sporadically over

several weeks, records of the Journey into Space were collected intensively over the

course of the two days of the event. There were over twelve separate groups of children

in all that passed through the experience, and ethnographic data (video recordings, log

files and field notes) was recorded for each of these groups (camera placements noted

on Figure 5.1). In addition to observations being conducted during the two days of

the event, this data was then consulted repeatedly in order to develop a more detailed

understanding both of the work of storytelling, and how this work meshed with the

constraints and use of the technology. As a side note, constructing a simulator to replay

interface events as in the previous chapter was not necessary since both manipulations

of the interface and their effects were readily available to the analyst in the video record.

However, discussions were had with the developers in order to provide technical insight

into the root causes of breakdown in given situations.
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Again, sequences from this data have been worked into a series of vignettes which

are selections from a number of cases that were studied throughout the entirety of the

collected data. The analysis uses these vignettes as well as observations from the larger

set in order to draw out the analytic points.

One of the main motivations in studying the torch interface was understanding the more

professional side of interactions in public settings. This developed from the previous

study of One Rock in which, as noted, it became apparent that it was important to

address both professional and non-professional divisions of participant roles. In order

to do this, focus shifted to examining the nature of professional performer’s work, how

the performer ran a performance (in this case, storytelling) and in doing so how they

appropriated and adapted the interactive technology. The following vignettes have been

selected in order to present this performer’s storytelling, mostly through describing

instances of technological breakdown, detailing how that breakdown was managed,

repaired where possible and adapted to over time forming a growing experience of

technological contingencies.

In attempting to explicate the work of the actor, the first two vignettes provide some

small initial exhibits of how breakdown was addressed by the storyteller. In doing so

they introduce notions of interference and interaction spaces which are then explored

in detail after each vignette. The second two vignettes, whilst also presenting elements

of breakdown and repair, present longer instances of interaction, with particular focus

on how the torches came to be woven into the story. The analysis of these vignettes

then develops into a discussion of how the storyteller came to understand, manage and

adapt to interference and interaction spaces.

5.3.1 Vignette 1: Interaction spaces

A group of (three) children and Rachel are sitting in a circle towards the left side of the

space, and are about to blastoff earth by using the torch to perform this stage of the

story. The torch has been passed to a girl, Jenny, whom Rachel instructs. A recorded

countdown sound has been associated with a spacecraft target on the wall. Rachel

begins by guiding Jenny towards the location of the spaceship and positioning her so

that the sound is more likely to be triggered.

R: ((points towards interface wall)) you see the (.) craft over there? (0.4) get

up close and point (.) point the (0.4) point the magic torch at the craft over

there

((Jenny points the beam at the wall, but she has not pointed it at the right
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target))

R: yeah (.) that one there (0.4) can you see?

((Jenny directs torch beam to the spaceship, there is no sound))

R: that one there (0.6) you need to get a bit closer

((Jenny walks towards wall))

R: keep going (0.2) keep going ((the countdown sound is triggered for a

fraction of a second and then halts))

(3.0)

((Jenny moves closer and closer to wall, arriving within centimetres of it))

R: too close (.) ((gestures)) bit further back (0.8) bit further back

((Jenny slowly steps back from the wall, keeping the beam trained on the

spaceship target; the countdown triggers, Jenny glances back towards

Rachel and the group))

Rachel

Jenny

too close (.) bit further back ((Jenny glances back))

Figure 5.3: Rachel gestures to Jenny to move away from the wall (left), Jenny gets the

sound working (right).

Rachel physically guides Jenny around the space in order to repair the technological

breakdown they have suffered—i.e., the sound not triggering or triggering for too short

a time. She does this by firstly instructing Jenny to move physically closer to the wall’s

surface, and, when this strategy of moving around the space appears to partially solve

the problem (i.e., the slight triggering of sound), Rachel instructs Jenny to move away,

whereupon the sound is triggered.
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Defining interaction space

From this short vignette we can begin considering how and where successful manipu-

lations of the torch interface occur. This first vignette exposes some basic interaction

with the interface, but also reveals how the calibrated shape of the space impacts this.

Even though the torches were initially calibrated with the vision system, the nature of

the fluctuating light within the space was at times a source of problems. The initial

lack of sound triggering in this vignette as Jenny shines the beam at the wall was due

to a combination of light levels, obliqueness of the beam as it was projected onto the

wall and the group being situated generally outside of the area in which the torches

were calibrated for the system. If the beam becomes too oblique or too weak here,

the expectations of the vision system configured by this previous calibration will be

compromised. When Jenny moved towards the wall the sound still failed to trigger.

Rachel’s management of these troubles via her instruction to Jenny to move closer to

meant that the target then became obscured from the camera when Jenny got “too close”,

resulting in further positions away from the wall being successively tested until the

sound triggered. The trouble was resolved only after this kind of experimentation by

Rachel.

circles
Spaceship

space
Interaction

Figure 5.4: Manipulation space.

Thus we can begin to map out an approximate volume in which those manipulating the

torch may safely move around and interact with the interface with success, as suggested

in Figure 5.4. This space itself is largely defined by the initial calibration of the torch,

thus it is derived as an approximation from the positions and orientations of the torch

captured during this calibration. The constraints of obliqueness modify this space, as

do the ambient light levels, albeit in a less predictable way. Each of these aspects came

into play as Rachel directed Jenny’s use of the torch. The combination of each of these

factors generates the shape of the space of successful manipulation that is experienced

by the group. Training data and obliqueness ensure that this is a relatively static space,
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however this character is then less predictably altered by levels of light as they fluctuate

during the day. Furthermore, it follows that within this manipulation space there may be

particular ‘sweet spots’ in which torch manipulations and effects of those manipulations

are most smoothly conducted and experienced (i.e., an optimal position to stand). For

the Journey into Space, this spot was usually the main area in front of the wall (where

the torch was calibrated) that provided consistently less problematic interaction. We

shall see later how this information featured in adaptation.

5.3.2 Vignette 2: Interference spaces

In this second vignette, another group of four children and a helper—Alice—are also

about to blastoff from the Earth (Figure 5.5). They are sitting in a circle in between the

left side and the centre of the space. After asking who would like to trigger the blastoff,

Rachel passes a torch to Helen, seated to Rachel’s right. A boy, Paul, is sitting to Rachel’s

left.

R: who wants to have the magic torch first? ((torch is passed to H)) ok so

when you’re brave enough point it at earth and we’re ready to take off

Alice

Paul

Figure 5.5: The group are hearing the sound (left), Paul gets in the way and Alice

gestures (right).

Helen points the torch at the Earth target, and the countdown sound begins to play,

“Ten, nine, eight, seven, si. . . ”, at which point it breaks off and no “five” and so forth

is heard. At the time when the break in sound was heard, Paul had leaned forward.

This is then noticed by Alice who gestures for Paul to move his body back (Figure 5.5,

right). The sound then re-triggers and begins from ten again, this time completing. This

situation of Paul obscuring the beam, Alice rapidly noticing this, gesturing to Paul, and

Paul subsequently moving from the path of the beam took at most a second to compete.
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It is also notable in this vignette that use of the torch by members of the circle is regulated

by Rachel through assigning ‘turns’ with it to members of the group, thus managing

how handover between children is done (“who wants to have the magic torch first?”).

This provides an interesting comparison with the way in which handovers with the

Telescope in chapter 4 were managed. Whilst Rachel here instructs the children in a

different manner, and negotiates handover between them in a more explicit fashion, the

docent in the previous chapter also provided instruction to visitors and did much to

smooth the handover via crafting the view of the Telescope.

Later on in this group’s storytelling, and directly after the blastoff, Rachel provides

the opportunity for some children to use the torch to ‘look out the window’ of their

spacecraft, exploring this view by pointing the torch at different targets and listening

for what sounds are assigned to the targets. During this period, Rachel uses the circle’s

orderliness to manage handover with the torch in order to let each child have their turn.

Defining interference space

At first it might seem that a space in which manipulations are unsuccessful would

merely correspond to the inverse of the space in which manipulations are successful (i.e.,

the opposite of Figure 5.4). This is not the case, however.

From this second vignette as well as the first, we can see that there are two main

forms of interference that are possible: occlusion of the field of view of the camera

(Figure 5.6, right), and occlusion of the torch (illustrated in Figure 5.6, left). The first

form was exhibited in the first vignette when Jenny got too close to the interface wall,

obscuring the target that was to be triggered. In order to resolve this, Jenny moved

away from the wall successively with Rachel’s instructions (“bit further back, bit further

back”) experimentally until the interference space was vacated. The second form

is demonstrated here in this vignette, where Paul obscures the torch beam. Paul’s

obstruction of the torch was quickly noticed and then rapidly managed by Alice, Rachel’s

assistant in the storytelling at that time.

In a similar way to the space of successful manipulations, a spatial map of possible

interference with those manipulations can be created, i.e., in the space which obstruction

to the camera or the beam may in any way occur. The largest space of interference is

created by the camera that is trained at the wall; its position and field of view define a

(relatively) static interference space (Figure 5.7, left). The torch itself, on the other hand,

also defines an interference space, although it is smaller and mobile (Figure 5.7, right).

There is a fundamental asymmetricity between the beam and the camera, rather sim-
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Figure 5.6: Two forms of occlusion with the torch (left) and camera (right).

plistically since obscuring the torch beam is an ‘observable’, legible event for both the

camera and the actor and participants as the beam may observably and inspectably

be partial on the wall or absent altogether, whereas obscuring the camera is not (it is

only available to the system). So, whilst the torch can be thought of as producing a

controllable interference space, thanks to its beam and the social cues involved in its use

(i.e., a kind of pointing), disruption of the camera image is internal to the system and

provides no resources for Rachel to draw on in resolving any breakdowns.

Interference
space Interference

space

Figure 5.7: Interference spaces.

We can begin to discuss these breakdowns and repairs as seen in the vignettes so far

in terms of the basic legibility of these interference spaces. The torch provides greater

and more legible resources to the users in order to repair breakdown. In contrast, the

nature of the camera can cause problems simply because occluding the camera view is

somewhat illegible.

There were, of course, other reasons for and effects of breakdown that have not been

shown in these vignettes. The aural results of breakdown were various: sounds some-

times stuttered if they had been triggered already, halted halfway through playing or

even failed to play at all; sounds started anomalously even though a torch was not

trained on the wall; a sound successfully played might be a different sound altogether
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to the sound that was recorded and attached to the target. Sounds may also be triggered

accidentally.

We can summarise the causes of the majority of breakdown into a short list, covering

those already seen in the vignettes as well as others that were observed in the data but

due to space limitations are not shown in this chapter. Breakdowns varied in terms

of the speed with which resolution was possible; typically those involving the camera

were more prevalent and more difficult to resolve than those with the torch.

• Obscuring a target: someone standing in front of a target on the wall being pointed

at by a torch such that the target is no longer visible from the camera’s perspective

(as in the first vignette). Any sound playing will halt.

• A person or a thing in front of the torch: the beam is partially or fully obscured by

someone standing between the torch and the wall (as in the second vignette).

• Making the torch beam too oblique or using the torch outside the area within

which the torch was trained: the beam of the torch, when projected from an angle

onto the wall, will be less and less detectable as a beam for the vision system (as

in the first vignette). There are also recognition issues. If the system has been

calibrated to recognise a torch being shone on the wall from a particular area

of the space the range of angles it is expected to present will be coded into the

recognition system. If it is shone onto the wall from an angle outside that set it

might not be recognised or might be misclassified.

• Other objects being detected by the camera as a beam/object to track: originally

there was a bug in the vision system that caused it to detect white, torch-beam-

sized objects (e.g., white hats) as being beams. Thus spurious triggerings of sounds

sometimes occurred.

• Changes in background illumination: since the event was held in a tent, light

coming through the ceiling fabric varied, meaning that that the representations of

torches built during training differed significantly from the descriptions extracted

from the image sequence. This caused recognition errors and so inappropriate

audio responses.

• Unknowingly triggering sound: sound is triggered by the torch in some way but

either without the intention or knowledge of the user (this will be explored in the

fourth vignette).

• Inexplicable: breakdowns that were difficult to tie causally to other events.
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Putting the spaces together

Developing on from interference and interaction spaces, we can begin to consider

how the resulting superposition of these different spaces creates a complex spatial

identity (which will now be referred to as ‘spatial character’), circumscribed by the

varied tolerances of the vision system, environment and the torch. We can see an

approximation in the left of Figure 5.8, and a plan view on the right, which perhaps

go some way to visualising the interaction between these spaces. Obviously these

diagrams cannot easily convey the sophisticated reality of the space’s character, and at

this point we should consider the rather non-trivial job faced by the actor not only in

understanding this space, but also guiding others around it, as particularly exemplified

by Jenny’s difficulties with the torch in the first vignette. The camera space shown

on the left of Figure 5.7 alone would be a job of work for the actor to navigate and

guide and succeed in instructing interaction successfully with the interface without cues,

however the reality is that the exact boundaries of the space shift with the factors that

have been examined thus far. So, the actor must manage this shifting character and the

contingencies it produces in order for manipulations to be successful ones: e.g., ensuring

children use the torch approximately ‘here’, that no-one is obstructing the torch over

‘here’ in front of them, and that no-one is obscuring the camera ‘here’, and so forth. As

such, the design of the space places these concerns in the hands of the actor (namely,

Rachel) to manage, the details of which will be addressed in the next subsection. (We

will consider a design of space that places these concerns in the environment later on in

this chapter.)

space

space
Interaction

Interference

Figure 5.8: Mapping the spaces (left); plan view (right).
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5.3.3 Vignette 3 & 4: Understanding, managing and adapting to space

In this third vignette, the storyteller, Rachel, has brought the children to the main area

near the wall. They ‘board’ the spacecraft by seating themselves in a circle, however

this time the circle is located directly in front of the wall rather than off to one side of

the space. They then go through a number of procedures to ready the ship for blastoff.

The following vignette features Rachel, her assistant Alice, and two of the children in

the circle, Eric and Joe.

R: okay (0.4) so (0.2) what we need to do before we set off is put on our

spacesuits so put on your big boots ((Rachel mimes putting on boots))

((The children copy Rachel’s mime))

Rachel then, in a similar manner, instructs the children to put on their ‘space suits’,

‘helmets’ and so on.

R: okay (0.2) seatbelts on

((All the children follow Rachel’s miming lowering seatbelts))

Initially Rachel quickly instructs the group to form a circle on the floor. This circle

is created at a particular place in the space (directed by Rachel’s pointing and her

own position in the space), and implicitly establishes an orderliness for the rest of this

segment of the story. The introduction of the bodily actions (i.e., repeated miming of

putting on boots, seatbelts, etc.) and how they are performed (i.e., through each child

taking their turn to mimic Rachel’s instruction) builds upon the order created by seating

in the circle formation; Rachel instructs through demonstrating some action which is

then carried out by the rest of the group. At this point the torch is introduced by Rachel

as the next stage in the trajectory of the story.

R: okay good (.) we’re all ready to go (0.4) okay (.) so what I need to do (.)

with the magic torch ((picks up one of the torches next to her)) (1.0) joe if I

pass you the magic torch

((Joe takes the torch))

R: if you press the button

((Joe presses the button to switch the torch on))

R: and if you shine it o:::n ((points at wall))

((Children start looking at the wall))
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(0.4)

R: the blue one there (.) the: earth on that one

(1.0)

((Joe shines the torch on the Earth target but it makes no sound))

Rachel closely structures and instructs Joe’s use of the torch in order to deliver the next

stage, i.e., the blastoff. She does this by describing what action with the interface is next

(e.g., “press the button”, saying “shine it on” whilst pointing) which Joe then performs.

In doing so, Rachel shifts the focus of attention away from the circle to the wall. The

newly-introduced torch and its use comes to be embedded within the unfolding of the

story through such structuring and instruction. The torch here is treated as another

component of the general activities of getting ready for blastoff (i.e., putting on boots,

helmets, fastening seatbelts, checking buttons, and so on). Unfortunately, the beam fails

to register any response from the system and does not trigger the sound associated with

the Earth target (which would have been a recording of the children counting down

from ten to one). Rachel attempts to remedy this as follows.

R: okay (1.0) a:nd (0.2) we’ll try (0.2) this time eric if you also (0.4) take the

(.) the magic torch ((passes different torch to Eric)) (0.4) and if you shine it

on the blue one (.) see what happens

(3.0)

((Eric shines his torch on the Earth target but there is still no sound))

R: ((looks around and laughs)) okay (0.2) so I want you to get in our takeoff

positions (.) what you need to do is old hands with everybody

((The children hold each others hands))

R: that’s it (0.4) are you ready? (0.2) an we’re gonna go from five to zero so

we go FIVE

All: FOUR THREE TWO ONE BLASTOFF ((mime blastoff))

R: ah (0.2) we’re flying

At first Rachel attempted here to remedy this by offering another child a different torch

and instructs Eric to point the torch at the same target as had been suggested to Joe.

When this repair fails to work, Rachel tries no further attempts at repair and instead

abandons the torches entirely and performs the blastoff with the children herself.
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Rachel

Eric

Joe

put on your big boots

if you shine it o:::n

Figure 5.9: Boarding the spaceship (top), blasting off using the torches (bottom left and

right).

Instruction in torch use and surrounding this, managed handovers of the torch—both

in this vignette and the last—have become increasingly important parts of managing

how the torches are deployed. Using the torches comes to be embedded within the

organisation and logic of the circle. Rachel creates a set of procedures for the children to

follow (such as donning helmets) which are then extended to include a further procedure

(i.e., the blastoff) that involved the torch. Later still, as noted in the previous vignette,

torch use is further extended into the ‘looking out the window’ procedure.

In this fourth and final vignette, a group of three children we have seen previously in

the first vignette are beginning to ‘explore a planet’ in order to fulfil their ‘mission’ (to

find treasure on the planet). Exploration occurs after blastoff, and once the period of

travelling through space has ended. The object of missions may vary from attempting

an encounter with aliens to locating and bringing back some object. The vignette begins

with Rachel and three children, Tom, Jenny and Peter seated in a circle. Tom has one of
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the torches in his hands.

R: okay (0.4) what we need to do is (.) get out of the (.) aircraft (.) jenny you

gotta go first through the little chute over there ((points Jenny towards the

location of the ‘chute’ in the direction of the wall)) (0.2) go through the little

chute

((Jenny bends down a little and walks forwards, see Figure 5.10))

(0.8)

R: followed by Tom

Rachel then repeats the instruction until the other children—Tom and Peter—have also

‘disembarked’; finally Rachel exits and arranges the group to face the wall.

Tom

Jenny

Peter

followed by Tom

Figure 5.10: Leaving the via the chute to explore the planet.

The spacecraft circle provides the physical arrangement and structure with which to get

to the next stage of the story (i.e., exploring the planet). This is accomplished by Rachel

instructing the children through an imaginary ‘chute’ on one side of the circle in order

to bring them to the wall in order to use the torches to perform the exploration. The

children perform each instructed activity in their turn. The group is then arranged by

Rachel at the wall.

R: let’s see (1.0) ((points at a moon target)) point it at that one

((Tom points torch beam at interface wall and triggers alien sound))

(2.0)
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R: NO (0.2) what does that mean?

((Tom triggers alien sound again))

(1.0)

R: OH NO what does that mean? (0.4) what’s that noise? oh no what does

that mean? (1.0) th- eh there’s an alien (0.6) okay (0.2) we need to split up

in teams (0.2) jenny ((points at Jenny)) (.) you’re with me (0.2) tom you go

with peter ((points at Peter)) (0.4) okay we’re gonna search the planet (0.2)

you ((points to Tom and Peter)) go that side (0.2) we’ll go this side (0.4) okay

we’re looking for gold people ((walks away from the wall followed by Jenny))

Rachel instructs Tom on ‘how to explore’ by telling him to point the torch at a particular

target. The sound that is triggered (a sound of ‘aliens’ previously recorded by the

children) is then folded into the story (“oh no” and “there’s an alien”) and leads to the

group splitting up to search the planet for ‘gold’. Rachel guides the children to particular

locations in the space through pointing. A short time later Tom rushes towards the ‘gold’

target on the wall, quickly followed by Peter.

R: now if you see an alien (0.2) what you got to do you got to communicate

with the alien (.) okay?

T: ((points the torch beam towards the ‘gold’ target, Figure 5.10, left)) quick

((the torch bean triggers the alien sound)) (5.0) get back ((moves the torch

beam, a pre-defined sound (some music) attached to the gold target starts

to play))

J: ((runs towards the wall))

R: AH ((puts her hands on her head)) (0.4) you found th- you found the gold

Through some exploration of the wall with the torch and a measure of experimentation

similar to that seen in this group’s earlier vignette (when Jenny was guided closer and

further away from the target they were to trigger), Tom triggers the sound associated

with the gold target. Rachel confirms this finding with her exclamation, and the story

proceeds to the next stage.

R: okay what we need to do (1.0) is (0.6) if we speak (.) really nicely ((walks

over to the wall)) (0.4) and we wish it off (0.6) okay? (1.0) come close

((The children move up close to Rachel))

(1.0)
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R: okay (1.2) what we need to do (0.4) is we need to wish (0.2) the gold (0.2)

off=

T: =I wish I wish the gold was here

R: okay let’s do that (.) that sounds good ready? (0.2) do we have to close

our eyes tom how do we do it?

T: eyes closed

R: okay (.) ready one two three all close our eyes (0.2) I wish I wish the gold

was here ((Rachel takes the gold target from the wall)) (1.0) .hh WO:W (0.2)

okay jenny (0.2) I’m going to keep you in control of the gold

((Tom triggers the alien sound))

R: what we need to do (0.4) ((points at alien)) before the aliens come we

need to get back into the ship ((points towards the place where the ‘ship’ is))

(.) everybody back to the ship

((The children run back to the ‘ship’ and form a circle again, Figure 5.11,

right))

.hh WO:W back to the ship

Figure 5.11: Finding the gold (left), running back to the ship (right).

In this final segment, Rachel here instructs the children to reform back into a group,

clustering near the wall, in order to retrieve the object of their mission. During this Tom

(possibly accidentally) triggers the alien target with the torch that is still in his hands.

Rather than treat this as a disruption, Rachel quickly accounts for the alien sound and

weaves it into the story, employing it as a means by which to return “to the ship” now

that their mission is complete. She guides the children again through pointing back to

the location of their spacecraft circle.

Finally it is worth summing up the overall structure and arrangement of activities that

Rachel deploys within this vignette in order to progress the story. Here it involves
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getting the children off the spacecraft, engaging them in a search for and discovery of

treasure, and getting them back on board again.

Adapting to spatial character

It is apparent in the vignettes and in the larger collection of data that Rachel comes to

understand something of space’s character (i.e., spaces of interference and successful

manipulation) as evidenced by the adaptation of her conduct within them. A set of

strategies developed as a result of both repeated experience and through Rachel’s

knowledge about the system.

Primarily this understanding and adaptation with various strategies develops from

experiences during breakdown, which were either managed in situ (i.e., repaired) or

avoided through adaptation. Some forms of breakdown were relatively simple to link to

a cause (e.g., being clearly outside the space of successful manipulation) and therefore

avoidable, whereas others of a less obviously causal nature were harder to avoid. In

addition to troubles in discerning the causal link of breakdown, it was very difficult to

predict when breakdown might occur. This was usually due to both the difficulties in

controlling all children in the space and the anomalous nature of some breakdowns.

Rachel was sometimes able to weave the glitches into the story, as seen with her reaction

to Tom’s accidental triggering of the alien sound in the final vignette. Anomalously

triggered sounds were repurposed and transformed, folded back into the ongoing story,

and sometimes provided a sense of spontaneity and excitement. Such misplaced sounds

became resources for further actions, and were recontextualised with respect to the

orientation of the group. Rachel also sought to verbally complete those sounds that were

interrupted halfway or stuttered to a halt. On the other hand, there were breakdowns

that were too disruptive or ‘unweavable’ to fold back into the story. As a result these

breakdowns caused the story itself to come to a halt, or at least slow down. In other

instances further attempts to correct the problem might be made with the torch, as

exhibited by Rachel’s instructing of Jenny in the first vignette to move progressively

away from the wall. At other times still, the breakdown was directly followed by

some very rapid consultation between Rachel and the team in order to decide whether

the failure was terminal, or whether another attempt should be made with the torch.

Another strategy employed here in the case of seemingly unmanageable breakdown,

was to simply ignore the breakdown and continue with the next part of the story as seen

in the third vignette where Joe’s attempts with the torch fail.

Other strategies were employed in order to pre-emptively avoid or manage breakdown
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altogether. For example, breakdown could be repaired by completely avoiding interfer-

ence space, or avoiding certain forms of interaction with the interface. When standing,

children frequently entered into a space of interference. Typically this would occur when

children moved close to the wall, obscuring the targets or perhaps flagging themselves

up as a false beam. This was overcome to some extent by the team informing Rachel

about the issue of obscuring the camera’s view, and so children could be directed to

maintain a reasonable distance from the wall. A piece of tape was also placed on the

floor in front of the wall (see Figure 5.1, left, labelled ‘tape marker’) as a kind of guide

to the boundaries of interference; its placement was based on the closest distance a

child of average height could stand from the wall without obscuring any targets. This

mark provided further resources beyond directions such as “don’t stand too close to the

wall”, and instructions to move back. As such the action could be planned around these

markers pre-emptively rather than reflexively dealing with interference. Other pieces

of knowledge about avoidance strategies and ideal ‘sweet spots’ also came through

information reported to Rachel about the interface’s workings from the research team

at the event. During times when children were sitting down, positioning was equally

as important. Initially Rachel seated groups in circles on the edge of the space (as in

the first, second and this final vignette), meaning that the beam of the torch became

oblique and distanced, thus affecting the vision system by both the distortion of the

beam and the potential problems with high light levels. Through discussion with the

research team, it became clear that Rachel needed to conduct the spaceship circle in

a more central location in order to overcome at least the obliqueness problem and

so the groupings migrated towards a particular spot in the centre of the space, as

seen in the third vignette (admittedly not a particularly successful example, however).

It is notable that the location of the circle formation ends up situating the majority of

interaction in a place that—when working properly—best facilitates storytelling through

the technology. Finally of note is that torch use during exploration sequences declined as

Rachel adapted to the technical problems associated with its use in such an unrestrictive

way that heightened the chance of entering interference space.

There were, of course, other ways in which adaptations took place over the course of the

two days. These adaptations developed over time with experience, constructed into an

effective working body of knowledge about the torch technology in situ. These adapta-

tions to the actor’s work developed the telling of the story around the contingencies of

the technology and the experiences of repair, just as the technology in use was shaped

to fit the contingencies of the storytelling.
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5.4 Discussion

This chapter has built upon the observations of the previous study chapter, implicitly

addressing the role of the participant, for example. Primarily, however, has introduced a

new role, that of the actor, who in this case was the storyteller. This section summarises

the analysis, and subsequently draws comparisons with other systems, considering how

the spatialised manipulations of a system may be thought of in terms of being hidden

or revealed to varying extents.

5.4.1 The actor’s work

Drawing on the analysis developed in the vignettes, this chapter has characterised

the work of running a storytelling performance with the participants as consisting

of instructing (e.g., via pointing, verbal instruction), spatially structuring activities

(e.g., a seating in a circle, splitting into groups), organising handovers of the torch

and managing the trajectory of the story (e.g., ensuring the next stage of the story is

reached). This may be summarised as guiding work done by the actor, the nature of

which shapes and is shaped by the technology. As introduced in the previous chapter’s

discussion, interaction with an interface can be thought of in terms of manipulations of

the interface and the resultant effects those manipulations produce. In picking apart

actor’s work and understanding the impact of technology on that work, the analysis

has then explored how manipulations of the torch technology are spatialised. Such

spatialised manipulations influence how and why breakdown occurs, how repair may

be performed, and how adaptation to the spatiality of manipulations may be achieved

by the actor. Thus, in order to understand the job of the actor in her work of instructing,

structuring, organising torch handovers and managing trajectory of storytelling, the

analysis has developed a sense of the ways in which the actor must also navigate the

complex spatial character of the interactive environment, manage its contingencies, and

adapt it to best fit the flow of the story as it progresses.

Thus the actor may be defined here as a professional and skilled member of the setting,

who conducts the running of the performance in front of audience, and with participants.

We can summarise this chapter’s analysis of the adapting nature of the actor’s guiding

work with the following essential elements:

• Managing interaction on boundaries: avoiding situating the spaceship circle near the

edges of the space; making sure torch users were not standing too far away, too

close or at too oblique an angle.
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• Constraining movement in the space according to context: in the spaceship circle, torch

use meant that children were instructed to sit down if they had stood up; during

exploration of the planet, closeness to the wall was avoided.

• Using the torches only at particular times and in particular ways: Rachel began to

abandon more ‘free’ torch use during the exploration phases because of increased

experience of breakdown. Torch use and handovers in the spaceship also circle

became regulated and managed by instruction.

Generally, troubles with manipulations of the interface, as well as their resolutions, were

for the most part essentially spatial in character, and autochthonous in that they were

exhibited and generated by the arrangement of technology and participants in the space

coupled with the forms of conduct occurring within that space. An appreciation of

the complexities of this space had to be developed and managed by the actor. Some

of the adaptations to this spatiality were due to explicit information or rules about the

technology provided through instruction from the research team, whereas other adapta-

tions were through Rachel’s ongoing and developing appreciation for the interactions

between the spaces of interference and spaces of successful manipulation, effectively

building up her working body of knowledge of the system’s spatial character. Finally

it is important to note the way in which the simple positioning decisions and physical

design of the space in general fundamentally generates interference spaces as well as

‘sweet spots’ and spaces where manipulation is preferable. This in turn therefore gives

character to work that the actor must do in guiding participants, instructing them, and

so forth.

5.4.2 Actor’s work in other systems

Like the Telescope’s camera, we can think of the camera in the Journey into Space as

a simple visual sensor. Other systems with greater numbers of sensor units and more

diverse hybrid sensor solutions can provide more sophisticated and subtle spaces of

interference and manipulation. This section compares and contrasts the observations

on actor’s guiding work within the Journey into Space to consider such other systems

also in terms of manipulation and interference spaces. Of particular interest here is how

guiding work is only one strategy; here we consider how hiding or revealing spaces of

manipulation and interference may be used in different contexts as different strategies.

The first example to examine is Treasure, put forth in [35]. This was a simple game

in which players, equipped with Wifi-enabled PDAs, collected resources (“coins”)

distributed within their vicinity (in a city) and uploaded them when in wifi network
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coverage. Wifi coverage can be somewhat patchy and unreliable, meaning that locating

a space in which manipulations will be successful can be difficult. Players’ PDAs

built up a map of this coverage as they played the game, so that players developed

an understanding of locations to upload coins (i.e., wifi hotspots). Thus the spatial

character of the network as experienced by players was exploited and repurposed as

part of the game (the terminology “seamful design” is used to describe this technique

[36]). For a game without such revealing of spatial character or one that does not in

some way manage these spaces of manipulation, and movement about them for the

player, patchy coverage could create serious breakdown. This problem was sidestepped

by using breakdown as an unpredictable element in the game. The spatial character

of this game arena was thus experienced as very much part of the game’s dynamic as

players ‘discovered’ network coverage and so the flow of players was self-managed

rather than being shaped by some external, guiding influence.

A second example, which is revisited later on in this thesis, is Can You See Me Now?

(CYSMN), a mixed reality game played between online players (drawn from members

of the public) faced with a map of a city, and professional ‘runners’ on the ground

in the city itself. Online players navigated the virtual map as the runners, equipped

with GPS units and PDAs with which to see the online players’ locations, attempted

to catch the online players by physically getting within a few metres of their virtual

location. Of particular interest was the way in which runners on the ground exploited

and manipulated the inaccuracies of GPS in order to ambush and catch online players

[45]. For example, runners sometimes relied on ‘hiding’ in the GPS ‘shadows’ created

by buildings obscuring satellites in order to obfuscate their position from online players

until the last moment, when runners would then spring out from the shadows and

ambush unsuspecting players. In this example, again, spaces of interference (i.e., GPS

shadows) became an exciting and special dynamic within the game, deepening the

playing experience rather than being a source of breakdown for runners and players

to constantly repair. Here the spatial character was created by the contingencies of

GPS coverage; this was experienced for runners as a developing “body of knowledge”,

informing them of, for example, ‘good’ times of day for being in particular locations

and appropriate places to ‘hide’. The movement of players around the space was largely

self-managed, whilst being obviously influenced and adapting to the increasingly more

exposed and ‘visible’ structure of the contingencies.

Savannah [19] was a GPS-based educational game that involved (teenage) players

assuming the role of ‘lions’ roaming a virtual savannah (a playing field), and receiving

information on PDAs via a simple interface. The savannah was ‘contoured’ with virtual
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regions of different terrain, within which might also be some prey to feed on; players

needed to traverse this unmarked flat space of the field in order to locate the prey. The

game was also collaborative in that in order to fell larger prey (such as wildebeest),

several players had to coordinate an attack within the same region. Analysis of the game

described how the invisibility of region boundaries (and occasionally the uncertainties

of GPS) caused discrepancies between participants’ views of the action, and thus their

ability to coordinate attacks successfully. Players would typically stop on the boundaries,

and, when a cluster of co-players began to form around them, half would be inside the

boundary of the region, and the other half, outside. The Savannah environment was ‘flat’

rather like the environment of the Journey into Space; whereas the Journey into Space’s

environment was shaped and given spatial character by the qualities of the camera and

torch, Savannah’s space was shaped by the combined qualities of GPS and prescribed

regions as experienced via the PDAs. Whilst the space of manipulation for Savannah

players was largely all-pervasive and consistent (unlike the previous examples of sensor

technology such as Wifi and GPS in use), players’ appreciation for their whereabouts

within this manipulation space was problematic. Players encountered difficulties in

this featureless environment precisely because the boundaries between regions were

exposed to the player only in one dimension, i.e., as a point. This vastly reduced the

resources available to the player and co-players in their coordination of attacks. The

design implications drawn from Savannah eschewed a design that revealed the terrain

of the manipulation space (i.e., exposing the region boundaries to players) in favour of

invisibly extending the region around players when performing a collaborative attack,

thus shielding them from the effects of differing views due to standing on the edge

of regions problems. Movement about the field with these envisioned changes would

be managed in a large part by this hiding. In contrast to the exposing of structure

and self-managed play of Treasure described above, players’ actions here instead are

somewhat modified by the obscured structure.

The examples so far have all been games, whereas the Journey into Space was a story-

telling event. At this point we consider MIT Media Lab’s Kidsroom [26]. This was a

vision-driven experience in which children were guided through an adventure story

by computer-generated characters projected onto the walls of a large room. This room

was furnished with a bed, a chest of drawers, rugs and so forth. During the story, the

children were required to perform actions (such as pretending to use a bed as a boat,

hiding behind a piece of the furniture, or dancing on a rug) in the space that were then

detected by the vision system. There were several points in the story when participants

had to be guided into particular spaces of interaction for the purposes of detection,

such as being directed towards particular rugs, or all moving onto the bed that was in
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the room. Due to the need to detect the participants performing certain actions (such

as dancing), the manipulation spaces were mutable, sometimes covering a small mat,

at other times covering a bed and again at other times the whole room (in the case of

hiding away from any camera). These moments were managed automatically by coaxing

children, as part of the narrative of the story, to the appropriate manipulation spaces

and away from the interference spaces that might obstruct detection by the system. For

example, care was taken when creating the script for the projected creatures guiding the

children through the experience, such that instructions about these spatial requirements

were woven into the sense of the story. The spatial character of the room created by the

sensor technology was thus not revealed to participants but was rather worked into

the narrative in an endogenous fashion so that the children could be guided into the

correct places. Movement around the room was thus directly managed by the system’s

projected interactive characters, meaning that, rather than involving a human actor as

in the Journey into space, the system’s program provided instruction and structured

interaction within the space.

Finally, there are many existing examples of designs and implementations of performance-

oriented uses of sensor technology, particularly those involving the capture of bodily

movements for dance or music-related applications. The Theremin, in which the move-

ments of hands in proximity to a metal antennae are converted to an audio signal, is

perhaps the most well-known antecedent to more recent sensor-based work. There are

two main ways in which performance-oriented systems may capture the performer:

sensors located locally to the performer (e.g., those worn on the body), or sensors

embedded in the environment.

There are also many examples of systems employing wearable sensors that are attached

to performers. Artists such as Pamela Z [157] and Michel Waisvisz [54] instrument

their own bodies (arms or hands, for instance), and techniques such as these have

received increasing interest within HCI. Examples include instrumented footwear to

control the creation of sound [117], wearable sensors for members of an audience

to participate within a performance (e.g., light sensors, accelerometers, joint angle,

temperature, touch) [89], or similar kinds of wearable sensors instead for professional

dancers controlling a preprogrammed sequence of visuals and sound [118]. Other kinds

of performances may reject registration located on performers themselves in favour

of environmentally-registered approaches, often using computer vision techniques.

There are various interactive dance environments, such as DanceSpace [138], that track

bodily conduct and map it to sound and visuals. Some applications have used similar

environments in slightly different contexts, as in the case of an augmented martial arts
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performance where, via computer vision, a practitioner is embedded in a martial arts

game [76]. In this particular example an audience watched the game as well as the

martial artist themselves as their moves are tracked by the system and used on their

virtual counterpart.

In these two sets of examples of performance and performance-like scenarios (such

as performative public spaces like nightclubs), potential spatial interference is either

managed and limited through using locally-situated personal sensors for selectively

controlling and collecting the data that is of interest (e.g., light and touch sensors). This

is particularly true in the ‘sensorially noisy’ environment of a nightclub. An alternate

strategy present in these scenarios is to entirely deny interference through configuring

the performer(s) in purposefully distant spatial relationship to spectators (here, audience

members), i.e., avoiding having participants at all.

These varied examples illustrate a range of approaches to the ways in which manipula-

tion and interference spaces are handled and presented (or not presented) to actors or

participants as well as the way in which they influence and shape movement around

the environment. Treasure was designed to fully exploit these spaces, meaning that

breakdown was from inception employed as purposeful and valid game feature. Run-

ners’ work in CYSMN also exploited the spatial aspects of sensor technology, however

this was not designed as part of the game or particularly exposed, but was rather

an emergent feature of the practical outworking of the game and the runners’ work.

Similarly, in Savannah, the exact spatial character of the field was only partially exposed

and yet suggested solutions indicated that this character could in fact be hidden from

participants, with an approach that guided players through the contingencies of the spa-

tial character being most appropriate. For the Journey into Space event the boundaries

of manipulation and interference space were partly exposed in breakdown during the

storytelling, and yet partly hidden by Rachel’s adaptations made in order to manage

these breakdowns. Thus it occupies some ground between Savannah and Kidsroom. For

Kidsroom, participants were very much guided around manipulation and interference

spaces by the system, in order to hide the spatial character of the room from them. This

‘hiding’ was achieved through designers accounting for spaces of interference, using the

system to guide children to spaces of manipulation and the ‘sweet spots’ within them.

It has been established that a key feature of the actor’s work in the Journey into Space

is guiding participants. In the design of each of these examples the level and form of

guidance offered to those within the space—either by actors or by the interactive system

itself—varies, and correspondingly, the design decisions to hide or expose the spaces

in which manipulations and interference are possible. Figure 5.12 simply illustrates
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these and positions some of the examples discussed in these terms. At one extreme

end of the axis, manipulation and interference spaces are revealed to users who are

expected to fully guide themselves and manage breakdown as part of their interaction,

whereas at the opposing end, such manipulation and interference spaces are hidden

from the them, and they are guided through the spatial arrangement by the system

in some way or perhaps by actors. Towards the centre are systems in which spatial

aspects of manipulation and interference are partially revealed, however users are

provided with some support to resolve breakdown. (It is of note that this spectrum

places systems involving younger children towards the right, whereas the left features

systems involving adults or older children. It is possible that this fact has implications

for the use of the different strategies.)

CYSMN

Spatiality revealed, Spatiality hidden,

users guided

Journey into

SpaceSeamful

game Savannah Kidsroom

users manage breakdown

Figure 5.12: A spectrum of spatial character.

The design spectrum axis here admittedly does not point in any particular way to the

times when revealed or hidden design strategies will be most appropriate. The analysis

of the Journey into Space, for example, has shown how a performance-like environment

can suffer from breakdown induced by a structure that is not revealed to the actor,

and yet at the same time has illustrated how repair and adaptation of conduct in the

space to the mostly-invisible spatial character can develop. This results in (at least)

limited management of breakdown. As such a redesign of the Journey into Space could

conceivably take either design route; the spatial character could be further revealed

by barriers to stop participants getting too close to the wall, or on the other hand the

spatial character could be further hidden, perhaps by providing the actor with a more

developed understanding of the space that enabled them to manage its spatial character

and thus guide the storytelling and the group experiencing it in a more graceful manner.

In addition to this, there is the issue of differing abilities actors or participants may have

in comprehending spatial character, should they need to. In the case of the Journey into

Space and Kidsroom, the participants were young children and furthermore, guided

strongly in their interactions either by an actor or by the system. In other examples

cited teenagers or adults were involved. It is possible that different actor strategies of
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‘guiding and hiding’ or revealing will be appropriate for different demographic groups.

For children, for instance, a designer may wish to intentionally hide spatial character

for pedagogical reasons, or perhaps in order to create certain forms of experience, such

as a ‘magical’ system where the effects produced by manipulations of the interface are

exposed, but the underlying manipulation space is hidden from users (in contrast to the

Telescope’s ‘intriguing’ interface).

5.5 Conclusion

This second study chapter has examined the Journey into Space, a public storytelling

event employing an interactive torch system and involving several different groups

of participating children. A number of vignettes have been presented in order to

demonstrate to the reader both the ways in which the technology was embedded within

the storytelling as well as the nature of the storytelling work itself. Whilst these vignettes

have highlighted breakdown, it is within these troubles that the observations of the

previous chapter—the roles of participant and audience—may be extended to include

the work of the actor. The role of actor here has been described through the vignettes

as being a professional guide for participants, instructing them, physically structuring

interaction, organising turns and managing the story’s trajectory. This chapter has

also presented in the vignettes various instances of breakdown, repair and adaptation.

Through examining these, the chapter has also introduced notions of manipulation space

and interference space (or, spatial character). The actor’s work involves competence in

repairing breakdowns and adapting to the contingencies of the technology, and as part

of this, coming to understand and take account of the spatial character of the system.

It is through this understanding that the actor may successfully perform the necessary

work in guiding participants through the space and the story itself.

Finally this chapter has considered various other systems in which the spatial character-

istics of sensor or sensor-like equipment play a central part. This contrasted the ‘hiding

and guiding’ strategy of the Journey into Space with systems in which spatial character

is revealed to actors or participants, suggesting a spectrum of possibilities for design.

Next we shall see how, in the following chapter, the roles presented so far may be

expanded even further with the introduction of distinct settings in which particular

roles—such as that of actors and orchestrators—may operate. In addition to this, the

next chapter also builds upon the professional audience management and guiding

work conducted by the actor in this chapter, developing an analysis which involves

multiple actors and orchestrators, who collaboratively maintain the smooth running of
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the performance.
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CHAPTER 6

Fairground: Thrill Laboratory

6.1 Introduction

This third study chapter describes and analyses Fairground: Thrill Laboratory (hence-

forth referred to as F:TL), a series of evening presentation and performance events

that extended a participant’s experience of the fairground ride to a watching audience.

This was achieved by streaming in real-time a given rider’s telemetry data (such as

accelerometer and heart rate data), derived from biosensing equipment attached to the

rider. Audience members, hosted by actors, were picked via a ‘lottery’ to be equipped

and participate by riding whilst the remaining audience watched a projected visuali-

sation of the rider’s various data streams, including a video stream of their face and

audio from a microphone. In addition to revisiting the roles of audience, participants

and actors, and audience-participant transitions, the highlight in this chapter is the

work of the orchestrators, a key component in the smooth running of this public event.

Orchestrators collaborate with actors to weave together a performance from distributed

and disparate elements, with orchestrators managing and intervening in crisis situations,

and dealing with technological breakdown. Orchestration opens out the discussion

to consider some key subdivisions of the public setting, such as behind-the-scenes,

where the telemetry equipment management takes place, and the centre-stage, where

actors construct the event’s general atmosphere and make legible the riders’ experience

for audience. Finally, orchestration is also considered in terms of the participants’

experience through discussing audience-participant transition, and the ways in which

such transition is achieved through a sequence of activities such as the lottery, moving

the participant behind-the-scenes, and donning equipment.
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6.2 Overview

F:TL was a series of six theatrical events that were staged at the Dana Centre (Science

Museum, London) in three weeks of October and November 2006. Fuller details of the

technical design of the events can be found in [152], since these details are only briefly

summarised here. The events were designed to explore the nature of thrill through a

combination of science and entertainment, involving talks by experts (for example, in

biometrics and theme park ride engineering), live telemetry streamed from a selection

of theme park rides, and the opportunity to go on the ride at the end of the evening.

After a set of introductory talks, the audience was presented with a visualisation of live

telemetry streamed directly from the ride. Firstly a member of the production team rode,

providing a live commentary of his experience. Secondly, a lottery was used to select an

audience member whose telemetry would be transmitted next. During the final stage of

F:TL, all other audience members were free to ride, with volunteers using the telemetry

equipment as often as the technical and organisational infrastructure could support.

Figure 6.1: The Booster (left), and rider seated on it (right).

Each week featured a different amusement ride that was set up outside so that it was vis-

ible from the various spaces used within the venue. This chapter’s data is drawn mostly
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from the experience surrounding the last and most extreme of the three, the Booster, a

pure white-knuckle ride that relies mainly upon fear and on extreme accelerations to

elicit a sense of thrill in the rider (see Figure 6.1 left and right). The Booster features a

central tower supporting a 40m-long rotating arm, similar to a windmill. Freely rotating

carriages are attached at either end of the arm and hold two pairs of riders seated

back-to-back. The speed and direction of the rotating arm can be controlled, with riders

experiencing accelerations reaching up to around 4G.

A custom-built wearable telemetry system captured four sources of data from riders:

video of their face, audio as a means of self-reporting, electrocardiogram (ECG) and

acceleration. This equipment was integrated into a jacket as shown in Figure 6.2, left.

The design of the jacket had to meet several challenges, including fitting the passenger

restraint system of each of the rides, being comfortable to wear and remaining easily

serviceable. In addition to this, the design had to address the physical strain of wearing

head-mounted equipment at high G-forces.

Microphone

Aerials

Jacket

Camera

Live video

Heart rate

ECG

Figure 6.2: The wearable telemetry technology (left), and visualising the data (right).

The audience experience of the telemetry data was supported by the so-called ‘expert’

visualisation, shown in Figure 6.2, right, which was projected in the main auditorium

(other more impressionistic visualisations were projected into the bar and onto the side

of the building as ambient displays). This visualisation included the ECG and heart rate

graphs, numerical heart rate data, a 3D visualisation of the G forces experienced by the

rider and live video from the helmet camera in addition to the audio stream broadcast

over speakers. During transmission, experts were at hand who introduced the data to

help the audience understand what to expect and how to make sense of it.

Some appreciation of the spatial and organisational setup of audience members, ride

orchestrators and those participating in riding as well as their various lines of com-

munication is critical for the understanding of the vignettes that are presented later.
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The following therefore provides a brief overview. Overall the event was staged across

multiple spaces inside and outside the venue, while the discussion here concentrates on

those spaces that are directly necessary.

Data from a single rider sitting on the ride outside was transmitted to the main au-

ditorium (2nd floor), visualised and discussed. Event hosts guided the theatrical part

and explained the data so that the group of 50-90 spectators had good access to the

information. In addition, the main telemetry control area was set up on one side in the

same space (as shown in Figure 6.3), physically overlooking the ride outside. From here,

technical crew ensured the availability of the live data streams at the right times during

the event.

On the ride, set up outside approximately 40m away from the auditorium, riders

experienced the (approx.) two minute ride program. As part of the telemetry equipment,

the rider had a one-way audio link to the control room, which was sometimes (but not

always) broadcast to the audience in the auditorium.

Outside in front of the ride (ground floor), from which the ride operator controlled the

speed, direction and duration of the ride, as instructed by one of the technical team, who

was in two-way radio contact with the control room and fellow team members upstairs.

At the right times during the event, the telemetry data, operation of the ride and verbal

commentary by the rider were coordinated via this link. The team had remote access

to a machine situated in the ride operator’s booth which collected and passed on the

telemetry data.

6.3 Analysis

F:TL initially differs from both One Rock and the Journey into Space studies in that the

experience consisted of a discrete series of events which were spread over the course

of several weeks, as opposed to an event that ran daily. It also provided a larger-scale

performance environment in which greater numbers of the public took part, supported

by more complex arrangements of technology. Furthermore, F:TL required continual

work done by a large number team members both in front of an audience as hosts, and

as technical crew in order to equip riders, capture their telemetry data successfully in

order for hosts to present it in real-time to that audience. As such F:TL provides a quite

radical expansion of study scope in terms of people, technologies and spaces.

Data collection took place on most of these evenings, with later events tending to have

more data available for analysis. Again, ethnographic data (typically video recordings
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Figure 6.3: The control area (top), in detail (bottom).

from hand-held cameras) was recorded for each, notably including the telemetry data

from eighteen different riders (i.e., helmet camera, heart rate and acceleration data). The

video recordings totalled approximately fifteen hours in length. As well as this video

and log data, some key points were followed up through five semi-structured phone

interviews with members of the public who participated. Two further semi-structured

interviews with ride operators at the events were also conducted.

In order to study the video and log data from the event, the videos recorded from

hand-held cameras, the video of the rider’s face, and graph plots of acceleration and

heart rate were visualised using the Digital Replay System (DRS) [70]. This analytic tool

enables the study of multiple concurrent data streams alongside one another and in a

synchronous manner (shown in Figure 6.4), as well as supporting the repeated viewing

of segments of action which are of interest. In some senses similar to the simulation

tool constructed for One Rock, DRS was used here to recreate the visualisation that

would have been visible to audience members as well as reconstructing for the analyst
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the different perspectives on the action (the rider’s helmet camera and any hand-held

camera work) and the physiological situation of the rider.

Figure 6.4: The Digital Replay System (DRS) analysis tool. Two videos are playing

along with various plots of physiological data.

Four segments from this data have been worked into vignettes, such that they provide

exhibits of observations made over the data set at large. Whilst selection was informed

by the ongoing development of the framework, the vignettes have also been selected

to provide as broad an overview as possible of the event as it happened, reflecting

the different perspectives of various members of the event. It is of note that with the

exception of the first, the vignettes presented in this chapter are drawn from the final

night of F:TL when the event structure and technology were at their most stable and

well-developed.

The first vignette shows some of the initial orchestration work required in setting up

the system for its use later on that day. The following three vignettes in turn exhibit

the experiences of different roles of members of the event—actors, participants and

orchestrators respectively—however the focus upon orchestration is retained for each.

The second vignette follows a ‘professional rider’, a member of the production team who

gave an initial public demonstration at the start of the event, and details the performative

work actors engaged in with orchestrators to collaboratively produce the performance.

The third follows the relatively routine experience of Sally, a member of the public

audience who became a rider by virtue of winning the ticket-lottery, and covers the

variety of orchestration work involved in assisting her transition to participant. The

fourth vignette then returns the focus to the orchestrators, exploring the activities of the

technical crew and ride operators as they decide how to deal with a moment of crisis in

which one of the equipped riders appears to be in difficulty. In each of the vignettes,
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members of the technical team are referred to as Orchestrator <X>.

6.3.1 Vignette 1: Setting up for orchestration

This first vignette details an instance of the setting-up procedure for the Ghost Train,

which was a ride featuring in some of the earlier performances before the events where

the Booster was featured. Essentially the Ghost Train is a covered roller coaster. As with

each instance of the event, regardless of the particular ride that week, ride operators

deployed the Ghost Train on the morning of the event, readying it for the members of

the technical team to begin setting up and testing the telemetry technology.

The setting up involves a number of stages. Firstly the technical team must deploy some

basic equipment: laptops, projectors and cabling inside the auditorium; equipment

such as aerials outside in front of the ride, a laptop in the ride operators’ booth beside

the ride, and a network link from there to the auditorium. This approximately took

an hour. Secondly, the team must ensure the jacket, when located in front of the ride,

communicates at a basic Internet Protocol (IP) packet level with the control area (using

‘ping’1). Thirdly, the team attempts to get the various data streams transmitting from

the position in front of the ride, and then fourthly attempt this on the ride itself. While

the exact details of this process differed between rides to some extent, general problems

encountered were more similar. The second to fourth stages of the setup process took

several hours, often leading right up to the evening event.

Figure 6.5: Orchestrator H wearing the jacket and helmet camera during setup (left),

standing in front of the ride (right).

It is in the second stage of basic network functionality that we join the action. A member

of the technical team, Orchestrator H, is fitted with the jacket and goes to stand on the

lawn in front of the ride (Figure 6.5). The team members in the control area upstairs are

1The command ‘ping’ tests the connectivity between two computers on a network, indicating transmis-

sion latency (i.e., round-trip time), data loss and so on.
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at first attempting to receive video data from the jacket’s video transmitter. The video

transmitter streams data to the control area via a machine situated in the ride operator’s

booth next to the ride. The orchestrators have begun by ‘pinging’ the transmitter using

this machine.

Orchestrator S: ((explaining to camera operator)) so we’re just trying to

connect to the video transmitter now (0.8) so that transmits over (.) over IP

over TCP/IP so at present it’s turned off err we can’t ping it at the minute

After a series of timed-out pings, the console window on one of the screens in the control

area visible to the orchestrators indicates that two packets have been received (Figure 6.6,

marked in red). Orchestrator S (in the control area) communicates this to Orchestrator

H (on the ground) via radio.

Figure 6.6: Intermittent ping responses. Earlier responses (indicated in green) are

towards the top of the window, later ones towards the bottom (indicated in

red and grey).

Orchestrator S: ((to Orchestrator H)) okay no yeah we can ping it now (.) did

you change something?

Orchestrator H: no I didn’t

(3.0)

Orchestrator S: so yeah (.) so we couldn’t ping it for a while and then it came

back on again (1.0) it comes on and off (.) on for a couple of seconds and

off again
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((a successful ping appears, Figure 6.6, marked in green))

Orchestrator H: is that ping?

Orchestrator S: that that’s ping yeah

(...)

Orchestrator M: yeah no it’s just dying isn’t it ((inaudible)) I think it’s gotta be

(0.6) it’s the battery

((two more successful pings appear on the console, Figure 6.6, marked in

grey))

Orchestrator C: oh no it’s (0.4) got

Orchestrator M: got two

Orchestrator C: yeah

Orchestrator M: then got time-out ((ping time-outs on console, Figure 6.6,

below grey box)) (0.4) yeah (0.4) no change the battery and see whether

that ((inaudible))

Orchestrator S: so when (0.6) when were those batteries charged up then

Orchestrator A: just today

Having spent some time achieving basic network connectivity, the team turn their

attention to the other data streams, namely ECG data and accelerometer data. At this

point the team are examining the ECG data being transmitted.

Orchestrator M: it’s just getting all the (0.4) crappy static

(13.0)

Unknown: we’re getting a proper (.) ECG type shape I’m just holding it with

my fingers at the moment to get something like ((inaudible))

Once these data streams have been established as working to an adequate level the

orchestrators attempt to establish a reliable audiovisual stream.

Orchestrator S: ((to Orchestrator H)) ((mumble)) the angle on the antenna

so that it points further upwards (2.0) the video’s pretty much perfect actually

oh no (.) no it’s gone again now

Orchestrator H: can you ping it ((inaudible))

Orchestrator M: it’s pinging and I can hear him and can see him quite well

now (.) really well
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Orchestrator S: ((to Orchestrator H)) okay so the video’s actually really good

now

to your right you’re still timing out

Figure 6.7: Frozen signal (top left) and ‘good’ signal from Orchestrator H’s helmet

camera (top right); Orchestrator H (circled) moving on the ride’s various

platforms in order to assist the mapping out of the ride’s path and corre-

sponding signal quality (bottom left and right).

Establishing this audiovisual stream is more problematic than the others (i.e., ECG and

acceleration) due to the higher bandwidth required for continuous unbroken transmis-

sion (therefore avoiding the problems of rejoining dropped-out streams), and unreliable

transmitter hardware/software in general. The alignments and positionings of aerials

attached to the wifi access point are crucial as well, and the team can be seen here

experimenting with this, moving an antenna further “upwards” and then probing its

connectivity with ping from the control room.

Having established the system as being at an acceptable level of functionality in the

basic case (i.e., the jacket’s wearer situated on the lawn), we now join the action some

time later, where the orchestrator on-the-ground (Orchestrator H) is walking around

the Ghost Train ride’s various platforms, whilst the team in the control area monitor

the signal (via inspecting the video output, as seen in Figure 6.7, top left and right) and
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direct his movements (Figure 6.7, bottom left and right).

Orchestrator T: ((to Orchestrator H)) to your right ((Orchestrator H walks

right a few metres; Figure 6.7, top right, shows the ‘good’ signal that results))

(2.4) wait till we get him back

(1.0)

Orchestrator S: so the on- the only thing so (0.4) the possibilities I can see=

Orchestrator T: =is he back?

Orchestrator M: um (.) yeah

Orchestrator T: ((to Orchestrator H)) you’re now back=

Orchestrator M: =and (.) really good

Orchestrator T: ((to Orchestrator H)) and really good (1.2) on your right side

the bloomin aerial at the back of you aren’t you?

(4.0)

Orchestrator H: ((inaudible)) keep walking now

After a short while Orchestrator T updates Orchestrator H on the progress in the control

area.

Orchestrator T: ((to Orchestrator H)) um you’re still timing out (1.2) hold on a

minute you’re now (1.0) we’re now getting some video (.) from somewhere

(2.4) we’re now back ((Figure 6.7, bottom, with Orchestrator H moving along

the ride’s platform))

Orchestrator T instructs Orchestrator H to move, with Orchestrator M relaying the

current ‘status’ of resources that indicate signal, such as ping time-outs, and the visible

video image. Reasoning about the quality of the signal and the moments when it drops

out relate the the alignments of aerials in the jacket and on the ground in front of the

ride. Compounding this is the fact that the ground-based aerials are highly directional

in order to focus the signal.

Developing spatial working knowledge

This vignette exhibits how the orchestrators conducted their setting-up procedure as a

gradual, layered build-up, starting with basic network functionality (such as ping-ing the

video transmitter) and working towards higher level, qualitatively-assessed functions
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(such as the signal quality of ECG and later, the quality of video). Eventually the stages

of this layered build-up became increasingly similar to the actual deployment and

running of the system during the performance. This culminated in attempting to ‘map

out’ the rider’s experience either by physically moving to those locations where the ride

would run (as in Orchestrator H’s moving around on Ghost Train platforms, guided by

Orchestrator T) or repeatedly riding the ride itself (a procedure for testing the Booster).

This progressively layered build-up enables the orchestrators to work within a complex

space of technical contingencies in a systematic manner. For instance, in the first half of

the vignette the team constantly ping the video transmitter, attempting to analyse what

causes the IP packets being sent to the video transmitter to time-out (i.e., they never get

there). The first possibility identified is that the equipment state has recently changed

in some way and that something recently “changed” may account for the packets that

have unexpectedly been received. Orchestrator S suggests this to Orchestrator H (asking

if he has “change[d] something”). Orchestrator H indicates this isn’t the case, and so

the team reorient their enquiry, resolving amongst a field of possible problems what

the most likely troubles are with the transmitter, i.e., that the pattern of pings ‘looks

like’ and has ‘got to be’ indicative of battery problems. Past experience in the field of

possibilities informs the team’s navigation through it, and informs how this sequence of

packets is interpreted.

This vignette has only exhibited a few of these paths through the problem space, however

interviews with the orchestrators who were present at the events revealed a number of

further contingencies that had to be factored into the running of the system. For example,

there was the known reliability and tolerances of the hardware/software in use, such as

the video transmitter, which turned out to be highly unreliable in practice and posed

considerable problems when setting up the system. Orchestrators also drew on the

known number of points of failure in the system such as the jacket wiring, batteries and

the network connection, as well as factoring in the relative ease of diagnosis of those

failures, along with an understanding of how those failures would manifest themselves

(e.g., ping time-outs or static-laced ECG signals). Finally there were also ‘dependencies’

that existed between elements of the system (e.g., a non-working accelerometer generally

implied that no other part of the system would be functional either). The layered strategy

orchestrators employed helped them rationalise this potentially confusing space of

possibilities through creating stability with a simple technique of building-up individual

working components.

The layered strategy is thus intended to mitigate the effects of each systems’ contingent

character. Less problematic systems, meaning systems with fewer possible points of
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failure, with known higher reliability, and easier diagnosis of problems, are set up first.

In the first vignette, one of these is the ECG, such as when orchestrators attempt to get a

clean signal. Subsequently upon the foundations of these systems, more problematic

systems, i.e., with more points of failure, more fragile hardware/software, less reliability,

those that present more difficulty in diagnosing problems, are brought online. In this

first vignette this is the audiovisual stream.

As we have seen in this vignette, one of the main resources for the orchestrator through-

out the setting-up and running of F:TL was the ping command, which provides for

much of the continuous basic status enquiries orchestrators have of the networked

elements of the system such as the video transmitter. Response times from ping came to

be used to interpret and predict video performance. For example, according to members

of the team, a ping response of one to two milliseconds implied that the audiovisual

quality would be high, ten to twenty milliseconds implying a possibility of video failure

(i.e., video dropout), and latency values of greater than twenty milliseconds increasing

the likelihood of failure further. It is also worth noting that orchestrators in this vignette

make sense of each resource together, ‘cross-referencing’ between resources in order to

determine the extent of troubles, what underlies them and how they might be mitigated

or solved, such as how orchestrators here cross-referenced ping data with audiovisual

data.

This working knowledge is a spatial working knowledge. We have previously seen knowl-

edge of this kind in the Journey into Space, where the actor through experience with

the interactive system and advice given to her came to develop an appreciation for

the spatial contingencies of manipulations of the interface. As a result she was better

able to guide participants around the space. Here the team of orchestrators develop an

accomplished understanding (or “mental map” as one orchestrator puts it below) of the

behaviour of the system through engaging in activities that ‘map out’ the ride. In this

vignette this involved Orchestrator H setting the aerial positionings and alignments, and

then walking the path of the ride (or some approximation thereof). The process furnishes

orchestrators with information about areas in which loss of data is to be expected, and

those in which signals are strong, thus informing later determinations of the status of

the equipment. In the words of one orchestrator, they could then work out based upon

this spatial knowledge whether they would be “looking to fade out the video and audio

at particular point during the ride based on a mental map from the testing” or could

trust the system to run on its own.

This point is also relevant for the general running of the system; that is, there is a level

of ‘acceptable error’. This is particularly visible at the beginning of the final vignette
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(see page 123), where orchestrators are quickly satisfied that the system is working

despite problems (such as dropouts) through identifying the causes of those problems

as tolerable rather than catastrophic or fundamental.

6.3.2 Vignette 2: Orchestrating with actors

The application of working knowledge is important in this next vignette, where orches-

trators must work together with actors in order to keep the event running smoothly for

the audience.

The opening sequence of this vignette begins with Alan, the ‘professional rider’, waiting

on the ride outside having already been presented to the audience downstairs. The

audience is moving upstairs and getting seated. Two of the orchestrators are outside

on the main platform of the Booster ride (one of whom is Orchestrator H). Two more

orchestrators are in the control area upstairs and are in radio contact with one of the

orchestrators on the ground. As the audience settles, a host at the front of the room

provides a very brief introduction for the audience, introducing Trevor (Figure 6.8), an

expert in the sensing technology whose role it is to explain its operation and the nature

of the visualisations. Once standing by the projection, Trevor goes on to describe the

individual components of the visualisation.

Trevor: on the ECG ((pointing at the ECG display again)) we see the peak

((flattens hand and raises further into air)) when the heart is beat (0.4) we

analyse it (.) and calculate ((points at heart rate display at bottom)) (0.2) the

heart rate (0.6) we see Alan is still (1.2) ((moves hand horizontally)) sitting

there and waiting (0.4) so his heart rate is not big ((inaudible)) seventy or

((inaudible)) we see it changes all the time ((waves left hand along the heart

rate line)) it’s very variable

Trevor’s conduct with his hands at the visualisation highlights how variable the visuali-

sation is and thus how to make sense of and ‘read’ what is a ‘reasonable’ or ‘expected’

level of variability in heart rate, ECG and so on (Figure 6.8). He attempts to animate

and augment what is on the display by translating trends into larger-scale physical

movements. As his description comes to a close, Brian, another host, who is at the back

of the room begins speaking.

Brian: I think (1.0) we’ll see we’ll um I’ll cut to alan now and see what he’s got

to say what he’s got to say just before we start the ride (1.0) ((beeping radio
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it’s very variable

Figure 6.8: Trevor physically annotating the visualisation.

sound, Brian talks into radio)) right tim could you get alan to start speaking

please?

Alan is silent for approximately three seconds during which time the ride starts moving

relatively slowly.

Alan: uh okay I’m assuming you can hear me (0.4) and it’s pretty cold

out here ((audience laughs)) (...) it’s going to be an interesting ride and

((inaudible)) get spun around and it’s actually quite (.) a pleasant (.) pleasant

sensation (0.2) the view (.) up here (0.2) is phenomenal (1.0) and (0.2) the

ground (.) comes rushing towards you pretty quickly here I’m not really going

fast yet so

It is notable that Alan mentions the ride’s slowness. The ride was, in fact, intentionally

run slowly at the beginning as experience had shown that this increased the reliability

of wireless communications, providing stability during the moments when Brian ‘hands

over’ to Alan. As a professional rider, Alan has already been on the ride many times, but

each time he must describe his experience anew. Although he can talk to his audience he

cannot see or hear them in return and so must broadcast himself to unseen-but-assumed

audience (Figure 6.9).

Alan now continues his reportage. However, as the ride speeds up so his talk begins to

feature more exclamation than description.
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Alan

Operator H

Figure 6.9: Alan waiting on the ride with Orchestrator H on radio (left); Alan starts

reporting (right).

Alan: and I’ve (.) started to rotate oh here it goes and I’M UPSIDE DOWN (.)

O:::H! ((audience laughs))

(2.0)

Brian: brian to tim ((an orchestrator outside)) can you go faster please?

((audience laughs))

(1.0)

Alan: the ground’s ((inaudible)) vE::RY QUICKLY

((audience laughs))

Although it is in the planned schedule of events that the ride will indeed speed up

after a short period, Brian theatrically highlights this moment to the audience. Brian’s

statement transforms what might normally be a private coordination between the crew

into a public one.

At this point there is sudden silence as the video freezes and audio drops out. The

audience laughs and starts talking amongst itself, with some audience members at the

back looking out the small windows to the ride itself.

Host: have we lost him?

Brian: are we (0.2) I think we’ve lost alan ((laughs))

(3.6)

((video resumes and Alan can be heard laughing))

Host: no he’s back=

Brian: =oh no he’s back
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((audience laugh))

(3.0)

Alan: WO:HO::

(4.6)

((Video and audio freeze again))

Brian: o::h

Brian and the host comment on what is observable to the audience, such as “losing”

Alan (i.e., the audiovisual stream freezing), getting him “back” (i.e., resumption of the

audiovisual stream) and finally “losing” him yet again. It is part of the performative

work of Brian and the Host to weave Alan’s broadcast into the ongoing trajectory of the

performance, highlighting his comments, covering during disconnections, and fading

him in and out as necessary.

Brian: okay I’ll get him off the ride now I think he’s had enough (0.8) okay

can we let err let alan off please?

((video and audio begin to work again))

Alan: I can’t really talk ((fades out))

As we saw earlier, Alan’s more sober description became more interspersed with laugh-

ter and exclamation. Here Alan states as he is faded out that he is finding it difficult

to talk. Even though Alan is a ‘professional rider’, there are times when he may ‘lose

control’ to some extent due to the extreme physical nature of the experience.

Finally, Trevor returns to briefly describe Alan’s heart rate, explaining that he can “start

to relax now”, highlighting the decrease with his hand once again. Brian then closes the

performance.

Brian: brilliant that was alan on the booster! ((claps))

((audience claps))

(7.0)

Host: lovely (0.4) so we’re in operations as you can see (0.4) lots going on

lot of scientists (0.2) a lot of equipment ((large projection switches to a blue

screen. Host presses buzzer, audience laughs, goes over to centre and

picks up phone)) (7.0) control ((puts down phone)) apparently we’re going to

send some of you into space
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Actors and orchestrators, legibility and visibility

The actors here—particularly Brian, the host and Trevor—must make visible and legible

to the audience the various components of the presentation. In this second vignette,

Trevor describes the various components of the visualisation as well as annotating them

with gestures in order to provide information about how to make sense of the various

graphs and also what the expected behaviour of the various traces will be. In order to

do this he verbally describes as well as indicating trends and patterns with his hands.

Later on in the vignette when Brian thinks that Alan has “had enough” and requests

that the ride end, Trevor then accounts for Alan’s heart rate is decreasing, suggesting he

is “relax[ing]”. Trevor thus makes legible for the audience the meaning of the display

and its sometimes subtle changes. He does this through description and physically

augmenting changes and trends by tracing them out with his hands.

Conversely, orchestrators deliberately ensure that their activities are not legible or

visible. Orchestrators in F:TL run the technology in a location at the very back of the

room along a series of desks (Figure 6.3). The audience members face away from them,

seated towards the projection area in which actors run the performance through talks,

presentation of the data, and interludes. The orchestrator’s activities are shrouded in

darkness, their manipulations of the various pieces of technology are small and illegible

to the audience, whereas the actors make use of a large projected display, and as we

have just seen, make its contents legible to the audience through animated gesture

and talk. The differing spaces in which actors and orchestrators perform their work is

sometimes used by the actors, characterising this orchestration work as “equipment”

and “scientists” and—although not demonstrated in this vignette however occurring in

others—often annotated by indicating this work of running the event happens “over

there” whilst pointing towards the back of the auditorium. Thus the contrasting spaces,

legibilities, visibilities, and bodily and talk activities that orchestrators and actors engage

in may characterised respectively as ‘behind-the-scenes’ and ‘centre-stage’ settings.

Weaving the performance together

Actors and orchestrators operate within different spaces, with different mandates and

in different capacities. However, the actors and orchestrators must collaboratively weave

the various components of the performance together. In this vignette, Alan has his ride

experience presented to the waiting audience. The data transmission is approached by

the other actors in the auditorium with a number of strategies to manage contingencies as

well as to integrate the presentation into the trajectory of the performance at large. This
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begins with an actor, Brian, ‘bookending’ the presentation of the data by transforming a

private ‘orchestration communication’ into a public one by asking Tim, an orchestrator

in front of the ride, to cue Alan. Alan’s broadcast is performed for an audience he

cannot see, with Brian highlighting the moment of the ride’s speeding up with another

public moment of orchestration-like work. During moments of audiovisual dropout,

the actors (Brian and the host) then theatrically highlight and emphasise the failures to

the audience as part of their work of accounting for data loss. Brian performs some final

‘bookending’ in deciding when Alan has “had enough”, ensuring that the length of the

broadcast is woven into the pacing of the performance in general.

6.3.3 Vignette 3: Orchestrating participation

In the third vignette, a member of the public, Sally, has won an opportunity to ride the

Booster in the public lottery. After Alan has been on the ride, the host explains that

a member of the audience with a winning ticket (which they purchased to attend the

event) will go on the ride, and begins to pick ticket numbers which she then calls out.

When the number that matches the one on her ticket is called, Sally indicates she has

won, and two actors guide her from the audience, along with her friend, Anne. They

exit the auditorium and go down the stairs, then exit the building and walk towards the

ride. Sally must now put on the necessary equipment. Also present are Orchestrator H,

J (filming), T, and F, who in this case is female so as to avoid potential embarrassment

when fitting sensors to Sally’s torso. Standing near the ride, and after a short moment

of discussion about the cold and “nerves”, Sally begins to don the equipment, the first

element of which is the heart monitor.

Orchestrator F: we need we need to attach these ((holding up patch)) (.)

here and here on your skin so I’ll do that over here

At this point Sally and Orchestrator F, who step away from the main group, creating a

more private area in which Sally is facing away from the group as the sensors are placed

on her torso (Figure 6.10). The setup procedure continues as Orchestrator H now helps

Sally into the jacket and helmet (Figure 6.11).

Sally: do I need to take my glasses off=

Orchestrator H: =not the glasses but I think the (.) the ((holds hand to back

of his head)) ponytail

((Sally undoes her ponytail))
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Operator H

SallyOperator F

Figure 6.10: Orchestrator F attaches the ECG electrodes to Sally.

(40.0)

Orchestrator H: ((moves around to the side of Sally, holding the helmet’s

camera)) is that relatively even? (2.0) does that fit? ((Orchestrator H moves

round the back again))

Sally: yeah yeah it’s a bit (.) it’s a bit (.) loose

Orchestrator H: ((moves helmet left and right with hands)) is that ok ((inaudi-

ble))

(...)

(14.0)

Orchestrator H: now we need ((takes wires to the left of him)) to attach these

to the sensors ((inaudible)) the other one goes over here ((points at Sally’s

right side)) ((inaudible)) ((to Orchestrator F)) you put those just here ((places

palms on side of his torso)) yeah? ((inaudible))

Shortly after this is done, Orchestrator H then inspects the equipment.

Orchestrator H: ((stands up straight now, steps back from the jacket)) now

let me see (0.4) we’ve got everything

As the first part of the donning procedure comes to a close, Orchestrator H physically

steps back to appraise the situation. Setting up thus far required the removal of Sally’s

pony tail, getting the fit of the helmet correct so that Sally’s face will be in view, and is
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it’s a bit loose now let me see

Figure 6.11: Orchestrator H fitting the jacket and helmet (left), and appraising the

equipment (right).

comfortable for her. The equipment must be ‘just right’ in preparedness for the ready

signal as well as being relatively comfortable for the rider. This takes a significant

amount of time and Orchestrator H has at this point already spent several minutes

getting to the moment at which it is possible perform the next task, marked by his

physical appraisal of the state of the equipment (Figure 6.11, right). This second phase

of readying involves testing the various functions of the equipment, which Orchestrator

H now does, taking a couple of minutes to do so.

Orchestrator H: ((walks back away from Sally, grabs her jumper and guides

her into a position)) could you stand here for a second and just stand this

way exactly that way and ((camera operator)) if you could just hold it back (.)

a bit so we can get the

((Orchestrator H goes to pick up radio))

(6.0)

Orchestrator H: ((speaking into radio, oriented towards main building)) hello

er we’ve got everything switched on are you getting data? (10.0) you getting

er the video as well? (3.0) shall we test audio (...) ((Orients body halfway

between building and Sally, glances at Sally)) so the err (.) just count or

something ((glances back up to building, back down the Sally again))

((Orchestrator H glances between the building and Sally frequently for the

next section))

Sally: ((looking at Orchestrator H)) one two three four five six seven I’m really

scared at the moment I might actually crap myself any minute now (.) so is

that ((inaudible))
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Orchestrator H: just count again

Sally: okay one two three four five six seven

((Sally continues counting several times whilst Orchestrator H talks with

upstairs))

Orchestrator H: confirmed (.) okay that’s fine thanks ((turns towards Sally,

nodding)) s’alright

The equipment is now designated as working. Sally, Orchestrator H and the others must

wait in readiness for the signal to start the ride.

Unknown: how long have we got before everyone gets on it?

Orchestrator H: ((to Sally)) we’ve got about ten minutes but lu- yesterday it

varied by quite a lot so I hope it will be ten minutes

just count again

Figure 6.12: Orchestrator H tests the equipment (left), Sally and Anne are seated on the

ride (right).

This sequence shows the considerable time and work required to get the rider and

equipment to a state of readiness. The rider must stand at particular orientations so as

to align aerials (“stand this way exactly”) for lengthy periods conducting tests in concert

with Orchestrator H (Figure 6.12, left).

After further waiting, the signal is given to Orchestrator H who then suggests they “go

on” the ride. Trailing wires, battery levels and so on then are checked again. Sally and

Anne wait for the ride to begin, chatting (Figure 6.12, right).

Sally: it’s really cold isn’t it brrr is this all part of the thing to like proper

heighten our senses or something so we’re really screwed up before we go

on it? Do you offer post-traumatic stress counselling sessions?
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Finally the signal is given that the presentations upstairs have come to a close and that

the audience is ready. Sally begins talking as the ride’s steps retract, with the ground

staff present on the lawn watching.

Sally: um: hello:: um I’m sitting on the ride slightly scared but um really

really excited so it should be cool (1.0) if I die I love you all (3.0) shall I just

keep talking? oh the ride’s about to start! okay we’re currently going up oh

this is so cool! we’re kinda hanging forwards and um we’re coming down to

the ground we’re going quite slow at the moment (1.0) I’m absolutely fine at

the moment (7.0) okay yeah they’re speeding up a bit now this is absolutely

brilliant (2.0) um yeah quite high O::H ((screams)) okay that was cool oh my

go::d wow! ((screams))

After the ride comes to a stop, Sally and Anne are helped off by Orchestrator H. Like

Alan in the previous vignette, Sally is broadcasting to the unseen-but-assumed audience.

Similarly to Alan she also begins by providing a running-commentary of her experience

until she breaks into less controlled screaming and exclaiming as the ride speeds up.

Orchestrating in a distributed environment

One of the key features of this vignette is how orchestration work is distributed across

sites, with orchestrators maintaining mutual awareness and synchrony with the perfor-

mance as it progresses. These three aspects together are important for ensuring the

smooth orchestration of participation.

Firstly this vignette provides an interesting complement to the first. Here the orchestra-

tors maintain a shared awareness of the amount of time left till the participant, Sally,

ideally should get on the ride and when the ride itself must begin for the audience. Their

run-up to this moment is taken up with repeatedly testing and checking the system to

ensure that the critical data is broadcast successfully so that the actors in the auditorium

may smoothly conduct the presentation.

However, Orchestrator H is located in front of the ride, sometimes with a number

of other orchestrators and actors, whereas the other orchestrators are located at the

back of the auditorium along with all the technology required for presentation of the

data streams. Furthermore, Orchestrator H’s relationship with fellow orchestrators is

somewhat asymmetric, in terms of physical and digital access. Each party has access

to different sets of these resources. Orchestrator H can modify the positionings and

orientations of the aerials on the ground; he has access to the jacket and can change
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its state in various ways (e.g., cycling the power on the video transmitter, realigning

aerials, shifting equipment between the jacket’s pockets), but is unable to see or hear any

output from the sensors in the jacket itself (besides power lights, and checking battery

voltage levels with a multi-meter) and so must test the data streams via radio. He also

has access to the ride itself via communications with the orchestrator operating the ride

booth (which we shall see more of in the next vignette). However, he is unable to see

or hear what is occurring in the control area (i.e., where presentations of the data are

performed). The orchestrators in the control area upstairs, on the other hand, can see

and hear the jacket’s sensor outputs (i.e., audiovisual, accelerometer and ECG data), and

they have direct access to the activities going on in the auditorium with which they can

coordinate their activities.

Being distributed in this asymmetric way means that orchestrators must establish

and generally maintain control of the system through continual contact and mutual

awareness (via radio) between control area the orchestrator by the ride. It is worth noting

that this has been seen in the first vignette already, where orchestrators communicate

the current audiovisual quality to Orchestrator H.

This leads into a feature of orchestration that is central to keeping the individual strands

of the performance together. Orchestrators must synchronise their distributed activities

with actors as part of presenting the performance to the audience. In this third vignette,

Orchestrator H and his fellow orchestrators discuss what the likely time to wait will

be so that, as mentioned above, Sally’s data is broadcast at precisely the right moment.

Similarly, as we shall see in the fourth vignette, orchestrators must prepare the jacket

and its data transmission, consult ride operators for an ‘opening’ in the ride, and get

the participant on, as well as dealing with the resolution of a moment of crisis. Thus

synchrony becomes a major concern for Orchestrator H as he must get the participant

onto the ride at the right time.

Orchestrating transition

The other central feature of orchestrating participation that this vignette provides an

instance of is audience-participant transition. The vignette exposes the role of the actor

in that transition, the way in which participation becomes manifest for an audience

member, and most importantly for this chapter’s study, exposes the part orchestrators

play in running that audience-participant transition behind-the-scenes. Transition

between audience and participant within One Rock was an ad-hoc affair managed and

negotiated between two visitors around the physical arrangement of the Telescope and

surrounding objects. F:TL is a much larger-scale performance and employs carefully
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crafted techniques for enabling the transition of a given audience member to participant

seated on the ride, broadcasting their experience to other members of the audience. This

transition is achieved through a number of methods.

Immediately of interest within this vignette’s end is the orientation of the participant to

the nature of the performance, developed by the collaborative work of the actors and

orchestrators in running the performance. This orientation is, in essence, the expectation

on the participant (here, it is Sally) to provide some kind of talk when on the ride, which

itself is vital to her transition from audience member to participant. This orientation is

achieved both through the way in which participation is framed by the ‘professional

rider’, Alan, as seen in the previous vignette, and the elicitations of the orchestrators and

actors as they come into contact with Sally here in this vignette. When Alan is presented

to the audience in the second vignette, hits delivery—i.e., one of continuous description

of his experience as it happens—provides a frame for Sally’s own participation here.

This initial framing, coupled with information from the orchestration team gives Sally a

particular framework with which to participate in the lottery, the ride experience, and

leads to the character of her commentary presented here.

A more detailed observation within this is that the transition is achieved via performative

routine of the lottery. This special moment of chance selection by the actors is used to

begin the transition period for a member of the audience as they are whisked away by

actors to the ride.

As we have seen, an equipment-donning procedure is commenced by orchestrators. This

moment is lengthy and must be carefully followed. In the vignette this involves various

stages before Sally may even step onto the ride: Sally has the ECG electrodes placed on

her in a private space; she then has her ponytail removed so that the helmet fits; the

jacket and the helmet are adjusted so as to be comfortable; Orchestrator H appraises

the situation; next Sally must stand with a particular orientation and in a particular

location in order to be ready for the test; Orchestrator H asks Sally to count continuously

whilst he discusses with the orchestrators in the control area whether the equipment

is working; then there is a long wait until the audience in the auditorium is ready for

Sally during which time she gets on the ride; there is some final checking of wires and

battery levels; Sally and her friend wait for some time longer whilst sitting on the ride;

and finally, the ride runs. This involved process forms part of the way that transition is

achieved, serving both an entirely practical purpose and, as Sally reflects (she wonders

out loud whether the process is to “heighten [their] senses”), to increase anticipation

before the ride itself.

Finally, the location of the participant in the environment is of importance. At first Sally
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is made visible to the audience through the lottery routine, however subsequently is

taken behind-the-scenes in order to engage in equipment-donning and testing whilst the

audience are presented with some further talks. Sally is then is subsequently broadcast

to the audience as part of the ‘centre-stage’ of the performance in the auditorium, where

she performs remotely for them.

6.3.4 Vignette 4: Managing intervention

This final vignette focusses upon the control area upstairs (see Figure 6.3, bottom),

during a time after both Alan and Sally have been on the Booster. The audience are now

on the lawn in front of the ride, either queuing, on the ride itself, or spectating. Also on

the lawn is Orchestrator H, helping a (female) rider who has volunteered herself from

the queue to don the equipment (Figure 6.14, right). Orchestrators A, S, T and J are in

the control area (Figure 6.14, left). The orchestrators have in front of them on one screen

the feed from the rider’s helmet camera, and on another they have the visualisation that

was presented to the audience in Figure 6.8. This can be seen in Figure 6.13. The audio

from the rider’s helmet camera is available using a pair of headphones attached to one

of the machines, and the orchestrators are able to see the ride from afar through the

windows either side of the control area.

Visualisation
Rider

Figure 6.13: The control area in detail.

Orchestrator S: yeah (.) I can hear audio

(1.4)

Orchestrator A: we have (0.4) err audio (0.8) do we have ECG and (.)

accelerometer?=

Orchestrator S: =no not yet

(1.0)

Orchestrator A: not even accelerometer cos I don’t think he turned that off
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Shortly after this, Orchestrator H radios in to Orchestrator A.

Orchestrator H: hello there what’s the reception like?

(...)

Orchestrator H: is the video working though?

Orchestrator S: video’s working fine=

Orchestrator A: ((to Orchestrator H) =yeah the video’s working fine and audio

((inaudible))

Orchestrator H: okay so can we go on the next ride yeah?

(1.0)

Orchestrator A: ((to Orchestrator H)) having having said that video has just

closed but I think once you oh it’s back again (.) I think once you go on the

ride it’ll be okay

Orchestrator J: I think there’s somebody (.) somebody standing in front of

her so probably she’s blocking the transmission

Operator S
Operator A Operator H

Rider

hello there what’s the reception like?

Figure 6.14: The control area (left), Orchestrator H preparing the rider (right).

Once Orchestrator H has the go-ahead from the control area he consults with the ride

operator to indicate that they are ready to get the rider on the next available ride.

This sequence exhibits the counterpart perspective to Orchestrator H’s work in the

previous vignette. Here we see the extensive work of the team upstairs in getting the

ECG, accelerometer and audiovisual streams functioning to such a degree that they are

in a ‘rideable’ state. This includes reasoning about the causes of wireless drop outs.

In addition to this, the challenges posed by distribution of the orchestrators comes into

play here once again, since there is the potential of sensor interference from audience in
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front of and milling around the ride. Here this requires that orchestrators monitor the

space around the ride as well in order to fully determine the source of problems.

Now that the system is in a readied state and the last ride has come to a stop the rider

and her co-rider are taken by Orchestrator H to the front of the queue, where they walk

onto the Booster platform together. Shortly after this point, when the other carriage is

being loaded, the rider attempts to contact the ground (Figure 6.15). In fact, her audio is

not generally audible but is channelled into some headphones which Orchestrator S has

in his hands. However, she probably does not know this.

Rider: scuse me can you hear me?2

Orchestrator S: she’s saying can we hear her

(1.0)

Orchestrator A: ((to Orchestrator H)) she’s saying can we hear her (.) wave

to her or something

Rider: scuse me

(1.0)

Orchestrator H: yeah I don’t ((inaudible)) forward (0.8) she sounded quite

scared

Rider: are you sure nick? ((Nick is sitting next to her))

(2.0)

Orchestrator A: ((laughs)) (1.4) excellent that’s what we want to hear

Rider: hello control?

(3.0)

Orchestrator S: she thinks we can hear us

Rider: control please

(1.0)

Orchestrator A: she thinks we can hear her (1.0) her heart rate’s gone down

a bit now (...)

Rider: okay control room can we please turn it off for Nick?

Orchestrator A: I can’t quite see her eyes but

2Note that the rider’s talk in this and later transcripts has been ‘artificially’ integrated into the discussions

occurring in the control area, and that members of the team can only hear rider talk via a single pair of

headphones.
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Rider: he’s really scared

Orchestrator S: she said she’s really scared

Rider: please can you get the ride off?

Orchestrator S: she said she’s really scared can we take her down

Orchestrator A: ((to Orchestrator H)) apparently apparently the ((inaudible))

on the top says she’s really scared can we take her down

Orchestrator H: sorry?

Orchestrator S: I think we should (.) I think we should pretend we haven’t

heard

Orchestrator H: sorry could you repeat

Orchestrator T: do you think it seriously or?

Orchestrator A: ((to Orchestrator H)) ap apparently the girl on the top is really

scared can we take her down

Rider: there’s nothing to be scared hey

(8.0)

Orchestrator A: how how how scared do you think she is (.) she’s not looking

too=

Orchestrator J: =I think it’s natural reaction though

Orchestrator H: she really is saying that she wants down?

Rider: hello control can you please hear me?

((Orchestrator A looks at Orchestrator S, who has the headphones to one

ear during this))

(3.0)

Orchestrator S: s’ye yeah ((takes headphones away from ear)) she keeps

saying (1.4) can she come down=

Rider: hello ple::ase

Orchestrator A: =she does keep saying that I mean we might ((inaudible))

actually so maybe bring her down if you can

Rider: hello::

As the ride proper begins, what is a critical moment for the technical team arrives.
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she really is saying that she wants down?

Figure 6.15: The rider communicates with the control area and members of the control

area glance at one another.

Orchestrator A: how how’s she looking is she still=

Rider: stop stop please stop please stop no::

Orchestrator H: =((inaudible))

Orchestrator S: yeah she keeps she keeps shouting out stop

(0.4)

Orchestrator A: ((to Orchestrator H)) she she keeps shouting out stop (.) go

go and see the ride operators ((inaudible))

At this point, Orchestrator H can be seen moving towards the booth in order to instruct

the ride operator to slow or stop the ride. Shortly after this the ride is slowed down, but

not stopped, which appears to resolve the crisis.

Rider: are you okay? nick are you okay you okay you okay? nick are you

okay? look look it’s ((inaudible)) no it’s okay

Orchestrator S: no she says it’s okay she says it’s [okay]

Orchestrator A: [oh ] (.) sorry (.) Orches-

trator H she says it’s okay now (.) she says it’s okay
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Intervening

Orchestrators manage the crisis in this vignette through careful intervention. The or-

chestrators spend time drawing on a variety of resources accessible to them in order to

determine their next course of action. The main job of work for the crew in this episode,

both on-the-ground and in the control area, is in determining the ‘seriousness’ of the

situation, and then acting appropriately. Experiencing fear is a presumed possibility

(if not an expectation) with a ride like the Booster, and the technical crew must be

sensitive to ‘normal’ or ‘expected’ levels of fear versus ‘serious’ fear. As the situation

progresses, a variety of methods come into play in determining the seriousness of the

unfolding situation: Orchestrator H observes: “she sounded quite scared”; Orchestrator

A considers her heart rate and facial expression (“how’s she looking”); Orchestrator T

explicitly introduces the issue of seriousness (“do you think it seriously or?”); and finally

Orchestrator S reflects on her persistence (“she keeps saying”, “she keeps shouting out

stop”).

Initially the rider’s communication attempts are woven into a joke (“wave to her or

something”), and the crew “pretend [they] haven’t heard”, relying on plausible denia-

bility. This plausible deniability can only be sustained for so long, however, due to the

determined level of seriousness, and as such the crew must begin to consider stopping

the ride. This strategy, however, carries with it a number of significant overheads.

Stopping the ride or slowing it down just for one person obviously disrupts the expe-

rience for co-riders and requires intervention by the orchestrators. The orchestrators

are responsible for generating and maintaining the ‘thrillfulness’ of the event for those

taking part in it, yet at the same time must sensitive to their individual experiences

and how those experiences may impact other riders. The difficulty in maintaining

this balance is revealed by the detailed consideration the crew make using the various

displays and sensors at their disposal. Thus the overheads of intervention—i.e., stopping

the ride—are weighed by orchestrators against interpretations of the heart rate of the

participant, the looks of her eyes and the content of her talk. After discussion between

the orchestrators around topics of whether to “think it seriously” that she is scared

enough to perform the intervention, or whether it is a “natural reaction”, a decision

is made and the intervention gets underway. The critical factor in intervention is this

trade-off between the growing need for action to be taken and the overheads involved

in that action.
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6.4 Discussion

The role of the orchestrator has been explicated over the course of the four vignettes.

This section summarises the basic attributes of orchestration from the vignettes, and

comparing and contrasting existing literature on orchestration. respect to the action

exhibited in F:TL. It also summarises orchestrator relationships to other roles, such as

actors, participants and audience, highlighting a simple division of the setting into

behind-the-scenes and centre-stage. Finally, the key aspects involved in transition

between audience and participant are reviewed.

Previous studies have explored orchestration activities in a range of performance and

gaming environments, the findings of which this chapter’s analysis has often drawn

upon. The first of these is Desert Rain [100]. This was a performance in which a

small group of players drawn from the general public explored a virtual world, each

with individual objectives to achieve, against the backdrop of the 1991 Gulf War. In

order to run this experience, a number of orchestrators engaged in behind-the-scenes

activities, monitoring players as they navigated the virtual world (ensuring player

engagement was not endangered, such as players getting ‘lost’), and intervening when

and as necessary (for example, moving the virtual position of players when ‘stuck’).

This approach was similar to that employed in Avatar Farm, an interactive drama

conducted in a virtual environment [52], in which ‘invisible’ crew members performed

behind-the-scenes tasks in order to move the drama forward. Another study of interest

is Can You See Me Now?, mentioned previously in chapter 5. In this, orchestration was

distributed between performers on the streets and those running the game in a control

room. Here orchestration required mutual awareness between those on the city streets

and those elsewhere, as well as developing a working knowledge of ‘good’ and ‘bad’

areas in which the game might be played [45]. Other related work has examined how

the production of a narrative is collaboratively constructed between those running a

mobile SMS-based game and those playing it [43].

The vignettes that have been presented in this chapter have either contributed to or built

upon observations developed in this existing literature. Throughout the vignettes the

technical team members have been referred to as orchestrators. They had to navigate a

complex set of technical contingencies and dependencies from the assemblies of tech-

nology that were involved in the running of F:TL. In doing so, orchestrators developed

a spatial working knowledge of these contingencies, employing this understanding as

part of a layered approach to set-up. This builds upon notions of working knowledge

by detailing the process of setting-up as well as exploring how that working knowledge

is employed during the performance. Orchestrators also worked closely with actors in
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order to ensure the smooth running of the performance. Whilst both being members

of a ‘professional’ team, the orchestrators and the actors involved in F:TL worked in

substantively different roles. As we have seen in the previous chapter, actors run the

performance, guiding participants and/or audience through some experience. The

orchestrators work alongside actors in order to support their performance. To this end,

actors purposefully made their activities highly visible and legible to the audience,

whilst orchestrator activities were purposefully hidden and illegible. This division in

terms of the contrasting way performance activities are done has been characterised

in the vignettes simply as ‘behind-the-scenes’—i.e., where orchestrators conduct their

activities—and ‘centre-stage’—where actors do their corresponding work, developing

existing notions within the literature outlined above regarding how these different

settings are actually established. Whilst this division is maintained, we saw how orches-

trators and actors collaboratively weaved together the elements of the performance for

the audience.

Orchestrators were also involved in orchestrating the activities of audience members as

they transitioned to participants. Like some of the previous studies on orchestration,

orchestrators in F:TL conducted their work in a distributed manner, overcoming po-

tential problems through establishing and maintaining mutual awareness across sites,

and crucially, ensuring synchrony between their own activities and the trajectory of

the performance in collaboration with actors. In transitioning to participants, orches-

trators were involved with actors in orienting the audience member to the features of

participation (e.g., the professional rider’s framing of their participation, conducting

performative routines like the lottery). Transition also involved equipment-donning,

relocating the participant behind-the-scenes and sychronising their participation with

the actors presenting to the audience.

Finally orchestrators were also responsible for intervention, which was also a key

feature of Desert Rain. This required careful management of the needs of maintaining a

thrilling experience for participants, whilst being sensitive to the potential for ‘expected’

fear to turn into ‘serious’ fear that needed to be acted upon. This aspect of balance is

in many ways similar to the problems facing Desert Rain orchestrators, who had to

perform intervention to help players whilst ensuring this did not damage the players’

engagement with the experience.
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6.5 Conclusion

This third study chapter has detailed Fairground: Thrill Laboratory, a public perfor-

mance event in which telemetry data from participants on a fairground ride was streamed

in real-time to a watching audience. Once again, a series of vignettes have been em-

ployed to exhibit certain facets of the events, this time with particular focus upon the

newly-introduced role of the orchestrator in helping to run the event. In addition to

presenting this new concept, this chapter has built upon the studies of One Rock and the

Journey into Space and elaborated on the roles of participants and actors, and audience-

participant transitions. Examining the roles of orchestrator and actor together has in

turn exposed two broad settings in which they do their work: behind-the-scenes and

centre-stage.

Orchestration was deconstructed through considering a number of facets of behind-

the-scenes work, as exposed by the vignettes and the study of F:TL in general. These

facets were the orchestrator’s layered and spatial working knowledge of the system

employed in the course of navigating a complex problem space; physical distribution of

the orchestrators and ensuring mutual awareness across sites as a strategy for tackling

this; performing interventions depending upon the trade-off between the necessity to

act and overheads involved in acting; and finally working to support actors’ activities

through operating in synchrony with them in their work to weave together strands of

the performance.

The job of orchestrators was also set in contrast with actors’ work; orchestrators operate

behind-the-scenes whereas actors operate centre-stage, also contrasting between more

public and more private spaces, and opposite levels of legibility for the audience. Or-

chestrators’ relationship to participants was also presented through discussing audience-

participant transition in greater depth. In this form of transition some key stages were

identified: the performative routine of the lottery, donning the equipment, being taken

behind-the-scenes, and being oriented to the nature of participation in F:TL.

The final study chapter that follows once again expands the developing framework

concepts covered previously, this time circumscribing the roles themselves, further

developing concepts of transition and piecing together a more complete picture of the

different settings explored so far. In introducing Goffman’s notion of a ‘frame’ delimiting

the experience, the next chapter presents an analysis of a performance that purposefully

plays with the boundaries of that performance, and in doing so provides an interesting

breach that exposes how frames are constructed, managed, and exploited by artists.
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CHAPTER 7

Uncle Roy All Around You

7.1 Introduction

Uncle Roy All Around You (URAAY) is an exploration of the boundaries of public

interaction that deliberately blurs the distinction between the real and the fictional to

a great extent. Reflecting upon the nature of the players’ various experiences and the

activities of artists and technical crew running the game, this chapter further widens

the observations of previous study chapters, the main new contribution to which is

Goffman’s notion of the frame and the work involved in establishing and maintaining

URAAY’s ‘game world’. Actors and orchestrators running URAAY construct the frame

by induction routines and ambiguous clues, whereas participants (players) interpret

the frame. The boundaries of the frame are configured in such a way so as to implicate

people and objects through the use of purposeful ambiguity which then came to be

interpreted by participants within the context of their local environment. Placing roles—

that of actors, participants, orchestrators and so on—within the context of the frame

leads to the addition of the role of the bystander—the role that is outside of the frame

but may nevertheless be engaged unwittingly through the ambiguity of frame bound-

aries. Subdivisions of the frame are also examined, building upon settings discussed

previously—i.e., behind-the-scenes and centre-stage settings—to include front-of-house

areas through which participants in the game are inducted. Finally, URAAY also presents

a further example of the concept of transition introduced in previous chapters, examining

transitions between orchestrator and actor through interventions by orchestrators on

city streets.
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7.2 Overview

Uncle Roy All Around You is a game developed by the performance art group Blast

Theory in which members of the public, equipped with hand-held devices (PDAs),

undertake a journey through a city in search of a shadowy and mysterious character

called Uncle Roy. These ‘street players’ are introduced to the game through a scripted

briefing in which they are asked to hand over all of their personal possessions, bags,

phones, money and identification in return for the PDA that they will use to play the

game. Thus prepared, they are sent out into the city (Figure 7.1, left) to follow a series

of often ambiguous textual clues that respond to their current location and lead them

on a convoluted journey through the city streets in search of Uncle Roy’s office. Their

progress is monitored throughout by remote online players (Figure 7.1, right) who are

able to track their position and can communicate with them via text messages (street

players respond with short audio messages), and who may provide them with additional

guidance or hindrance, for example steering them towards or away from the office.

Figure 7.1: Following clues on the streets (left); the online player’s view (right).

As they travel through the city’s streets and parks, street players are invited to engage

in various activities that increasingly demand interaction with their surroundings and

introduce elements of ‘live action’. Firstly, online players may ask them to retrieve a

postcard from a key location such as the saddlebag of a chained up bicycle (their online

experience informs them of the existence of the postcard and that they need to ask a

street player to retrieve it). On reaching Uncle Roy’s office, they are asked to step inside

and explore and also to complete the postcard at an empty desk (Figure 7.2, left), moving

from the public environment of the city streets to the apparently private environment of

someone’s personal office.

Having left the office, they are then instructed to wait in a nearby phone box (Figure 7.2,
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Figure 7.2: Completing the postcard in Uncle Roy’s office (left); receiving a call (centre);

getting into the car (right).

centre). The phone rings and they receive a call that asks them to cross the road and get

into a waiting car (Figure 7.2, right) where they experience the climax of the game, an

interview with a live performer who questions them about their trust in strangers and

whether they would commit to enter a year long contract to help a stranger—another

player somewhere in the game—if ever called upon. Online players who have helped

guide them to the office receive the pay-off of seeing them inside over a surveillance

camera and are asked the same questions about trust and commitment.

The game is staged over a period of about ten days in each city it has visited, typically

being played continuously for six to eight hours each day. Each street player’s experience

last for a maximum of one hour and up to twelve street players are active at any one

time, with new players being added as current ones complete the experience. Up to

twenty online players may be present at a time. The ‘game zone’ consists of around one

square kilometre of city streets. Finally, live performers played several significant roles

in the experience, ranging from planned and rehearsed performances (the initial briefing,

phone call and interview in the car) to more general orchestration duties on the streets,

including monitoring players’ progress and occasionally improvising interactions with

them (e.g., fixing technical problems as is presented below).

The orchestration team running the game performed monitoring of players via radio

contact with team members on the streets, who sought out and maintained visual contact

with players of relevance. Orchestrators also used special control room interfaces that

displayed player information such as last known GPS-derived location, connectivity

status and state in terms of progression along the clue trail (see Figure 7.3). Using both

digital information on the player’s state (such as a loss of connection) and observation

data from team members on the streets, orchestrators were able to determine whether to

intervene, assisting ‘confused’ players, players with crashed devices, and so on.
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Player position

Figure 7.3: A section of the orchestration interface. Player positions, connectivity status

(green for connected players, orange for disconnected) and game state are

displayed on the map, along with corresponding connection history on the

right (green bar indicating game time remaining). One player has been

indicated with an arrow, along with their corresponding history data, which

has been marked with a red box.

7.3 Analysis

URAAY had a wider physical scope than previous studies presented here as well as

being a somewhat larger-scale performance that has to date toured to three cities:

London in 2003 (at the Institute of Contemporary Arts—the ICA), and Manchester (at

The Cornerhouse) and West Bromwich (at The Public) in 2004. The game has been

experienced by many hundreds of street players (between approximately 200 and 350

per city) as well as over one-and-a-half thousand online players.

With URAAY having been run in three separate cities over the course of a year, a large

quantity of data has been gathered. Previous studies of URAAY have been conducted

on the basis of this data, which consisted of ethnographic observations of the various

parties to the game, player feedback questionnaires and log data. These earlier studies

have examined various aspects of URAAY. [21] presents an in-depth examination of

how the self-reported positioning mechanism within URAAY was used and interpreted

by online and street players. By coding online and street player communication into

categories, the paper demonstrates how self-reported position can be a reliable fall-back

when automatic positioning fails or is unreliable in some way. A second paper, [17],

details the technical implementation of URAAY, as well as exploring the experience

from the player’s perspective through the observational and questionnaire data, and

brings together some of the conversational coding scheme results from [21]. Through
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this a number of design strategies for location-based performances and games are

formulated, such as being “realistic about positioning and networking technologies”,

and “exploit[ing] ambiguity” of information, context and relationship to others in order

to create a compelling (but safe) experience. [15], upon which this chapter draws and

builds some of its observations, looks at the work of orchestration in URAAY, as well

as presenting URAAY as a ‘framed’ experience in which ambiguity is a key feature

in constructing the game world for the player. It also offers a couple of strategies for

designing the frame of the game. Finally, whilst not being a direct study of URAAY,

this chapter also draws heavily on a paper that identifies ambiguity as a key resource

for design [62]. In this work, Gaver et al. catalogue three forms of ambiguity that may

feature in design (which are also referred to in [15]): informational ambiguity in which

invitations to multiple interpretations of information are made; contextual ambiguity

in which the context an interface is situated in is out-of-place in some way with the

nature of the interface itself; and relational ambiguity in which the role of the interface’s

user is left open to interpretation or destabilised in some way. These different forms of

ambiguity will be touched on in the foregoing discussion of URAAY.

The body of data this chapter presents is drawn mainly from video recordings captured

during ethnographic observation work conducted at runs of the URAAY game in

Manchester and West Bromwich. This video-based data was recorded from a variety of

perspectives, with ethnographers shadowing street players, observing the control room

and front of house, and shadowing street performers. This chapter also uses feedback

collected from players in the short exit questionnaire mentioned earlier, which probed

their general attitudes to the game, and especially features they liked and disliked about

their experience. Like the previous chapter, the selection of video and questionnaire data

and the way in which it was approached analytically was informed by the development

of the framework. A number of short vignettes, coupled with quotations from the

questionnaires are presented here in order to demonstrate how ambiguity features in

the game, which in turn develop in later discussion into framework issues such as

performance ‘frames’, and the role of the ‘bystander’.

Studying URAAY in the context of this thesis was motivated by the ways in which

the ambiguity of the game world was crafted by its designers, particularly in the

way the design trades on the ambiguity inherent in everyday situations on the streets.

Being described nebulously as a ‘game’, URAAY’s ambiguity contrasts strongly with

previous chapters’ studies in which the organisation of the experience was decidedly

unambiguous and quite well-defined to members of the public attending them. As such

it provides fertile ground for expanding upon the environment occupied by people in
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roles we have already explored—that of actors, orchestrators and participants. However,

in this instance, the ambiguous design of the game’s features create a form of ‘breaching

experiment’ [60] where the boundaries of normal everyday conduct are disrupted in

some way (as we shall see), and through this breaching, reveals for analysis the routine

work that orchestrators, actors and participants perform in order to both construct and

interpret URAAY’s game world. Thus, although URAAY presents concious attempt

to destabilise the nature of performance, potentially ‘breaking’ many of the concepts

developed thus far, this chapter’s study of URAAY instead demonstrates the robust

ways in which roles, transitions and the framings around these roles may be applied

even to such performance contexts.

This chapter’s analysis addresses three main aspects of URAAY’s play that are of

particular interest in developing the more major concepts of framing and bystanders.

Each of these three sheds a different light on some of the ways in which the experience

in general was presented to the player. There is some sense in which the separation of

these aspects is artificial—URAAY is in general an ambiguous experience—however

for the purposes of analysis some broad distinctions must be made. The first aspect

is the ambiguous status of objects players interact with in some way or places players

visit, with the game’s design leaving open the question of to what context those objects

‘belong’ or under what mandate players enter a certain building. Secondly of interest

is the ambiguous status of street performers in the game, again with the design of the

game potentially implicating members of the public at large through this ambiguity.

Thirdly, and finally, there is the work of running the game, part of which involves the

street performers maintaining the game world for the player through monitoring and

carefully timed intervention.

These three aspects are presented below with short vignettes drawn from video footage

of players and street performers, and elaborated upon with quotations from player

feedback. Before this, however, some brief comments must be made on how members

of the public actually became players.

7.3.1 Joining the game

As mentioned before, members of the public who take part in the game firstly undergo

a process of induction through a short briefing, during which they are asked to leave all

their possessions behind in a box which remains with the performers. After this players

are handed the PDA they are to use during the game and sent off onto the streets of

the city. The combination of a (sometimes long) wait, followed by scripted briefing, the

depositing of possessions (Figure 7.4 left and centre), handing over of the device they
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are to use, along with some brief instructions on using it (Figure 7.4, right) completes

the transition of the member of public into an active player of URAAY game. Some

comments left in feedback reveal the reported effect this induction sequence had on

players:

“The bit of anxiety that accrued during the hour-long wait for my turn

was minor compared to the state I found myself in next: stripped of all

belongings, on my own in central London, with 45 minutes and counting to

complete a task whose magnitude I could only imagine.”

“Players were asked to leave all possessions at the ICA so I had no watch,

mobile or map. This worried me because I didn’t know the area and when

directed to Pall Mall or other places, I had no idea where these were and

unfortunately, the people I asked for directions got it wrong resulting in

me heading in the wrong direction. This, however, didn’t detract from the

experience.”

Figure 7.4: Players being inducted (left); leaving possessions behind (centre); on to the

streets with the device (right).

The peculiarities of this induction orient the player to the nature of the game and set a

precedent for the ways in which their later experiences on the streets are interpreted

and made sense of.

7.3.2 Ambiguous status of objects and places

During the game itself, the clues and instructions given to players often involve objects or

places in their local environment and draw them into the activities the player undertakes

in order to find Uncle Roy. In this short sequence, a player, Kelly, is standing in a car

park and requests further instruction from the online player who is helping her. Having

received an answer, Kelly reads out the message:

Kelly: oh (0.4) please look for a yellow kiosk by the car park exit
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((Kelly turns left to see the kiosk and runs towards it. She opens the door

and walks in. See Figure 7.5.))

Kelly: ((recording a message for the online player)) I’m at the kiosk now I’ve

just picked up a postcard and it says go to the nearest phone box and call

the number (1.0) so I’m going to go do that right now

Figure 7.5: Kelly opens the kiosk door (left), and retrieves the postcard (right).

Later on in the game, Kelly is instructed to head towards a hotel (Figure 7.6, left). On

entering she finds is then directed towards a certain room, and having found the right

number, enters through the door (Figure 7.6, right).

Figure 7.6: Arriving at the hotel (left), and opening the door of a room (right).

There are other examples of such use of objects and places as part of the game. In some

instances the postcard was located not in a kiosk but in the saddlebag of a chained-up

bicycle. Again, in other runs of the game, players entered an office building or got into a

car they had been directed to (in which strangers were sitting).

In each of these examples the objects or places were deliberately introduced by and under

the control of the game’s designers (i.e., were ‘props’ and ‘sets’ within the performance).
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For example, objects like the postcard or bike were carefully placed in certain spots, and

the player’s presence in locations like the office building or hotel room were arranged

for.

Players’ comments in feedback further illuminate some of these moments; one reported

that they “enjoyed going into the building”, whereas another commented:

“At one point near the end you were directed to get into a car. I felt uneasy

about this because you ‘never get in a car with a stranger’ but you assume

it must be part of the game because of the sequence of events that lead you

to that point. I probably wouldn’t have got in the car if there weren’t this

sequence of events leading up to it.”

This feeling of trust and safety was repeated by another player:

“You’re given enough to feel safe, but not too safe. Great sense of anticipation.

Loved seeing someone approach the car.”

These quotations particularly exhibit the main issue at work here. Whilst players

understood that they were in a performance, and were still able to make a judgement

as to what was appropriate and safe conduct; the ambiguity and instability over the

game world’s objects (i.e., what was a ‘prop’ and what was not) and places (i.e., where

was permissible to enter and where was not) meant that the player was required at

times to cross some of the usual boundaries of public behaviour. In the sequences

above, for example, Kelly enters a kiosk that is part of the car park and a hotel room

subsequently, however although she herself displays no apparent questioning, it is clear

from feedback that such activities can tend to carry with them a level of uncertainty

over the appropriateness of conduct. It can be said then that these objects and places

are ‘implicated’ by the game and that there may be some uncertainty whether they are

implied to be ‘within’ the game or implied to be ‘outside’ the bounds of the game.

7.3.3 Ambiguous status of people on-the-streets

Uncertainty over the status of objects or places the player visited also extended to

members of the public around them as they navigated their way through streets. A key

tactic employed by the designers of URAAY in achieving this ambiguity was to give

players clues that appeared to potentially implicate passers-by in the game without

ever explicitly stating that they were actually involved or not. As an example, one clue,

delivered to players who were near a busy footbridge, instructed them to turn and
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follow an approaching stranger who was wearing a white T-shirt. By sheer serendipity a

passer-by might pass wearing a white T-shirt and even if not, players could still believe

that there should be such a person nearby. Some players noted that this tactic could lead

to a powerful experience, especially when the game was played in busy environments

such as central London:

“I liked the instructions to follow people”

“The area it was played in gave you the feeling of everyone in London passing

being involved”

“Not knowing who at first was a performer and who was not a performer—

everyone is a performer”

“The sense of looking at everyone and thinking that they were part of this”

This ambiguous design resulted in some player’s actions occasionally extending to

actually involving, rather than just implicating, passers-by either through simply asking

for directions or seeking to involve bystanders more directly in the fictional world of

the game:

“I asked a bunch of strangers if they were Uncle Roy.”

In actuality, the urban area in which the players were experiencing the URAAY game

contained street performers who perhaps would be playing the part of Uncle Roy or

interact with the player in some other way. Such deliberate and explicit interactions

with street performers were, due to the construction of the game, also shrouded in

uncertainty by virtue of them occurring within the same context as implicated passers-

by. Breakdown in the boundaries of typical behaviour in public enabled players to

engage in those interactions. For example, the player noted previously reported being

“uneasy” about entering a car, due to their orientation to their consideration of “never

get[ting] in a car with a stranger”, and yet nevertheless, by virtue of the established

game context, did indeed step into the car.

Of course, the context in which people engaged in the game as players also contributed

to the crossing of these boundaries:

“The last bit was very odd—but u didn’t feel too uncomfortable. The set up

is lightly connected - it is not blind trust as I have some institutional trust in

Blast Theory and the Institute of Contemporary Arts.”
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7.3.4 Maintaining the game world

Finally we turn to the topic of the work street performers. These were members of the

production team who roamed the streets in order to observe and possibly assist players.

A large technical and support crew occupies the control room, providing instruction

and assistance to the street performers, who operate around the areas in which players

will be taking part in the game. In this short sequence Sarah and James are monitoring

the various players. Sarah comments via radio to James (who is outside on the streets):

Sarah: the woman with the black plastic coat has just walked off the game

area (0.6) um:: she just c- ah no she’s coming back (0.4) um:: (0.4) but she’s

heading the wrong way up oxford street (0.2) away from the red spots

(Locating a “red spot” is an introductory task for players; they are asked to find the red

spot presented to them on their device’s map.) Here James and Sarah are attempting to

ensure that the player stays within a prescribed zone of the game world so that they will

be able to complete the game within time, and not get lost in the process. Finding key

locations, such as the whereabouts of the postcard, phone box or office are essential for

the player; street performers and control room staff are monitoring to ensure interactions

with the game’s relevant objects and places.

At another point, the same street performer, James, has been covertly monitoring a

female player who is walking along a street. James is performing this activity by

standing to one side near some trees that are some distance down the street from the

player (Figure 7.7, left). As she approaches he maintains his position.

James: ((to camera operator)) looks like she’s a bit (.) confused

And, shortly after:

James: right I’m I’m gonna ((participant pauses and reverses direction back

down the street, Figure 7.7 centre and right)) (2.0) oh no (.) she’s not (1.0)

okay ((laughs))

James later notes to the camera operator the difficulties in staying invisible to the player:

“See the thing is the nearer you get to the corner house the less spaces there

are to hide and watch ... it’s easier said than done to say to someone stay

there and not get heard or saw when you’re on the main crossing where

everyone’s coming past you.”
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James

Figure 7.7: The player walking down the street (circled, top and bottom left) whilst

being monitored by James (top), and subsequently turning back (bottom

right).

For the final sequence, we join a player, Matt, who has encountered some trouble with

his device. One of the street performers, Pete, approaches and intervenes. (See Figure

7.8.)
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Pete: ((approaching Matt)) uncle roy needs your pda ((whilst holding out hand for

device))

(1.0)

Matt: right okay ((Pete takes the PDA from Matt’s hands and carries on walking))

((laughs)) it’s still not err ((Pete stops by a wall, facing away from Matt))

(4.0)

Matt: ((to camera operator)) how very sinister

(12.0)

Matt: there’s quite a big team working behind (.) behind the scenes (10.0) that was

bizarre a total stranger’s come up to me (1.6) seems to know my pda (.) needs

adjusting (1.4) ran up behind me give me quite a shock really (.) err dunno

where he came from

After a short time Pete turns around and walks up to Matt, handing back the device.

Pete: you may continue now ((Pete immediately walks away from Matt))

(2.0)

Matt: ((to camera operator)) I may continue

Pete

Matt

Pete: uncle roy needs your pda Pete: you may continue now

Matt: how very sinister

Figure 7.8: Pete taking the device (left), ‘adjusting’ it (centre), and handing it back

(right).

Such intervention assumes a particular character dictated by the design of the game and

the maintenance of the character of the game world. Pete states “Uncle Roy needs your

PDA” whilst requesting the device with an open hand, and upon receiving it, creates a

private space in which to conduct his activities by turning away from Matt, and walking

a little further to face the wall. Matt characterises Pete as a “total stranger” and his

actions as “sinister”. In addition to this Matt comments to the camera operator that he

received “quite a shock”, and revealing he didn’t know where Pete “came from”; clearly
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Matt was up to this point unaware of Pete’s status as being more than ‘just another

passer-by’ until Pete chose to conduct his intervention and reveal himself to Matt.

Finally, it is worth returning to some post-game feedback. One player remarked that

“the physical intervention of street players was great” as well as another noting their

“feelings of uncertainty and mistrust [they] experienced when facing [the] street actors”.

Players also commented on the belief that they were being monitored impacted their

play, thanks to “not knowing who was involved and who was watching”:

“My initial feelings were of slight paranoia because you knew you were

probably being watched and certainly monitored. I felt very much on my

own with no one to confer with or discuss how to do it, or if it was the right

way. This was accentuated by the thought that people may be watching you

‘doing it wrong’. I couldn’t help but look around me to see whom else might

be in on it”

“I don’t think I saw any mad people in the street as I was expecting—although

I suspected everyone”

7.4 Discussion

The four aspects of URAAY that have been presented in the previous section obviously

do not cover the entire experience comprehensively, however they have been picked

in order to point towards some key elaborations on the observations of previous study

chapters. In keeping with previous study chapters, we can now begin to assign labels to

the various parties present in URAAY. The members of the public that are drawn into

the game (described as ‘players’) are made participants through an induction process

performed by actors. Operating behind-the-scenes in a control room and out of sight

on the streets are a team of orchestrators (described as ‘control room staff’ and ‘street

performers’ respectively in the analysis). Finally some of the orchestrators operating

on the streets (‘street performers’) also intervene as actors either to assist confused/lost

participants or to fix problems with their device. As mentioned in a previous study of

URAAY, orchestrators and actors must engage in a variety of activities such as being

able to recognise confused or lost participants through visual inspection from a distance

and via orchestration tools enabling remote monitoring of the participant’s position and

the state of their game [15].

Initially we can address some of the simpler issues presented in the foregoing analysis.

Firstly, within URAAY, there are familiar behind-the-scenes and centre-stage settings:
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orchestrators stay hidden behind-the-scenes either through being situated in a remote

control room or by ‘blending in’ with the general members of the public on the streets;

‘centre-stage’ becomes relevant when intervention occurs and, as we have seen, orches-

trators become revealed to the participant as actors. In URAAY, however, a third general

setting occurs, which complements these two others: front-of-house. Members of the

public arriving to play the game become participants through a performative induction

routine within this front-of-house setting, performed by actors. A similar induction

process can be seen Desert Rain, mentioned previously, in which participants were given

a military-style briefing before they engaged in the experience itself. In this sense, the

front-of-house area in URAAY configures participation in the game, ‘bookending’ or

framing the experience. This ‘setting of the scene’ informs the action that takes place

centre-stage, emphasised through the comments from participants that the process of

induction heightened their feelings of anxiety.

The next feature to examine is how interventions reveal a new transition: from orches-

trator to actor. Orchestrators’ work involves staying behind-the-scenes by ‘blending

in’, perhaps through occupying crowded locations (see Figure 7.9), yet at the same time

closely monitoring participants. The orchestrators must maintain control over how they

are seen by participants (i.e., whether they are ‘read’ as being part of the game—i.e.,

actors, or are merely members of the public who have no relationship to it), as illustrated

in James’s comments on the difficulty in ‘blending in’. Orchestrators must also carefully

gauge the moment of transition to actor, avoiding unnecessary intervention (as seen

when James watches a participant, is about to intervene but then corrects himself), and

when performing the transition that reveals themselves, modify their conduct to be

oriented to the character of the game (as in Pete’s conduct).

The ambiguity of presentation of the game world to the participant leads this discussion

to two further concepts: the notion of the frame and the role of the bystander. The

‘frame’ of the performance is broadly used to mean the context within which the per-

formance takes place. This concept of a frame is taken from Goffman (introduced in

earlier chapters), who explains the process of framing as being how “definitions of a

situation are built up in accordance with principals of organization which govern events

. . . and our subjective involvement in them” [67, p. 10]. In other words, “principals of

organization” help make a performance intelligible to those engaged in and observing

it. Goffman also describes how the status of such a frame may be ambiguous for those

attempting to interpret how to perform their conduct:

“A driver wiggling his hand out the window can cause other drivers to be

uncertain for a moment as to whether he means to signal a turn or to greet a
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Figure 7.9: James’s position on the bench, ‘blending in’, as the player walks by along

the street.

friend.” [67, p. 304]

Uncertainties and ambiguities over framings are well-documented within a range of

literature. For example, Sacks describes the skilled police-work involved in determining

the status (or “moral character”) of activities on the streets [127], whereas Goodwin

explains how contesting interpretations of the frame of activity may be deployed by

defence or prosecution within trials when examining video evidence [68]. Similarly,

Levine shows the sense-making process bystanders undertake in accounting for their

lack of intervention when interpreting the framing within which others are encountered

on the streets [105].

One performance art game that is worth revisiting here in more detail here is Can You

See Me Now?, discussed in previous chapters. To reiterate, this is a game in which

members of the public, navigating a virtual model of a city online with their avatar, are

chased through this model by performers. These performers, equipped with handheld

computers with GPS and WiFi (subsequently GPRS), had to run through the actual

city streets (with their position mapped to the virtual model of the city) in order to

catch the online players [14]. Due to their unusual appearance and actions (for exam-

ple, zigzag running patterns and the performative routine of taking photographs of

empty spaces—the locations where they caught online players), performers attracted

considerable attention from passers by. When CYSMN toured to Cologne and Toyko

this interest spilled over to more active involvement as groups of children ran alongside
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the performers (see Figure 7.10). The legibility of these actions to bystanders as being

part of a frame of a performance is of particular interest here. Within CYSMN, the frame

‘spills out’ into the real world, and the other activities that ensure that frame’s legibility

(an introduction to the game, the presence of online players, etc.) are not necessarily

available to the bystander. The frame’s status is thus (intentionally) made somewhat

‘unstable’ by revealing only certain parts of the performance, and then deploying those

parts on the streets.

Figure 7.10: Bystanders become involved in Can You See Me Now?

Returning to Goffman, an example is reported of a casino robbery that was misinter-

preted. This example is particularly relevant for understanding URAAY:

“Miss Healy [an actor], staging an impersonation of Hildegarde, was drag-

ging [Mr] Hayes [another actor] from a ringside table when a masked man

wearing a green GI fatigue uniform entered from the kitchen.

The masked man was carrying a machine-pistol, and he fired a volley into

the ceiling. The audience roared with laughter at this ‘realistic’ bit of play-

acting. Miss Healy, realizing the shooting wasn’t part of the act, ran into the

rest room and remained there.

Three more hooded men entered. One wore a gray hat and appeared to

be the leader. The audience applauded, still assuming it was part of the

entertainment that made the loss of their memory less painful. Another

volley into the ceiling ended the laughter.” [67, p. 313]

It is precisely this kind of ambiguity between what is apparently part of the frame and
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what is not that the design of URAAY exploits. The frame in URAAY is thus constructed

in a particular way by the game’s very organisation and configuration as well as the

active work by actors and orchestrators in maintaining, repairing and developing the

construction of the frame as the game progresses.

This has been demonstrated through the ambiguous status of objects and places (the

first section of analysis)—i.e., whether it is the case that objects and places are part

of the frame (e.g., props) or whether they belong outside the frame. In the context

of the examples provided in this chapter, this creates uncertainty over whether the

bike belongs to someone outside the frame of the game, uncertainty over whether the

participant has a mandate to enter the office or hotel room, or uncertainty over entry to

the car park kiosk (whether it is or is not permitted).

By using the frame to delimit the setting in which action occurs, we also generate

possibilities for being outside the frame. This phenomenon is visible in the second

section within the analysis, where members of the public on the streets in which the

participant plays the game became implicated in the frame primarily via ambiguous

clues sent to the participant, who then interpreted these messages as having relevance

for those people passing them by. Participants reported feeling that those surrounding

them could be part of the game, and that “everyone is a performer”. The way in which

the game was presented to the participant, and the conduct of orchestrators when they

did take part in interventions as actors further reinforced this sense of implication. Matt,

for example, displays some level of bewilderment when a “total stranger” comes from

‘nowhere’ and takes his device. There are two cases to consider here: firstly the case

of the passer-by outside of the frame being implicated as an actor within the frame by

the participant; and secondly the case of the actor who is within the frame but is not

implicated as an actor by the participant. We will call members of the public in the

first case bystanders, and an essential component of this role is that the bystander is

unwittingly implicated, or in other words that they are unaware and ignorant of the

frame.

The final issue developed by introducing the frame is that the broadly-categorised

‘settings’ of behind-the-scenes, centre-stage and front-of-house, may be thought of as

subdivisions of the frame itself. These settings are often spatial in character in URAAY:

front-of-house induction is conducted in a relatively private space physically separate

from other areas; behind-the-scenes activity is obviously performed in a space physically

hidden from participant access; and centre-stage corresponds essentially to the streets,

being readily accessible and revealed to the participant who plays the game. Intervention

by orchestrators, and their transition to actors is managed through their control over
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how the settings of behind-the-scenes and centre-stage are navigated. Orchestrators

reveal themselves as actors and conduct activities with the participant in this revealed

setting. Subsequently to such intervention they quickly ‘blend in’ and become hidden

once again behind-the-scenes.

7.5 Conclusion

This fourth and final study chapter has examined Uncle Roy All Around You, a per-

formance art game in which members of the public, with the assistance of an online

player, hunted down Uncle Roy via a series of cryptic clues delivered to a handheld

device. A large team of orchestrators both on and off the streets, in coordination with

actors performing parts such as Uncle Roy himself, supported the participant’s progress

through the game. In slight contrast with previous chapters, the analysis has drawn on

more secondary material such as participant feedback, however has used a few very

short vignettes in order to illustrate the interesting facets of the game that are relevant

for analysis.

In this analysis, focus has been the implication of other members of the public in the

frame of the game through an ambiguous design of the boundaries of that frame. This

ambiguity extended to objects within the game world and places the participant visits

as well as the level of collusion by members of the public implied in suggestive clues

delivered to them. This concept of the frame circumscribes all the roles we have seen

up till now, with the roles of participant, actor, orchestrator or audience being inside

the frame. It has also produced the possibility of being outside the frame, which has

introduced the new role of the bystander, a unwittingly implicated person who is not

part of the frame of performance.

In examining URAAY, and developing previous chapters’ observations, we have also

seen how the frame is subdivided into behind-the-scenes, centre-stage and front-of-

house areas, and finally have explored how orchestrators conduct orchestrator-actor

transitions during intervention in the ongoing activities of the participant.

Having explored each study in detail, the concepts introduced along the way can be

pieced together into the framework, along with new ideas drawn from the various

literatures explored in chapter 2.
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CHAPTER 8

A framework for designing

interfaces in public settings

8.1 Introduction

This chapter draws on studies presented in previous chapters as well as a range of

example interfaces and studies of interaction, especially from interactive art and per-

formance, in order to develop an analytic framework for public interfaces that shows

how many current design approaches can be related to one another through a few

underlying concepts. It also develops these observations from experience within the

Mixed Reality Laboratory (University of Nottingham, UK) of working with external

artists and performers to stage a series of installations, performances and games over

the past decade. Although this framework is presented in an analytic and reflective

form for the most part within this chapter, it is worth recalling at this point chapter

1, noting the framework as a way of mapping out a design space, and as a series of

constraints and strategies for a variety of different design communities. Moving beyond

the analytic nature of the framework, however, will be a topic of discussion within the

final chapter.

The framework is introduced in this chapter in an incremental manner. The first section

will develop the observations of chapter 4, considering interaction with and around

the Telescope device in the context of a wider examination of HCI and art literature by

performers or about performance and performance-like settings. The discussion thus

purposefully moves away from a generic conception of the ‘user’, at first considering the

general roles of performer and spectator through a basic separation of public and private

within such settings. (The relevance of ‘participant’ and ‘audience’ roles discussed

in chapter 4 as specialisms of ‘performer’ and ‘spectator’ roles respectively will be
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addressed shortly.) Of interest is how a performer can express their interactions with

an interface, and how a spectator might experience these interactions. This section also

breaks down performative action into a performer’s manipulations (including gestures

around an interface) and effects of those manipulations (including effects reflected back

upon the performer).

The second section revisits the division of public and private, and reviews a wide variety

of interactive systems, from mobile devices to interactive installations and performances,

in addition to those studies presented earlier. In each system, the section examines

how manipulations and effects are variously hidden, partially-hidden, revealed or even

augmented in particular combinations in order to engender different forms of interaction

and thus spectator experience.

Following on from this, the third section builds upon the observations on manipulations

and effects developed in chapter 4 particularly, as well as the review of different systems.

This is developed into a taxonomy. This taxonomy is further extended to explore how

its quadrants may be thought of in terms of four characterisations of broad design strate-

gies: ‘secretive’ interfaces, ‘expressive’ interfaces, ‘magical’ interfaces and ‘intriguing’

interfaces. These design strategies are also present in some of the systems presented

within the study chapters and, once again, these are reviewed.

Developing from the analysis presented in chapter 7, the fourth section of this chapter

then discusses how a performance is framed within a given setting, leading to the

consideration of a simple distinction in how spectators may be ‘inside’ or ‘outside’ of

the frame, introducing notions of ‘witting’ and ‘unwitting’ spectators in their experience

of performer interactions. This introduces two different specialisms of the spectator

role—bystanders (unwitting spectators) and audience (witting spectators)—as well as

presenting two strategies for constructing the frame. The section also discusses framing

strategies through designing the way in which ambiguity is deployed in the frame, such

as deliberately blurring the distinctions between the roles of actor, audience, participant

and bystander.

The fifth section, again examining exemplars within the literature and, drawing on

study chapters here in this thesis, turns to focus on how spectators or performers may

transition between roles, as well as considering the nature of two further spectator

and performer specialisms; respectively, non-professional participant spectators and

professional orchestrator performer roles. Two key kinds of transition are also ex-

plored. Firstly the section examines transitions between the ‘non-professional’ roles of

bystanders, audience and participants. Then, introducing a further specialism of the

performer role—the actor—considers how the more ‘professional’ roles of actors and
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orchestrators may feature in transition.

The final substantive section brings together in a summarised form each of the compo-

nents presented in previous sections, most notably introducing a diagrammatic repre-

sentation of the various elements of the framework and various definitional statements

about each component. It also highlights how the frame itself has been subdivided

into the settings behind-the-scenes (areas less exposed to participants and audience

members, and being where orchestrators work typically, covered most comprehensively

in chapter 6), centre-stage (where the majority of the performative action takes place,

the major domain of actors and participants) and front-of-house (where bystanders

may be inducted into the frame, becoming audience).

8.2 Performers and Spectators, Manipulations and Effects

This section lays down a number of basic terms and concepts that will be referred to

throughout this chapter as examples of technology deployed in various performance

and performance-like scenarios are discussed.

8.2.1 Users as performers

We have previously seen in chapter 4’s study of One Rock how conduct around the

interface was conceptually divided into two main roles: those visitors acting with the

device (participants) and those observing that interaction (audience). Subsequently these

roles were enriched with more professional roles of actors and orchestrators (chapters 5

and 6) as well as the role of the bystander. For the first half of this chapter we will be

considering a variety of systems which may involve orchestrators, participants or actors,

the distinctions between which we will gloss over at this point as each being a form

of ‘performer’. Similarly, audience and bystanders will in turn be glossed as being a

form of ‘spectator’. This simple division will drive this section’s analysis and be used to

illuminate a number of issues before the roles developed over the course of the studies

are re-introduced.

So, with this gloss in mind, we can begin by considering the user of an interface as a

‘performer’. This is defined as follows:

A performer is the primary user of an interface.

In order to explain the use of this term, the discussion must be prefaced with three

points about performer, interface and performance. The first point is that the use of the

term ‘primary’ is intended to mean that other participants, for example members of
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an audience at an artistic performance, may also be able to interact with the interface,

as secondary users. In this section, however, it is the performer’s interactions that

are most central to the performance, as such interactions are usually the main focus

of attention for others. Secondly, the ‘interface’ is not viewed here as a monolithic

component, but rather as consisting of potentially disparate arrangements of different

interactive technologies [74]. We have previously seen such arrangements in chapters

6 and 7, which both featured complex, distributed interfaces that various members of

the performance employed. In other examples, musicians might use synthesisers, a

laptop computer and acoustic instruments in the course of a performance, or a dancer

might trigger a series of sound and lighting effects by interacting with an array of

movement sensors. This follows on from Bowers’ ethnographic studies of electroacoustic

musical performances, where he uses the term “performance ecologies” to describe how

collections of technologies, instruments and devices are spatially organised in some

“local arena for action” with which the performer works [28, p. 47]. In such cases, the

concept of ‘the interface’ is very much about a collection of disparate technologies made

homogenous by their logical arrangement.

The third and final key point concerns the extent to which the performance is deliberately

staged. Although much of the focus of this thesis has been upon more explicitly staged

performances in which artists deliberately set out to engage an audience (such as in

each of the study chapters), the framework here also includes incidental, accidental

or what has previously been generically called ‘opportunistic’ performances. These

opportunistic performances involve interaction in a public setting in which a user

becomes of particular interest to others and thereby becomes a performer, typical

examples being users of interactive museum or gallery exhibits. Chapter 4 explored

use of the Telescope device in such a setting, and the ways in which the physical

features of the device such as its size and a user’s ‘performance’ with it, involving the

manipulations required to operate the device, were experienced by other visitors in the

exhibition. This led to some visitors becoming engaged with the device by way of this

highly visible and potentially ‘intriguing’ conduct by the user of the device. Developing

this further, there are some museum and gallery exhibits that meld these two senses of

performance together more explicitly, such as in the “Brain Opera” [116], which enabled

members of the public to interact with a set of touring new musical instruments, helping

an untrained audience to intuitively compose music. It is worth noting at this point,

however, that situations such as these differ in artistic ‘intent’. This means that although

the broad view presented here covers many forms of performance, at the same time it is

acknowledged that there is an inherent ‘intentional’ difference in staged performance

and ‘performance’ present in public social interactions.
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In addressing this question of deliberate and opportunistic stagings of performance

or performance-like activity, Goffman’s well-known dramaturgical approach to social

interaction is important for consideration. Returning to the discussion presented in

chapter 3, Goffman’s assertion that social interaction in general can be thought of as

performance [66, p. 17] is appealed to throughout this chapter, along with his technique

of frame analysis as in [67]. Whilst Goffman’s metaphor has its critics (e.g., [153]), using

this simple formalism for approaching social interaction as performance (and vice versa)

can perhaps illuminate the foregoing analysis of people’s interaction with interfaces in

public settings and provide some basis for design. An understanding of the implicit

performative characteristics of such use may have broader implications for HCI and

CSCW, a topic which is covered in the final chapter of this thesis. For the purposes of

discussion, however, the focus of this chapter will remain on more explicit performances,

be they planned or more opportunistic.

It was also discussed in some depth within chapter 2 how the relationship between an

interface and its primary user has been the main focus of HCI for many years. There

is wealth of literature on how to design this interaction, addressing a very wide range

of concerns, many of which are grouped under the umbrella of usability (covering

issues such as time to learn, task performance, error rate and satisfaction, e.g., [119]).

More recently, CSCW has brought considerations of social groupings to the study of

the interface, and has broadened its original analytical focus (which initially centred

around private settings such as the workplace) to increasingly include public settings.

This growing interest in public settings is encompasses artistic and playful interfaces,

and has been addressing issues such as playability, immersion, and the potential use of

ambiguity in interface design (see [62]).

8.2.2 Manipulations and effects

Considering the relationship between a performer and their interface leads to focussing

on the specific issue of performative gestures and movements that take place ‘around’

an interface. Performers often gesture artistically around their direct manipulations

of the interface, performing distinctive movements prior to or following on from the

actual moment of interaction. This can be seen in traditional performance contexts such

as musicians playing conventional musical instruments or sportspeople striking balls.

Indeed, in chapter 4 we saw how Telescope users performed such preparatory and

follow-through activities, crafting their approach to and disengagement from the device

with respect to those standing near-by. Such gestures play two important roles. Firstly,

interactions consist of more than the moment of contact with the interface technology
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(e.g., pressing key); preparation and follow-through are essential components of a

skilfully performed physical action, perhaps best seen in a golfer’s swing. Preparatory

gestures may also form some element of communication between performers themselves,

as described, for example, in Bowers’ report of his “noticeable sprawl” of readiness in

a musical performance in which is then picked up on by his co-performer [28, p. 31].

Secondly, such gestures are an essential element of deliberately performing interactions

for others to see and appreciate, expressing skill and control and introducing an aesthetic

component to the use of technology. Rosen [125], for example, describes how performers’

gestures at the piano fundamentally influence spectator appreciation of the skill and

emotion involved in the performance of a piece of music, and Sudnow [145] describes

how seemingly extraneous gestures become part of the practice of productions at the

keyboard (see Figure 8.1). Previous work in HCI has discussed the role of performative

gestures in playing electronic instruments, using the term “expressive latitude” to refer

to performance gestures that are not directly sensed by the instrument [27].

Figure 8.1: Pianist Glenn Gould gesturing at the piano keyboard during play.

Performers’ actions around their interfaces may also be more functional. The Telescope

in chapter 4 demonstrated how performers might have to do some work engaging with

and disengaging from interactive technologies. In other scenarios when approaching an

interface, this might also involve picking up an interaction device or donning a wearable

technology, like a head-mounted display for instance. The movements and gestures

involved in approaching the technology, such as moving into sensor range or putting
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on an interface, may be publicly visible (again, noted in the study of the Telescope) and

hence part of the performance even though they may not directly result in intentional

input to the system. Indeed, there is a danger that such actions will cause input to

the system anyway, accidentally triggering unintended interactions and making the

performer appear to be clumsy or inept. This was seen extensively in chapter 5, where

the storyteller rapidly adapted to the contingencies of such manipulation environments

in order to manage participants’ input to the system over the course of the performance,

avoiding practical problems such as accidental triggering.

Further to this, performers may also disengage in order to rest or reposition themselves

before resuming a performance, may put down one piece of technology in order to

engage with another or may hand over a technology to another performer. These

kinds of interactions can be seen in public settings such as museums where visitors

hand over technologies as well as in stage managed performances. For example, the

studies in chapters 4 and 5 both demonstrated how such handing-over of the interface

or devices associated with it may have the potential for being problematic, but also can

be resolved by performers in their negotiations around the resources that are provided

by the interface. In One Rock, this was between visitors using the Telescope whereas in

the Journey into Space it involved the storyteller employing instructed handovers as a

means of managing interaction in the performance environment (as mentioned above).

A performer’s actions with an interface, however, may not necessarily be very intimately

tied to the instant of use. For example, interactive technologies may be used to enhance

or augment existing forms of performance, such as sensing and responding to the

movements of dancers on a stage. Here the technology may occupy a more subordinated

or minimal role since the existing form—i.e., dancing—may require interaction only as

part of the overall performance, or perhaps be relegated to a supporting role only, for

example, providing triggers for certain lighting or sound effects. A dancers’ movements

in this example have artistic and aesthetic qualities in some sense independent of the

moment of contact, for indeed they, not the technology, are the ‘main event’.

This discussion is closely related to a framework described by Bellotti et al. [12] for the

design of sensing-based interfaces, in which they discuss the serious challenges posed

to interface designers including “how to disambiguate signal-to-noise” and “how to

not address the system”. Each of these directly impacts the ways in which performers

operate the interface and how spectators are handled by the interface. For example,

designing an interface such that performers can easily and rapidly disengage in order to

“not address the system” for a period of time may be vital for its smooth operation in a

performance scenario. Previous research into the design of sensing-based interfaces has
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argued that designers should consider how to support movements that, while integral

to a performance, are not sensed by the system. This includes supporting performative

gestures around an interface that add expression to an interaction without directly

making input to the system—for example, by deliberately providing spaces around an

interface where it is possible to move freely without triggering unwanted interactions,

or otherwise exploiting the limitations of sensing technologies [20].

8.2.3 Users as spectators, public and private interactions

The next element of the framework is the spectator of the performer’s interactions.

Spectators are a necessary part of the performance, but they are not the primary users

of the interface. Rather, their concern is to ‘observe’ and make sense of the performer’s

interactions—although they may also sometimes interact with the interface accidentally.

Unlike many examples of CSCW, where several users share an interface on a more or

less equal footing, the concern here is with a situation in which there is a distinctive

asymmetry; the performer deliberately conducts interactions for spectators to experience

and appreciate, something we have seen in three of the four study chapters.

The basic starting point to consider for designing for the spectator experience is a

common, but over-simplistic idea: the distinction between public and private interaction.

Personal phone calls, for example, are often an essentially private action and might

ideally be shielded from others when conducted in public settings, for the benefit of

both parties [1]. In the most extreme cases, technologies may be embedded in private

booths that are placed in the public setting, such as in interactive photo kiosks. Other

interactions are clearly intended to be public, such as those of an electronic musician or

performance artist whose use of interactive technologies is a carefully staged spectacle.

Other interactions fall somewhere in-between, such as museum installations like the

Telescope within One Rock, which, as vom Lehn et al. observe, involve multiple levels

of engagement, including those who are directly interacting, those in an immediate

co-located group who share the interaction, and bystanders who observe from a distance,

learning by watching others and waiting their turn [149].

Although performers have been defined as being the primary users of the interface, it is

possible for spectators to interact as well, either deliberately or accidentally.

In a typical performance (such as theatre, music or stand-up comedy), a performer is

highly aware of spectator reaction; indeed, a performer’s awareness of spectators in

such situations is often fundamental to the flow of the performance, as the performer

ongoingly crafts their conduct mutually with that of the audience. Often, for example,
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street performance will involve quite explicit interaction between performer and audi-

ence, since the performer must first attract a crowd (constructing an “edge” [38]), and

engage in subtle interactional methods with crowd members in order to maintain and

manage the flow of their performance [38]. Even where spectators are more restrained,

the manifest presence of an audience is clearly critical to the sense of ‘liveness’. One

intriguing possibility is to extend spectator feedback by enabling spectators to interact

with a performance interface, for example by exerting some degree of control over a

common display shared as a large projected interface. In turn, this requires techniques

for collecting and aggregating input from potentially many spectators. A range of

techniques are available from relatively well established technologies for voting (e.g.,

dedicated voting handsets in television studios or voting by text messaging from mobile

phones) through to more experimental approaches in which computer vision is used

to track crowd gestures (e.g., the Cinematrix system in which a large crowd wielded

red and green pieces of card in order to play a game of ‘Pong’ that appeared on a large

projected display [34]).

However, spectator interaction may also be accidental and undesirable. Accidental

interaction may arise through unintended interference with sensing systems, perhaps

most obviously a problem with video-tracking where spectators can unintentionally

interfere by moving into camera view, casting shadows or causing changes in ambient

lighting (e.g., blocking light sources, opening or closing doors, or switching lights

on and off). Chapter 5’s study of the Journey into Space noted how the performer’s

running of the storytelling involved frequent guiding work, structuring children’s

interactions within the space as a strategy for avoiding interference. Designers might

avoid such interference by careful sensor placement and design of the environment that

incorporates somehow the constraints of ‘safe’ interaction space into the fundamental

configuration of that design. In particular sensing technologies need to be carefully

designed into the general design of the performance space—the set, stage and seating—

so as to encourage or avoid spectator interactions. This aspect is discussed further in a

later section, concerning how a performance is ‘framed’.

In summary, the argument presented here is suggesting that the basic distinction be-

tween ‘public’ and ‘private’ is not subtle enough to capture some of the essential features

of existing public interfaces. In particular, it is important to consider exactly what aspects

of a performer’s interaction are made available to spectators and how this is achieved.

Therefore, further distinctions must be introduced in order to help express the various

possibilities. At this point interaction can now be analysed in terms of manipulations

and effects.
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8.2.4 Defining manipulations and effects

Interaction goes beyond seeing the interface in terms of input and output. Here two

fundamental features introduced earlier—manipulations and effects—which have begun

to include social aspects of interaction, are stated more definitively for the reader:

Manipulations are defined here as the actions carried out by the performer, including

manipulations of physical controls (buttons, mice, joysticks and so forth) as well as

gestures, movements and speech that are sensed by the interface. Manipulations also

include actions outside of the interface’s sensor scope as discussed previously; i.e.,

gestures, movements, and utterances that take place around the interface but that do not

directly result in input to it. Sometimes these are purely functional, sometimes they are

purely artistic, and sometimes a mixture of both. In any case, manipulations correspond

to more than just system ‘input’ since their definition includes non-sensed actions as

well.

Effects are the results of manipulations, for example the display of images, graphics

and sounds or the actuation of physical objects. Effects include what is identified here

as the main ‘content’ of the performance, but may also include other visible effects of

the performer’s manipulations of the system, such as the appearance of menus, icons,

cursors and so forth that are a necessary part of manipulating the contents. Effects

also include the apparent action of the interface on the performer themselves. These

may be direct effects, such as when the performer is tethered to the interface in some

way, or in more extreme cases where the system is actively (and maybe autonomously)

controlling the performer’s body. An example of this can be seen in the work of the

performance artist Stelarc, in which the system causes his body to move through a

series of electrical impulses, triggered in the first instance by spectators [155, p. 159]

(see Figure 8.2). Performers may also display a physical and/or emotional reaction

to the interface, deliberately or involuntarily, and the resulting gestures, movements

and expressions around the interface can also be seen as being part of the effect. One

example here is artist Marcel.lí Antúnez Roca’s Epizoo performance piece in which the

artist’s face and body is attached to audience-controllable actuators. It is noted, for

example, that when an audience member activates “[p]ressure on the [artist’s] forehead”

this pressure “is apparently painful because the artist starts screaming loudly” [155, p.

161]. This is a rather extreme demonstration of a performer’s physical reaction to the

interface. The definition of effects, therefore, does not correspond to system ‘output’

since effects are not confined to being located purely in the technology but can also be

found in the human elements.
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Figure 8.2: Stelarc’s body attached in Stimbo (left); the interface used to trigger muscle

stimulators (right).

8.3 Revisiting public and private interaction

We are now ready to revisit and expand on basic ideas of public and private, further

developing them in terms of the varied ways in which a spectator can experience a

performer’s interaction. We can classify a wide range of existing interfaces, including

those examined in the study chapters, according to the extent to which they hide or

reveal a performer’s manipulations compared to the extent to which they hide or reveal

the corresponding effects. Figure 8.3 shows the resulting taxonomy, populated with a

range of example interfaces that shall be referred to throughout the rest of this section.

Not all aspects of the studies presented in this thesis are classifiable according to the

following taxonomy, however, since it focusses on a ‘device level’ of interaction, and

thus applies more to the smaller settings of interaction in One Rock and the Journey

into Space. Nevertheless, there are some aspects of interaction in Fairground: Thrill

Laboratory and Uncle Roy All Around You which have relevance in this taxonomy,

although later on in this chapter these studies will play a further role in developing the

analysis of orchestration, framings, and so on.

At the bottom-left we see what is traditionally considered to be private interaction in

which both manipulations and their effects are hidden from the spectator such that they

are exclusively available only to the performer, an example being any interface located

in a private booth such as the photo booth mentioned previously.

Towards the top-right we see the most public interactions in which both effects and the

manipulations that cause them are revealed to spectators and perhaps even amplified in

some way (i.e., in a crude sense, made more obvious). An interactive whiteboard belongs

in this general area, as do many conventional examples of single display groupware

(SDG) in which people collaborate openly around a shared display [142]. Chapter 5’s
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Figure 8.3: Classifying interfaces according to how they hide or reveal manipulations

and effects (systems presented in previous chapters are highlighted).

torch interface also fits into this general area through its mapping between manipulations

(including the throw of the torch beam) and (literally) amplified audio effects.

The areas to the top-left and bottom-right are somewhat less conventional. Towards the

top-left we see examples of interfaces in which effects are revealed but manipulations,

including the performer themselves in extreme cases, are hidden. Here we find interfaces

employing magic-like effects, including ‘wizard of oz’ interfaces—interfaces often used

during the early stages of design, perhaps during rapid prototyping (e.g., [50])— that

might involve, say, a performer speaking through a real-time animated character from

off-stage.

At the bottom-right we have the converse, where manipulations are revealed but effects

are hidden. Here spectators might watch a performer using a display or engaging with

technology in some fashion, but cannot share in the content of their experience. For

example, immersive head-mounted displays used in public settings permit spectators

to see only performer manipulations (such as the interactive installation Osmose by

Charlotte Davies). A further example from a museum setting is chapter 4’s Telescope

device. As discussed, rotating and tilting the Telescope not only involved relatively

conspicuous manipulations, but also implicated a physical target within the space

(i.e., the Incubator), and having the effect of further amplifying manipulations as the
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performer would be clearly seen bending over to look into the device. The eye-piece

design, however, rendered effects of those manipulations invisible to spectators.

Having explored the four extreme corners of the taxonomy next we may consider, with

further exploration of these extremes, other examples of public interfaces that lie more

towards the centre of Figure 8.3 and therefore involve more subtle trade-offs between

hiding and revealing manipulations and effects.

Figure 8.4: A Dance Dance Revolution machine in use.

8.3.1 Mobile personal displays

Due to their small size, many of the fine details of interaction with mobile personal

displays such as PDAs and phones may be hidden from most spectators. There are,

however, further more subtle distinctions. A spectator who is close by, directly looking

over the shoulder of someone who is using a PDA, may be able to observe their ma-

nipulations and the resulting effects. This interactional feature has been exploited to

interesting effect in a mobile ‘Pacman’ game in which players use their own PDAs to

control ‘ghosts’ that can appear on other players’ PDAs, causing players to dynamically

reposition themselves in an attempt to see others’ displays or conversely hide their

own display from the view of others, often amusingly tying themselves in knots in the

process [129].

More distant spectators will miss small manipulations of mobile devices such as key

presses, but will probably still be able to see that the device is being used due to charac-
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teristic ‘phone gestures’, such as broader interactions with the device itself (e.g., placing

a phone to one’s ear) and other characteristic bodily motions, such as physically marking

private space by bodily orientation and pose [63, 102]. Mobile phones in particular

project some of their manipulations and effects into the surrounding environment,

including ring-tones and the performer’s talk, which sometimes appears to be at least in

part deliberately performed for spectators in the local environment as well as for the

distant conversant.

The Sotto Voce museum guide system [4] is especially interesting in this respect, because

a spectator can elect to eavesdrop on a fellow participant’s audio, choosing whether

or not to share the effects that the performer triggers. (This was possible even in the

absence of physical proximity.)

Finally we can return briefly to chapter 7’s study of Uncle Roy All Around You, high-

lighting how its use of PDAs places player interaction with the technology within the

taxonomy (i.e., ‘PDA’ and ‘Mobile phone’ category in Figure 8.3). Interestingly, the fact

that manipulations of the PDA were ‘partially hidden’ and its effects where very much

hidden, meant that considerable orchestration work was required to monitor players

as they progressed through the game. As noted in previous research, orchestrators

on-the-streets had to develop skills in recognising players [15] in order to overcome this

mostly hidden combination of manipulations and effects.

8.3.2 Interactive Installations

Interactive installations demonstrate a very wide variety of approaches to hiding and

revealing manipulations and effects. Some installations rely heavily on spectator com-

prehension of manipulations and their mapping onto a revealed effect for their enter-

tainment value. Dance Dance Revolution arcade machines, for example, present players

with a set of footpads (usually with eight ‘buttons’) that must be triggered in specific

sequences in time with an accompanying soundtrack (Figure 8.4). Manipulations of

the machine are not hidden from spectators in any way—in fact they are made very

obvious—and appreciation of the linkage between a performer’s steps and their success

in the game (i.e., effects) is central to being a spectator.

Projected 3D displays such as CAVEs reveal both manipulations and effects to co-present

spectators, in that the manipulations required to navigate the virtual environment are

visible (via the conduct of the user) as well as the effects of those manipulations (via

the projected display). Only a single tracked performer, however, receives the full

3D experience that is correct for their physical perspective as they move; in contrast,
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spectators may receive a ‘downgraded’ secondary view that is slaved to the performer’s

movements.

The Tonetable [27], is an interactive table-top display that was exhibited in a science

exploratorium and permitted four performers at a time to interact with a simulated

physical model of water using trackballs. The Tonetable deliberately sonified the move-

ments of the trackballs in order to draw spectators’ attention to their use. At the same

time, non-linear algorithms were used to map trackball manipulations onto visible

effects on the graphical simulation and sonification, so that whilst it was clear that

performers were interacting, the legibility of their interaction—the relationship between

manipulations and effects—was not immediately obvious or even ultimately predictable,

demanding further reflection. The use of non-linear mappings to partially obscure the

relationship between manipulations and effects is common in artistic installations where

it introduces a degree of ambiguity in an attempt to provoke curiosity, engagement and

exploration (a more detailed discussion of the role of ambiguity in interface design can

be found in [62]).

The final example in this section is the Augurscope, a stand-mounted mobile display

that can be wheeled around outdoors in order to view 3D models such as historical

reconstructions from different physical vantage points [132]. Like the Telescope men-

tioned previously, this is a large interface that can be rotated and tilted in a highly visible

way. Unlike the Telescope, its effects are displayed on a laptop-sized screen that makes

them visible to nearby spectators, such as members of a co-visiting group, although not

to more distant spectators.

8.3.3 Performances

The final category of public interfaces is those used as part of deliberately staged public

performances. Artists who interact with technologies in front of spectators are not

always content with revealing manipulations, but may actively seek to amplify them in

order to make their performances more expressive. Musician Pamela Z [157] uses gesture

controllers in her performances in order to control electronic instruments in tandem

with her voice (Figure 8.5, left and centre). By using more expressive sensing interfaces,

she both reveals and then amplifies the manipulations that are normally involved in

the playing of electronic instruments. In a further example, Toshio Iwai’s pianos [155,

p. 767] are enhanced with automated lighting effects that amplify his manipulations

of a conventional piano keyboard (Figure 8.5, right). Some of Stelarc’s performance

pieces, such as Stimbo [155, p. 159], where muscle stimulators were attached to his body

and accessible via a touch-screen also amplify manipulations and effects, in this case by
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incorporating the performer into the interface itself.

Figure 8.5: Pamela Z (top left and right) with gesture controllers indicated; Toshio Iwai

(bottom).

Amplification is not necessarily involved in all performances however. In Schizophrenic

Cyborg [134] a participant plays the role of a ‘cyborg’ by having a digital display fixed

onto their torso. A separate performer, the ‘parasite’, then anonymously interacts with

this display. This is done in such a way that their manipulations are hidden from the

cyborg and other spectators, whereas the effects are made clearly visible on the cyborg’s

body and so became a talking point for spectators.

For Fairground: Thrill Laboratory presented in chapter 6, aspects of the interface fit

within the taxonomy at this point. The streaming telemetry data in particular was highly

amplified for the spectators, revealing ‘hidden’ aspects such as heart rate in a visible,

and, thanks to actors, legible fashion. In comparison, the manipulations (i.e., movements

of the ride) required to produce the data stream were very much hidden, with the ride

only visible through small windows which the audience sat directed away from.

It is also worth briefly drawing attention to a quite different and more everyday kind

of performance, that of giving presentations using tools such as Microsoft Powerpoint.

Some current presentation tools are limited in terms of their ability to support fluid

performance in ways that can be explained by the taxonomy. Spectators typically see
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effects—a slideshow—in an amplified way (i.e., projected onto a large screen). The

performer’s physical manipulations may be more or less visible depending on the set up.

What is interesting—and problematic—is that spectators often see and hear the whole

of the computer’s output, including alerts, system messages and all of the visible effects

of the performer’s interactions with the underlying operating system. Ideally, only

the performer would see this information so that they could more fluidly orchestrate

the show for the spectator and reduce distractions. For example, many presenters will

have often wanted to be able to secretly alter later slides as a presentation progresses,

perhaps in response to time pressure or questions from the spectator, but without this

being visible to all. Interestingly, a number of current presentation tools have begun

to identify this problem and provide support for hiding manipulations, an example of

which is Apple’s Keynote software which supports two displays—a private display for

the presenter and a public one that the audience sees.

Finally we can consider the presentation to the watching audience within chapter 6’s

study of F:TL. Here the broadcast telemetry data was projected onto a large area, which

experts further amplified through gesture and description. Whilst the rider could be

said to be engaged in manipulations, primarily it was the technical crew and hosts’

job to successfully weave this broadcast material together through their collaborative

manipulations. It is also of note that this collaborative manipulation required to run

the projection often involved activities conducted in the control area, behind-the-scenes,

shrouded in darkness and involving small physical manipulations in addition to the

more obvious amplified gestures of the hosts.

8.3.4 Interfaces as secretive, expressive, magical and intriguing

In order to draw out some broader design principles from the various examples that

have been reviewed above, the taxonomy presented earlier will be revisited here. There

are four general approaches to designing public interfaces proposed here, each of

which addresses different concerns, noting however that these strategies should be read

primarily as characterisations. The main point here is to identify key strategies and

sensitise designers to them.

Secretive interfaces tend towards hiding both manipulations and effects. This may be to

protect spectators from knowing about the experience until it is their turn, or to protect

performers from interference from spectators.

Expressive interfaces tend towards revealing, even amplifying, both manipulations and

effects. For performances, their primary concern is to entertain spectators by enabling
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them to appreciate how well a performer is interacting with the system, for example

admiring the skill of a virtuoso user or being entertained by a new user’s attempts to

use the interface. For installations, expressive interfaces are concerned with attracting

spectators to an exhibit. They may also possibly involve managing flow by controlling

the approach to the exhibit at particular times, as well as enabling spectators to learn by

watching so that they can prepare themselves for their own turn with the interface.

Magical interfaces tend towards revealing effects while hiding the manipulations that

led to them. Lamont and Wiseman [101] discuss the fundamental base of magic as

relying on “methods” which lead to “effects”. A magician may use many different

methods to achieve the same effect, however the magician’s skill lies in ensuring the

spectator is only aware of the effect. A magical interface may reveal the performer,

making clear that they are causing the effects whilst not revealing the manipulations, or

alternatively the performer may be completely hidden, in order to impress spectators

with the implied capabilities of the interface alone. A ‘wizard of oz’ interface can be

envisaged as an extreme form of magical interface in which even the magician is hidden.

Intriguing interfaces1 tend towards revealing manipulations while hiding effects. While

at first sight this may appear to be the most counter-intuitive of the four strategies, it

does offer some interesting possibilities. As with expressive interfaces, spectators may

be attracted by seeing the interaction and may be able to learn something of what to

do by observing, but in this case will not experience the effects until it is their turn.

Watching others manipulate and react to the interface without seeing the content may

serve to provoke curiosity and increase anticipation, heightening the ‘payoff’ delivered

when it is finally their turn. This particular strategy was evident in the Telescope device,

which drew visitors in via its relationship to the environment around it, and through

the potentially ‘intriguing’ way that the effects of user manipulations were hidden from

view.

This intriguing strategy might be particularly relevant to theme park design where it

can be used to generate mounting suspense, anticipation, excitement and even limited

apprehension before a ride. In the extreme, it may be important to convey the feeling that

the experience is going to be much ‘worse’ than it actually turns out to be, perhaps by

amplifying some of the revealed manipulations, for example emphasising the imposing

physical scale of the technology. It also provides a way of engaging spectators who

are queuing for their turn, especially in situations where visitors have to pay for the

experience or pay for each piece of content individually, in which case it is important to

1Note that the original paper in which these concepts were first introduced, [121], the label ‘suspenseful’

was used instead of ‘intriguing’ (both included in Figure 8.6).
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attract spectators to the interface and entertain them while queuing but without giving

away the payoff for free.

F:TL featured some aspects of this through its design techniques, which are detailed

here. Audience members experienced a number of talks on the psychology of thrill,

the history of fairground rides, and so on, in a downstairs area before the vignettes

seen in chapter 6. During these talks, the fairground ride for that evening’s event was

shrouded in darkness. At a particular moment ‘commanded’ by one of the hosts, the

ride’s lights were turned on and ‘given a spin’ by the operator in demonstration. The

audience could see the ride through a large plate glass window looking out onto the

lawn on which the ride was placed. The ride itself was of course made highly visible by

this theatrical moment. After further talks, the audience were taken upstairs for the live

telemetry broadcast (as seen in chapter 6’s second vignette). Unlike the room downstairs,

this upstairs area had small windows, effectively hiding the ride, in order to reduce

distraction and maintain audience focus upon the projected data. As described, this led

into the performative routine of the lottery in order to select a participant, ramping up

anticipation as noted particularly by the rider (Sally) in the third vignette in chapter

6. So, in this instance, the design of the experience tried to further amplify the kinds

of suspense, excitement and anticipation present within existing rides, through both

careful ‘grandstanding’ of the ride itself via its dramatic unveiling as well as through the

subsequent transition routine, donning of equipment and live broadcast to audience.

Returning to museums and science centres, we can see how such strategies for generating

a level of intrigue or anticipation may be important in encouraging visitors to ‘have a

go’, whilst giving them some confidence that they are capable of the interaction required

of them and that, even if they take a risk, their actions (and the effects of them) will not

be completely public (and therefore risk embarrassment).

Having said this, intriguing strategies—in hiding effects—can potentially cause dif-

ficulties as seen in chapter 4’s study of the Telescope and the lack of shared view

between participants and sometimes audience. This highlights that the benefits of such

a strategy (like other strategies presented here) must be balanced against the possible

disadvantages.

Figure 8.6 positions these approaches on the taxonomy.

It is also worth covering in greater detail the further possibilities beyond simply reveal-

ing or hiding manipulations and/or effects. Indeed, the example interfaces demonstrate

a wide range of possibilities here, including the following, as noted on the axes of

Figures 8.3 and 8.6.
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Figure 8.6: Secretive, expressive, magical and intriguing approaches to designing the

spectator’s view.

Partially revealing: Effects and manipulations may be partially revealed, either as a

result of the scale of the interface combined with distance of the spectators (e.g., PDAs,

mobile phones, the Augurscope and the Telescope) or perhaps through more explicit

means (e.g., we could redesign presentation tools so that background user interactions

were prevented from being projected along with the primary content).

Transforming: We may transform manipulations, for example through non-linear map-

pings or by aggregating multiple inputs when mapping them onto effects, as employed

by artists to introduce an element of unpredictability or ambiguity to an interface in order

to provoke curiosity and reflection. Alternatively, manipulations may be transformed

into unrelated actions by a performer in order to mislead spectators, such as a magician’s

intentionally misleading bodily conduct that hides the methods employed to produce a

trick [101].

Amplifying: Performers may deliberately amplify their manipulations and effects rather

than merely reveal them. Again, this may be as a result of physical scale (manipulations

of a large device are inherently more visible), technical augmentations such as using

expressive sensing based interfaces, or by introducing additional visualisations or sonifi-

cations of manipulations alongside the primary effects. For example, Ed Tannenbaum’s
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video installation Recollections [155, p. 684] tracks the performer’s body movements

and projects these as silhouettes on a public display, layered to produce a vibrant collage

of their movements over time (see Figure 8.3.

8.4 Frames, audience, bystanders and wittingness

So far the roles of performer and the spectator have been introduced, setting the two in a

simple relationship involving perception of manipulations and effects. In this section the

distinction between performer and spectator is extended to describe a more graduated

range of roles. As these roles become more graduated it is also important to note that

there is no sense in which the designation of roles to particular members of a setting is

static; rather, such roles may well be transient, fluid and blurred. Roles instead should

be understood as useful abstractions in dealing with this ‘messy’ reality.

In order to introduce this graduation of roles, chapter 7’s observations on Uncle Roy All

Around You and the notion of the ‘frame’, are drawn into this discussion. To recap this

discussion, the frame concept was derived from Goffman, who described the process

of framing as being how “definitions of a situation are built up in accordance with

principals of organization which govern events . . . and our subjective involvement in

them” [67, p. 10]. Broadly framing then means, here, the context within which a

performance takes place, with the “principals of organization” helping to make such a

performance intelligible to those engaged in and observing it.

So far the perspective on and characterisation of performance in this chapter has to cover

everything from explicitly staged interaction to implicit everyday public performance,

allying this view with the way that Goffman treats everyday social interaction as perfor-

mance. However, the distinction between explicit and implicit performances need to be

elaborated. For example, staged performances are in some sense ‘abnormal’ interactions

when compared to everyday social interaction as performance. Performers often amplify

their manipulations or effects expressively in some way, as seen with examples like

Pamela Z and Toshio Iwai. The enhanced legibility of these performances is typically

‘designed into’ actions, as noted by Rosen [125]. Such staged performance also frequently

involves a sense of virtuosity displayed by a performer that is intentionally exposed

in this amplified way. Although virtuosity is sometimes displayed in the everyday,

and of course, many everyday tasks involve high levels of skill, ability displayed in

performance is particular in the manner of its observable amplification. What this means

for interfaces (such as Brain Opera’s musical instruments) is that the performer—or

rather, participant—is ‘helped into’ a state in which they can perform. In other words,
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there is a substantive difference between the way professionals stage their virtuosic

performances, and how locally-produced performance emerges from everyday social

conduct. For example, within the Journey into Space study, much was made of the

storyteller’s guiding and structuring work employed to help participant children into

(‘safe’) interactions with the interface.

The frame in all cases constitutes an understanding between the performer and spectator

that there is a performance, and defines the principles and conventions by which both

performers and spectators are able to take part in the performance and interpret what

is happening. Unlike many everyday social interactions, performances are usually

explicitly and very carefully framed by the performer: the setting is deliberately chosen;

various techniques are used to introduce the audience to the performance and to make it

clear what action is part of the performance and what is not. For example, conventional

western theatre employs all manner of performative routines (ticketing, calls and so

forth), a complex spatial structure (the foyer, auditorium, stage, proscenium arch, wings,

backstage and so forth), and other technical effects (sound and lighting) to frame a

performance. These mechanisms serve to delimit what is part of the performance and

what is not, such as in hiding the behind-the-scenes work of stage hands, lighting

and sound engineers. This is particularly important when spectators are being asked

to ‘willingly suspend disbelief’ and enter a fictional world. For example, the careful

framing of a play enables to audience to understand that a murder that takes place on

stage is fictional rather than real, or to still enjoy a story line they know in advance (e.g.,

a Shakespearian play). Other forms of performance, even relatively impromptu ones,

often have their own performative routines and structures which help render the action

intelligible to participants. Explicit framing can also be seen in games in the form the

“magic circle”, which is a kind of theory of framings that identifies the set of conventions,

structures and performative routines that delimit what is part of a game and what is

not. A player’s understanding of this enables them to “play by the rules” [93] [128, pp.

91-98] and furthermore be aware that within “front and back stage areas, ... different

rules [may] apply” [107].

Before we begin to explore how the frame impacts spectators, there are two issues

that require some remarks. Firstly, it is important to note that performance framings—

whether they are impromptu or well-established—are highly dynamic and involve

ongoing feedback and negotiation between performer and spectator in the establish-

ment of the frame. This basic observation is consonant with an ethnomethodological

perspective on social interaction as an ongoing, collaboratively-produced phenomenon

[47, p. 166]. Secondly, the way in which the terms ‘public’ and ‘private’ have been used
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so far (particularly in situating the concerns of this thesis in terms of public settings) may

also be thought of with a sense of their ‘framing’. For example, visibly hiding bodily

and especially verbal conduct from third parties may be interpreted by spectators as

a private frame, whereas revealing conduct may instead frame the activities as being

in some way public. Public and private space is thus framed via various “principals

of organization” which help make the public or private status of events intelligible

to those engaged in them as well as to those observing them. This builds upon the

concepts presented earlier of hiding and revealing manipulations and effects, as well as

the strategies provided for by different combinations of hiding and revealing. Designing

with strategies of, say, ‘secretive’, ‘expressive’, ‘magical’ or ‘intriguing’ means designing

the public/private framing of manipulations and effects.

8.4.1 Spectator as audience and bystander

The concept of framing leads to an extending of the definition of performers and specta-

tors. Performers can now be seen as frame ‘constructors’ whereas spectators are largely

frame ‘interpreters’. It is also important to note that this distinction between performers

and spectators also bears a strong correspondence, respectively, to ‘professionals’ and

‘members of the public’. Introducing the idea of a performance frame also enables us to

distinguish between two different types of spectators:

Audience: Those spectators who are within the frame of the performance. They are

aware that a performance is taking place and are able to interpret the performer’s actions

as part of a performance. This particular role was discussed at length both in chapter 4’s

study of One Rock and then in chapter 6’s examination of F:TL.

Bystanders: Spectators who are outside of the frame. Although they may observe the

performer’s interactions, they may struggle to interpret them as a performance. Indeed,

they may not even be aware that a performance is taking place. They can be said to be

‘unwitting’ bystanders. Chapter 7 explored the bystander as a fundamental feature of

player experience in URAAY.

This distinction can be a subtle one. Spectators may have varying knowledge of different

aspects of the performance frame. Some may be aware that a performance is happening

but may not be able to interpret the subtle intended meanings of the performer’s actions

and have difficulty identifying aspects of the performance as part of the performance,

whereas others may have a detailed appreciation of how the performer has set up

the frame (perhaps even as a reference or reaction to previous performances), leading

them to different and overlapping interpretations. This may be particularly true for
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performance events in which performative routines are ritualised—such as religious

ceremonies—which assume a high level of knowledge on the part of the audience.

The distinction between ‘witting’ audience and ‘unwitting’ bystanders is an important

one, especially as the spread of mobile and personal technologies is leading to an

increasing number of implicit performances taking place in museums, galleries, on the

streets and in similar highly public spaces that are shared by many people and involve

many different activities. In settings such as these, the performer cannot rely on the

traditional mechanisms that are used to separate audience from bystanders. Instead they

have to recognise that bystanders are likely to be present and have to carefully consider

their experience, as well as that of the intended audience. For example, performers

might consider whether the performance will negatively affect bystanders and vice

versa, or perhaps how the very presence of unwitting bystanders could enhance the

performance.

8.4.2 Designing for the frame

This section considers how we might design for the frame of the experience, introducing

two basic strategies for this design2. These strategies are informed by the study of Uncle

Roy All Around You and Can You See Me Now?, both presented previously in chapter 7.

For both of these mobile performances, the framing of the experience was particularly

important. They each reveal some key ‘frame’ issues to be considered when designing

the bystander’s experience and more generally the frame itself.

A number of features of URAAY that were explored in chapter 7 are of relevance here.

URAAY was designed as a conscious exploration of the boundaries of public interaction,

leading to the player’s ambiguous experience of the real and the fictional (such as

‘crossing boundaries’ by getting into a car with a stranger). Besides discussing the

performative routine of joining the game, chapter 7 showed how the status of objects,

places and people are destabilised through the game’s design, being presented in a

deliberately ambiguous way to the player with a level of uncertainty over whether

something is ‘inside’ or ‘outside’ of the frame (e.g., what was a ‘prop’ and what was

not), simultaneously constructing that frame through these design choices. A quotation

that perhaps encapsulates this most well was the report by one player in the post-game

feedback of “not knowing who at first was a performer3 and who was not a performer”.

2Note that these strategies have been presented in detail elsewhere [15], however are useful for

expanding upon the discussion of the frame here.
3In this quotation and indeed in the following description of Uncle Roy All Around You the term

‘performer’ refers to the professional actors and artists who designed and acted in the performance.
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There are two major perspectives when designing these elements for the frame. The

first is the performer’s frame, i.e., the ‘actual’ frame of the performance as understood

by the professionals running the performance. The second perspective is the audience

and/or participants’ frame, i.e., the ‘perceived’ frame of the performance as constructed

by performers and then understood and interpreted by audience or participants. At this

point we can now consider two different strategies for crafting these perspectives, and,

therefore, designing the frame itself.

Strategy 1: Extending the frame

The first strategy is to appear to extend the fictional world of the performance outside

of the limits of the actual performer’s frame by directly or indirectly implicating or

even involving bystanders. Objects and people outside the actual frame of the perfor-

mance assume the status of being inside the perceived frame, thus the fictional world

is perceived to be more extensive than it really is. This may be achieved in a number

of ways. Direct implication of bystanders as content for a performance may be seen in

some street performances, such as when mime artists mimic passers-by. Alternatively,

the performance may support a more general structure in which indirect implication

of bystanders is possible, either by implying them as fellow performers or as witting

audience members (ambiguous clues in URAAY perform this function). Places and

objects that are not ‘controlled props’ (i.e., those under the direct control and ownership

of the performers, such as the hotel or car park kiosk) may also be exploited for this

purpose. There are two risks arising from this implicated involvement, however. Firstly,

there is a risk of humiliation of bystanders if they suddenly become witting when

the construction of the frame relies upon their being unwitting (such as in the mime

example); alternatively through this wittingness a bystander’s privacy may be violated

in some way (e.g., by tracking them and then displaying this information publicly).

Secondly, and depending upon the intent behind the frame’s construction, the impli-

cation of the bystander may spill over into forms of involvement that are undesirable

for the performance, for example where audience members interact inappropriately

and unaccountably with bystanders assuming that they are part of the performance, or

perhaps violate the privacy of the bystander (see [113]). This latter risk obviously covers

implicated locations as well, such as the player attempting entry to places for which

However, it is the players who are the primary users of the interface and so should be classed as the

‘performers’ under a strict interpretation of the initial definitions in this chapter. This issue will be resolved

later on when introducing the roles of participant and orchestrator. For now the term ‘performer’ is used to

describe the actors in URAAY and players to describe the members of the public who used the PDAs on

the streets.
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they have no mandate (e.g., attempting to enter the ‘wrong’ car park kiosk).

The perceived frame of a performance may also be extended by creating a situation in

which the audience or participants appear or feel to be exceptionally exposed to the

scrutiny of bystanders. This might involve the use of novel or valuable technologies in

unusual contexts or where technologies demand a notable behaviour, such as the zigzag

running motions of the performers in CYSMN as they attempt to use GPS to catch an

online player. Such a design might involve revealing or amplifying manipulations of an

interface in order to attract spectators’ (or bystanders’) attention. It is also interesting

to note that the key manipulations mentioned specifically for CYSMN are whole-body

movements (distinctive to and fro, zigzagging movements) rather than the details

of particular key presses, and that such actions become significant because they are

unusual in the surrounding context, and in a sense do not ‘fit’ the frame as perceived by

bystanders.

Strategy 2: Shrinking the frame

The second general strategy is the reverse of the first, in which frame as it is perceived by

audience and participants is shrunk in comparison to the actual performer’s frame. Thus,

while the first strategy implicates people and objects that are outside of the frame in order

to extend its apparent extent, this second strategy instead presents people and objects

that are in reality part of the performance frame as being outside of that frame. Framing

objects and people as though they are not strictly part of the performance can thus have

the effect of making the real world be perceived as more extensive than it actually is.

In order to achieve this, the performance might require performers to act the part of

bystanders and become involved in the performance, as well as somehow suggesting

that controlled props and places may in fact belong to other people. These tactics

were seen in URAAY in the form of controlled props and spaces (such as the postcard

in the saddle-bag) ‘planted’ by the performers. These tactics generate excitement by

encouraging audience or participants to apparently cross the normal boundaries of

behaviour in a given setting. Technology mediated communication can be especially

powerful for this as the participant can be placed in a position to make the decision

on their own, without the performer being directly present, which might otherwise

imply tacit approval (at least if the performer did not step in to stop them). The risk

here is, however, that audience members or participants may cross other boundaries

that weren’t intended by the performer, potentially getting themselves into trouble.
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Summary

The primary tool exploited by both these strategies is mainly that of ambiguity over

the status of objects and people, or in other words, ambiguity in the way the frame

and its components are presented to audience and participants. Objects may either be

planted props or actually belong to others entirely outside the frame of performance

altogether. People, on the other hand, may be professional performers who are well

aware of the nature of the frame, or bystanders, completely unaware of the frame and

their relationship to it. This ambiguous blurring of the frame can be seen as an example

of ‘ambiguity of relationship’ between the ‘viewer’ and an ‘interface’ as discussed by

Gaver et al. in a general review of the role of ambiguity in interface design [62].

Several issues derive from this discussion of the framing of a performance and the

separation of audience or participants from bystanders. For the examples of URAAY

and CYSMN, whether and how to attract bystanders to a performance, how to manage

admission to a performance, and the major challenge of orchestrating a smooth and safe

experience from behind-the-scenes were pertinent design problems. The next section

explores these issues, focusing on some common transitions between roles that occur in

performance.

8.5 Dynamism in performance: Transitions

In the previous section, we have seen how framings have described how bystanders

may become implicated in a performance and engage in varying levels of participation.

The framework presented thus far is not static, however—it also can reflect on the

inherent dynamism in performance, and the fluidity of the roles of its members. Indeed,

historically artists have increasingly drawn members of the public into their work as

participants rather than just spectators of it (e.g., as Huhtamo observes, artists in the

early 20th century began to “activate” the viewer through techniques such as immersing

them or integrating functional buttons into a piece [92]). In this section the discussion is

briefly opened out to consider some key forms of ‘transition’ that may occur.

8.5.1 Bystander to audience to participant

The first transition between roles that may be considered is how bystanders are inducted

into an experience to become members of an audience, often via some ‘front-of-house’

work such as ticketing, and then later on perhaps transition further to become actual

participants in some performance.
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A number of examples illustrate how these transitions may occur in a variety of scenarios.

Firstly we can revisit chapter 4’s Telescope device. The study of this particular exhibit

highlighted the way in which visitors engaged in examining objects physically near

to the Telescope device were drawn to the Telescope by way of its relationship to

its surroundings as well as the conduct of any visitors using the Telescope. These

visitors were an audience to other fellow visitor’s interactions with the device, and

later themselves also became direct participants through having had the device ‘handed

over’ to them. A further example of audience-participant transition was provided

in chapter 6, via the lottery mechanism of F:TL, which led to an extended period of

transition (managed by orchestrators, discussed below) involving donning and readying

equipment, as well as being oriented to the nature of the role (through elicitations from

actors and orchestrators and the framing provided by the ‘professional rider’), before the

audience member became a participant performing for the audience they were drawn

from.

Other examples from the literature may be drawn on to provide demonstrations of

bystanders transitioning into audience to some activity, or becoming participants in that

activity. One such example is Deus Oculi [84], an interactive installation at a public arts

and crafts festival. It consisted of a large renaissance-style painted scene featuring two

figures whose faces were painted on small doors. Behind the doors were small CCTV

screens that were linked directly to two hand-held mirrors situated on either side of

the painting. When a visitor picked a mirror and looked into it, an image of their face

was captured on a hidden video camera and then displayed on one of the screens in

the painting. Heath et al. reported how passers-by first acted as an audience to others’

humorous interactions with the exhibit, and subsequently by way of this observation

came to participate in and engage with the exhibit themselves4. A final and particularly

striking example of induction into participating in an experience is found in Desert

Rain (discussed initially in chapter 6). To reiterate, players in Desert Rain explored

a virtual world, attempting to achieve various objectives as part of the game. Before

entering the cubicles in which they would navigate this virtual world, and as part of

their transition to direct participation in the game, the ‘front-of-house’ induction work

involved giving the group special uniforms to wear and a military-style briefing that

provided vital information about their interaction in the experience as well as forming

part of the aesthetic of the piece (i.e., informing them of their ‘targets’). It is finally

worth noting that transitions to participation in URAAY also included a performative

“ritualized briefing” at the beginning of the game during which players were asked to

leave behind all their possessions.

4For further details see [46].
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In the foregoing discussion, a number of further refinements to roles present in the frame

have been implicitly introduced over the course of this and the previous section. Whilst

bystanders and audience have been encountered already, participation is a concept that

needs to be clarified here:

Participants: Wittingly engaged in activity beyond what is normally understood as

typical audience behaviour, possibly in collaboration with actors, orchestrators or other

participants. Participants are normally non-professionals (i.e., members of the public),

for whom participation is usually a temporary transition that forms one part of their

whole journey through the performance.

In some sense, participants appear to be rather similar to the ‘performers’ that have

been discussed thus far. Here the differences between participation and the roles of

performers must be differentiated, which may be done by introducing the role of ‘actors’

(explored in more depth in the next subsection).

Actors: Performers who are directly perceptible to audience and/or participants. Actors

are usually skilled, employed professionals, however it is their ongoing engagement

with the performance as a job of work, as well as typically structuring interactions by

participants (see chapter 5) which separates them from the participants themselves.

8.5.2 Actors and orchestrators

A second transition to examine here occurs between those conducting orchestration

duties behind-the-scenes during a performance, and those who they support, who

have been named ‘actors’ in order to distinguish them both from participants and

performers who conduct orchestration duties. Actors characteristically occupy a more

obviously perceptible, visible ‘centre-stage’ position. Some examples may flesh out this

concept. The control room that featured in chapter 7’s discussion of URAAY, for example,

communicated with number of orchestrators on the streets who were responsible for

monitoring different areas of the game zone as players navigated their way through

the game’s various clues. As we saw, these orchestrators would discretely monitor

the progress of participants from a distance, watching for apparent signs of difficulty,

and would locate those who were of concern to other orchestrators in the control room

(as exhibited in the vignettes, these included participants who experienced technical

troubles with their device or perhaps began walking outside the game zone entirely).

Whilst at all times attempting to avoiding unnecessary disruption of game, chapter 7

examined how orchestrators on-the-ground sometimes needed to ‘step out’ from their

cover ‘behind-the-scenes’ (no longer ‘blending in’) and transition to the role of actor
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and stage interventions in order to fix breakdowns. Indeed, if a participant was reached

before they themselves knew they had a problem (as in the intervention experienced

by Matt when having his device fixed in the chapter 7’s analysis), these interventions

could even enhance the experience, being reported as a positive factor by some players

(as demonstrated in the comment noting, for example, “the feelings of uncertainty

and mistrust . . . experienced when facing [the] street actors”). A second example of

this transition is demonstrated by Desert Rain in which a control room was present

to help orchestrate the experience for players. Desert Rain’s players were constantly

monitored both via orchestrative interfaces and by manual observation; this inspection

was achieved thanks to a ‘rain curtain’, which was a fine water spray onto which images

of the virtual world were back-projected (see Figure 8.7, left). The properties of the rain

curtain were such that players could be monitored behind-the-scenes by orchestrators

without being visible (rather like a two-way mirror). Interestingly, there was a moment

during the experience when these monitoring orchestrators stepped through the rain

curtain in order to hand an item to the player (Figure 8.7, right). This clear moment of

transition from orchestrator to actor was a powerful event for the participants, and was

enabled by careful monitoring and intervention procedures.

Figure 8.7: Desert Rain’s rain curtain (left), and intervention (right).

Orchestration itself has also been presented in more detail in chapter 6’s study of F:TL.

This examination covered not only the work of intervention (in this case, intervention

did not result in orchestrator-actor transition), but also explored how orchestrators
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developed a working knowledge of the system in order to navigate a complex problem

space. Like URAAY, the orchestrators in F:TL were distributed physically across sites,

and a further job of work for them was ensuring mutual awareness via continual

communication. Orchestrators also worked to support actors’ activities through weaving

together the various strands of the performance, as well as supporting the transition of

the audience member to participant through equipment donning and performing this

sensitively with respect to actors’ work.

This brings us to now define the role of orchestration:

Orchestrators: Professional performers who conduct behind-the-scenes work (such as

monitoring, communicating with actors, weaving the performance together with those

actors and performing interventions) and are not directly perceptible perhaps even to

actors.

In this whole section the framework has been broadened by reflecting upon the dynamic

nature of performance, and the fluidity of the way in which members of a framing

may transition between roles. Some further refinements to roles present in the frame

have also been introduced implicitly. A key challenge presented in this section, then, is

in developing an understanding of how to design for transitions between bystanders,

audience and participants, and between orchestrators and actors.

8.6 Summary

We can now draw together the various discussions and proposals presented in this

chapter into a general analytic framework that summarises the key elements involved

in interfaces deployed within public spaces, and the relationships that exist between

those elements. Some of the main design strategies that can be employed in the design

of such interfaces will also be highlighted here.

8.6.1 The elements involved in a spectator interface

Broadly speaking, the argument and analysis that has been developed over the course

of this thesis is that the design of a publicly situated interface can be considered in terms

of a performance frame that establishes different roles between the participants in and

around an interaction. This frame also supports various transitions between these roles.

(The range and extent of this framework’s applicability beyond public settings, such as

for HCI in general, is addressed in the final chapter. Further, there are a variety of ways

that it may be ‘read’ and put into use, which will also be addressed in the concluding
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chapter.) These basic features of the framework are summarised by Figure 8.8. At this

point we can also recap the relationship between the framework model as depicted here

and each of the studies. This is shown in Figure 8.9.

‘Front−of−house’

Bystander
ParticipantOrchestrator

Performer Spectator

frame
Outside the

Actor Audience

Transitions
Transition

Performance frame

‘Behind−the−scenes’ ‘Centre−stage’

Figure 8.8: Organisation of components within the frame.
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Figure 8.9: The relationship of the studies to the framework.

Initially, the two core roles of performer, the primary user of an interface in a public

setting, and spectator, another member of the setting who witnesses the performer’s use

of the interface, are distinguished between. The relationship between these is created by

a performance frame, which is a set of conventions and structures that establish that

a performance is taking place and shape how it is interpreted by either party. In this

case, performers act as ‘frame constructors’ and spectators as ‘frame interpreters’. The

framing of the performance may be highly explicit—as is the case with staged theatrical
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performances which may involve quite formalised structures for managing who is

involved—or more implicit—as is the case with everyday use of interfaces in public

settings, which are framed by a set of more or less well-understood social conventions.

Introducing a performance frame leads to distinguishing further roles, separating those

who are inside the frame and who therefore understand the nature of the performance

to some extent versus those who are out of the frame and who remain unwitting of the

performance. More specifically, this chapter has identified the roles of:

• Bystander: A spectator who is outside the performance frame, but who can

be engaged in unwitting observation of or even unwitting participation in the

performance.

• Audience: A spectator who is inside the performance frame and who is ‘witting’,

that is aware of and able to interpret the performance that is taking place.

Reflections on studies presented in this thesis and other performances within the lit-

erature further led to the identifying of other specific sub-roles within the overall

performance frame. These were:

• Actor: A specialism of the performer role who is directly visible to spectators

within the performance frame.

• Orchestrator: Another specialism of the performer role that steers what hap-

pens within the performance, but in this case without being generally visible to

spectators.

• Participant: An audience member who temporarily takes on the role of a per-

former, for example taking their turn with an interface in a public exhibition

or being placed in a performance role. However, performance is not their ‘core

business’ as it is for actors and orchestrators.

Implicit in the definition of these more specialised roles is a sub-division of the perfor-

mance frame into different settings:

• Behind-the-scenes: Enables orchestrators to conduct activities such as monitoring

and intervening (e.g., in a control room) without being exposed to participants,

audience and to some extent, actors.

• Centre-stage: Where the majority of performative action takes place.
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• Front-of-house: The fringes of the performance frame, typically where the audi-

ence and some bystanders are situated enabling them to witness the performers

while being separated from it.

Very often these settings take the form of distinct physical spaces. For example, in a

conventional Western theatre, spaces are clearly physically separated and demarcated

by structures such as a proscenium arch, that separates front-of-house from centre-stage,

and ‘the wings’ which separate centre-stage from behind-the-scenes. However, these

settings are not just spaces, but are ‘places’, to use the terminology in [78]. In this way

they may also be established more through common understandings, conventions and

routines as with street theatre or even through distributed and mobile technologies as

seen in performance projects like URAAY.

The various roles that the performance frame defines are not static structures, but

rather facilitate a set of dynamic transitions that define the different experiences of

those involved in a performance. The discussion identified two common trajectories,

each involving a sequence of transitions, corresponding to common routes through a

performance for spectators and performers alike.

Bystander to audience and audience to participant: These are transitions between

spectator roles. Bystanders enter into the performance via some front-of-house induc-

tion process in order to become audience members. Audience members may in turn

transition to a participant role (e.g., being picked out from fellow audience members

in some way, or perhaps called up to centre-stage), and possibly return again to the

audience.

Orchestrator to actor: These are also common transitions between performer roles.

Specifically, performers may alternate between behind-the-scenes duties (orchestration)

and centre-stage acting duties (actors).

Finally, it is also important to be sensitive to the boundaries presented diagrammatically

in this chapter (i.e., in Figure 8.8). For example, the frame boundary which the bystander

straddles is important when considering transitions between ‘unwitting bystander’ and

‘witting audience member’. Similarly, the boundaries between settings of ‘behind-the-

scenes’, ‘centre-stage’ and ‘front-of-house’ are key in the production of the spectator

experience; we have seen repeatedly, for instance, how moving some performer activity

behind-the-scenes can be crucial for the smooth running of a performance (e.g., URAAY

in chapter 7) as well as creating the potential for dramatic interventions (e.g., URAAY

again, and also Desert Rain, discussed earlier).
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8.6.2 Implications for interface design

This framework not only provides a resource for understanding what is happening in

different kinds of performance involving interactive technologies, but also points to-

wards key issues that interface designers should consider when designing performative

interfaces. In broad terms, designers need to consider how to establish a performance

frame including the extent to which their designs support centre-stage, behind-the-

scenes and front-of-house activities. They also need to consider the impact of their

design on the different roles involved—including any bystanders—and how they are

supported, and how transitions between them are to be managed.

More specifically, two interesting strategies have been identified that artists and design-

ers frequently adopt in order to deal with these issues. When seen from the standpoint

of more tradition HCI, they represent novel approaches to interface design.

The first strategy concerns the extent to which a performer’s manipulations of an

interface and their subsequent effects can be revealed to or hidden from different classes

of spectators. We have seen the ways in which designers choose to hide, partially reveal,

reveal and even amplify manipulations and effects. We have also seen how a simple

taxonomy of comparing the treatment of manipulations with effects reveals four key

designs:

• Expressive: In which both manipulations and effects are revealed or even high-

lighted;

• Secretive: In which both manipulations and effects are hidden;

• Magical: In which effects are revealed by the manipulations that cause them,

however those manipulations remain hidden; and

• Intriguing: In which manipulations are revealed to waiting spectators in order to

attract them to an interface, but the effects (or, the ‘payoff’) are hidden until it is

their turn to interact.

The second strategy involves the deliberate blurring of the performance frame leading

to a degree of ambiguity between the roles of actor, audience, participant and bystander,

building on work in HCI concerned with the general role of ambiguity in interface

design [62]. We have seen how designers, particularly within the implementation of

URAAY, can appear to extend the frame of the performance beyond its actual boundaries

by implicating bystanders in the performance or can appear to shrink the frame by

drawing on props and actors. Both of these can generate considerable excitement for
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participants, playing with the boundaries between fiction and reality and deliberately

challenging the conventions of traditional theatre. However, such strategies also involve

potential risks and require careful and professional orchestration in order to carry them

out successfully.

Moving on more generally from this summary, the next chapter will step back to consider

the framework in light of the opening research questions presented in the introduction,

discuss the role of the framework for different design communities, and explore future

work in extending and developing its observations.
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CHAPTER 9

Conclusion

9.1 Introduction

This final and concluding chapter firstly draws together the main issues of the thesis and

discusses some of the implications of the framework. Then it considers at length how this

work might be extended in several different ways: 1) refining the framework through

engagement with documented responses to published portions of it; 2) documenting

more settings, collecting more domain-specific knowledge and reflecting back upon the

framework; 3) considering the framework in terms of Goffman’s original conception of

all social interaction as performance; 4) ways in which framework concepts might be

challenged, contradicted or ‘broken’; 5) and finally how its concepts scale up for, say,

settings involving larger audiences.

9.2 Understanding the implications

It has been made clear that, as underlined by the growing body of literature concerned

with interaction in public settings, designing spectator and performer interfaces will

become an increasingly important aspect of mainstream HCI as computers continue to

migrate from the workplace into the domains of art, performance and entertainment

and more generally into the public settings that form the backdrops to our everyday

experiences. This situation presents significant new challenges for interface design, and

will require better understandings and strategies within HCI for directing the design

of performative interfaces. What has been offered in the previous chapters attempts

to provide a step forward, firstly articulating in empirical and concrete instances the

challenges posed, and secondly in providing detailed ways in which to address those

challenges in interface design.
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9.2.1 Revisiting opening questions

In this section we can turn once again to the initial questions posed in the introductory

chapter, and discuss some of the possible responses the perspective and approach

engendered by the thesis offers.

• How might interfaces support users in performing their interactions within a wide

range of expression, and fit well with such activities?

A performer’s expressive interactions have been considered in terms of revealed or

amplified manipulations and effects, as introduced first in chapter 4. Expressive actions

have also been placed within a taxonomy that provides guidance not only on the ways

in which expression might be designed into an interactive system, but also how this

design can be thought of as one class of a wider range of systems, as suggested in

complementary ‘magical’, ‘secretive’ and ‘intriguing’ strategies. In addition to this, the

skilled work of professional performers and how their activities may come to ‘fit’ within

an interactive design has been addressed through understanding the spatial nature

of manipulation and the potential for interference, as detailed in chapter 5’s study.

Thus, designing for interference becomes an important consideration when supporting

activities which frequently take place in some form of ‘sensor range’.

Expressivity and its particular combination of manipulations and effects, along with

other strategies, have also been placed within the context of a performer-spectator

dynamic. This leads to the next question of third parties.

• What are the ways in which a third party might experience a user’s interaction

with an interface?

From the initial examination of how third parties have begun to come under scrutiny

within the literature on the workplace, museums and galleries, to chapter 4’s study of the

ways in which visitors became audience to the ‘intriguing’ strategy of the Telescope’s

design, understanding the third party’s experience has permeated the treatment of

interaction presented in this thesis. Through repeatedly addressing this topic, this thesis

has broken down the notion of the third party into a variety of framework components.

Some key topics for designers to consider when addressing the ‘how’ of the spectator

experience have been manipulations and effects, as well as the ways in which these may

be combined to produce different characters of interactional experience for the spectator,

such as the ‘magical’ or ‘expressive’ strategies.
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The basic distinction between performers and spectators has also been expanded upon

to consider a variety of different roles, such as non-professional audience or participant

‘spectators’ and professional actor and orchestrator ‘performers’. In addition to this,

the third party experience has been considered in an even wider context with the

introduction of the frame, fracturing ‘spectator’ type roles further in order to address

how designers might cater for special kinds of third parties, such as the unwitting

bystander.

• How are participants made aware that a performance is occurring and understand

the boundaries and limits of the performance, especially in public settings where

performance may be interleaved with other activities?

A key feature presented within the framework was the adaptation of Goffman’s concept

of framings. The kinds of designs made possible by a designer’s awareness of the

frame and the challenges it presents was conceptualised in a number of ways, such as

through thinking of actors and orchestrators as constructing the frame which is then

interpreted by participants, audience and bystanders. Chapter 7’s study of Uncle Roy

All Around You provided an example of a game design that purposefully made the

frame ambiguous via setting the game on city streets and providing suggestive clues for

the player. The framework provides designers with ways to address the frame through

the identification of two strategies, either extending the frame to include objects and

people that are not strictly part of it, or shrinking the apparent frame of the experience

and deploying a number of props and actors ‘outside’ of that frame (URAAY employed

both of these). In addition to this, the framework sensitises designers to the subdivisions

of the frame that may be present, such as front-of-house, centre-stage and behind-the-

scenes, as well as the ways in which particular roles are configured by their place or

‘position’ within the frame, and how the limitations of the constructed frame often create

bystanders unwitting of its intended interpretation.

• How does transition between users occur (for example when a current user hands

an interface over to a new user in a setting such as a crowded public gallery), and

how might we reflect this in design?

A further feature provided to designers concerned with managing a participant’s under-

standing of performance boundaries and limits has been the concept of the transition.

The discussions of transition described how the framed settings of behind-the-scenes,

centre-stage and front-of-house, and the roles that operate within them, may be used to

configure and set up transitions. Chapter 7’s intervening orchestrators and their support
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by other orchestrators who were feeding them information on participants was made

seamless by the nature of the behind-the-scenes setting (i.e., on city streets, see below)

and their theatrical orientation to that intervention. The thesis has also identified how

the physical design of an interface may enable transitions to occur spontaneously as a

result of non-professional coordination around the interface, as in chapter 4’s Telescope

device. Further to this, the discussions in this thesis have also shown how moving

members of a particular subdivision of the frame to another setting with the support of

actors or orchestrators can be a method of creating transition. Chapter 6’s transitions

between audience member and participant rider were achieved via a movement of the

audience firstly to a behind-the-scenes setting for the donning of equipment with the

help of orchestrators, and then a centre-stage position via a live transmission, the data

from which then was woven into the ongoing performance by actors. Other techniques

may be used, such as the performative routines and briefings found in Desert Rain.

These investigations, then, have provided salient issues for the designer to keep in

mind when attempting to construct interfaces whether they merely permit or actively

encourage transition.

• How do orchestrators conduct their work and the ongoing shaping of a perfor-

mance, typically from ‘behind-the-scenes’?

Some key practices and common features of orchestrators have been described, partic-

ularly within chapter 6. More specifically, these have been: the working knowledge

developed as part of orchestration, the physical distribution of orchestrators and the

need for mutual awareness between them and actors in weaving together a coherent

performance, intervention and its associated overheads, and the orchestrator’s role in

enabling transition. Providing technologies that support such practices should be a

key concern for designers, as well as an awareness of the part each setting plays in

configuring the framing of environments for successful orchestration; delimiting any

centre-stage setting by necessity often will configure a corresonding behind-the-scenes

area. This awareness should also be coupled with a more general understanding of

the common occurrence of behind-the-scenes spaces within a diverse series of settings,

rather than just the more obviously performative, theatrical ones (e.g., within museums

and galleries, the work conducted behind-the-scenes being significant in the production

of exhibits that will form the ‘centre-stage’ [106]). In the case of URAAY, for instance, in

chapter 8, we saw how the anonymity of city streets was used as an orchestration tool

that provided a setting behind-the-scenes for orchestrators, as well as assisting a host of

practices like intervention and monitoring of players.
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9.2.2 Revisiting the contributions

The four main contributions of the thesis as outlined in the first chapter may also be

re-examined in this manner.

1. The framework provides a set of sensitising concepts.

Rather than being seen as providing a proscriptive set of rules and regulations, the

framework’s recommendations should instead be seen as sensitising concepts. This is a

familiar idea within HCI literature, drawing inspiration from Blumer’s discussions of

the analytic sensibilities of symbolic interactionism. He states that, “[w]hereas definitive

concepts provide prescriptions of what to see, sensitizing concepts merely suggest

directions along which to look” [25, p. 148]. Issues like the design of the frame, the way

that manipulations and effects may be experienced by audience and bystanders, and

even the breaking down of interaction with interfaces in public into basic roles offer to

designers new, perhaps not previously considered set of “directions along which to look”

in understanding how their interaction design may be applied to the setting of interest.

2. The framework provides a shared language.

The framework provides a series of concepts and components that are applicable across

a wide variety of settings. As chapter 2 demonstrated, there are common concerns

between a range of communities such as artists, technologists, designers, curators and

computer scientists. For instance, the engagement of the spectator in participating

with an exhibit is frequently a topic to address for museum curators, and artists have

increasingly attempted to shift the position of the ‘passive’ audience member to active

participant.

The sensitising concepts of the framework are described in language which mainly

draws on a theatrical metaphor, inspired by Goffman’s dramaturgy. In being com-

municated through metaphor, this language becomes mutable and ready for wider

appropriation. ‘Participants’ may be ‘players’, ‘actors’ may be ‘members of staff’,

‘audience’ may be ‘fans’, ‘orchestrators’ may be ‘sound and light technicians’, ‘centre-

stage’ may be ‘city streets’, and so on.

Returning to the introduction’s suggestion of the framework as a boundary object, the

above examples provide some of the ways in which the framework may be “plastic

enough to be adaptable across multiple viewpoints” and at the same time “maintain

continuity of identity”, being what Star might more specifically term an “ideal type”
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form of boundary object [140]. Thus, although the framework may be “weakly struc-

tured in common use”, by virtue of its mutable language and general concepts drawn

from a wide-ranging series of settings, it becomes “strongly structured in individual

site-use” [140].

3. The framework offers a collection of constraints and strategies.

Spreading technology creates a rich set of challenges for new kinds of spectator inter-

faces, and therefore opens up a complex design space of possibilities. The framework

provides implicitly, through both its construction and through what topics it does and

does not speak to, a number of limitations and boundaries to managing that design

space. Although this inevitably results in a narrowing of potential forms of design,

a perspective informed by framework concepts enables designers to approach public

settings in two ways. Firstly the implicit constraints of the framework, in talking about

certain topics and having a particular perspective on interaction, may actually open up

previously unconsidered aspects of design, such as importance of the bystander, the

(typically implicit) construction of the frame and how it is experienced by its members,

or how spectators may experience manipulations and effects. Secondly the model or

pattern of interaction communicated through the framework’s sensitising concepts

offers a palette or ‘toolbox’ of strategies that provide structures with which to design

within.

This toolbox consists of the following:

• The identification of basic non-professional spectator and professional performer

roles, such as audience, participant, orchestrator and actor.

• Dividing interaction into manipulations and effects as conducted by performer

roles and experienced by spectator roles.

• Providing strategies of ‘magical’, ‘secretive’, ‘intriguing’ and ‘expressive’ combina-

tions of those manipulations and effects.

• Circumscription of the frame as a boundary the designer may construct around

those roles.

• Strategies of expanding or shrinking the frame according to the way in which the

status of objects and people is to be interpreted.

• Techniques to design transition by the division of the frame into various settings.
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In addition to this there are a number of orchestration strategies that the framework

draws in from the literature, such as the construction of monitoring and intervention

tools in managing distributed and mobile settings. Building upon this, the framework

also highlights the use of orchestrators in managing transitions.

4. The framework constructs a new perspective on interaction in HCI.

As detailed above, the framework helps constrain this complex design space, but also

provides strategies and sensitising concepts in order to navigate it successfully. In doing

so it presents a novel offering to HCI, and, whilst not necessarily resolving all questions,

contributes to a conversation over third parties to interaction and performance that has

begun to emerge in recent years.

However, in promoting this thesis as a new perspective, it is worth considering how,

contrastingly, there is also a ‘stronger’ interpretation of the framework that is possible.

This stronger claim proposes that the flexible language of the framework and its sensi-

tising concepts apply beyond the segment of HCI literature it is situated within, and that

the findings have implications for understanding how interaction with interfaces takes

place in a wide variety of social settings in which computation is deployed, whether they

are distributed virtual environments, online desktop machine-based games, tangible

interfaces in workplaces or technology at a performance event. More generally, it has

potential application in developing understandings of interaction with technology in

workplace and other collaborative settings (particularly since many of its observations

are developed from this literature). A further, even more ‘strong’ perspective could also

see the framework being applied to non-computational settings.

This latter point should also include a note of caution, however. In particular it brings

to the foreground the relationship between computational technology and framework

concepts, and what role the nature of computation has had in shaping these concepts.

Certain framework topics have elements in which technology plays a strong part in

either making certain activities possible, or enhancing pre-existing practices. Within

orchestration, for example, the possibilities for managing orchestrator and actor distribu-

tion over a large space, as well as monitoring participants and audience, are opened up

by the introduction of computational tools. On the other hand, some framework topics

are derived from non-computational settings and then applied to computational ones.

For instance, the possibility of bystanders can occur within many everyday interactions,

however the point of drawing on such observations into the thesis is to begin to consider

how these phenomena impact HCI and in turn sensitise design sensibilities towards

dealing with them. (In some sense, there is a parallel here with Laurel’s consideration of
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bringing theatrical metaphors to desktop computing [103].)

The issue of a wider HCI application is one direction that future work may possibly

follow. This and other potential developments are discussed in the closing section of

this thesis. Before this, however, we must briefly consider how different audiences may

use these contributions, and to what extent it provides resources for such audiences.

9.2.3 Reading and applying the framework

This and the first chapter have hinted at the use of the framework for a wide variety of

design contexts. The framework is primarily an analytic framework, which has reflected

upon a wide range of explicit and implicit performance practices and scenarios, in order

to build a tool that provides structure for designers in addressing a complex design

space.

The framework may practically be used in various ways. For artists working with

technology, rather than providing inspiration for their design (since many of the con-

cepts will be familiar already), the framework could provide a common reference

when collaborating with technologists. For computer scientists or technologists, the

framework can instead provide more explicit guidance around designing interfaces that

will be deployed in public settings. It may also be used for such audiences as a way

of more systematically approaching the myriad possibilities opened up by situating

technology in public, and highlighting issues not previously considered (e.g., the role of

the bystander, how to design transition, and so on).

Thus, the framework does not necessarily offer an explicit ‘instruction manual’ for how

to go about designing interaction for public settings, but rather provides a resource with

which to communicate design concerns in varying levels of detail.

For instance, this might be a consideration that audience-participant transitions need

to be addressed, or that monitoring and intervention tools for orchestration should be

developed. In offering a systematic and structured way to begin tackling the design

space, users of the framework may start by considering the broad issues of performers,

spectators, manipulations and effects, before starting to think about the importance

of the frame within their particular system, or how bystanders might be affected, and

how relevant such components are. At the opposite end of applicability, the framework

might merely provide a background perspective with which to address technology

design in public, and, rather than providing a checklist or series of tools to draw on as a

resource, features as a document that co-designers can commonly be aware of.
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9.3 Future work

The following section outlines five ways in which the thesis might be extended as future

programmes of work.

9.3.1 Refinements

Perhaps the most clear line of future work involves refinements and revisions to various

aspects of the framework. Some existing papers have offered critiques or modifications

of framework concepts, such as [151] when discussing [121]. It is worth quoting from

this particular paper at length in its suggestions.

The visibility of manipulations by a user (or in their terms, a performer) is

not readily categorised as it is not static. As individuals explore an exhibit

the manipulations of the system by others can begin as ‘hidden’ but then

can become ‘revealed’. Indeed once the exaggerated gestural conduct of a

participant is recognised as constituting manipulations of the exhibit, there

can be a very quick shift from hidden to amplified. Furthermore as we are

considering a multi-party public setting, manipulations can be ‘hidden’ for

one spectator but ‘revealed’ or even ‘amplified’ for another depending on

their knowledge and experience of the exhibit, and on their emerging sensi-

tivity to the conduct of others in relation to the exhibit. Moreover, people

can work to hide or reveal manipulations or even effects of technologies

(consider the act of turning a mobile phone display to show others).

Much work can be done in refining concepts that may at times, as indicated above, offer a

somewhat less nuanced perspective on interaction, glossing over subtle interaction with

quite broad categories. Having said this, it is to be noted that the above quotation reflects

the limitations of the paper it refers to—more specifically the concepts outlined in the

first half of chapter 8’s framework—and to some extent the dynamism described above

is addressed through the introduction of the notion of the frame and transitions between

roles. More generally, however, any framework or model of interaction will necessarily

contain some characterisations of the real, ongoing and moment-by-moment nature of

social conduct, and it is important to recognise the trade-off between developing useful,

applicable-in-practice concepts and rendering an ironised version of interaction.

At this point it is also important to briefly comment on the notion of framing has

been extended by others. In particular, Montola and Waern [110] further subdivide the

framing discussed in [15] into various distinct “stages of awareness” such as “unaware”,
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“ambiguous” and “conscious”, suggesting URAAY employs a “socially expanded game”

design which crosses social boundaries, “inviting non-players to participate in a way

or another”. They also provide distinctions between different “invitations” the game’s

design may offer to the player, such as “invitation to play” where the design explicitly

offers participation, “invitation to participate” where participation is offered but does

not require such a major role. Finally, there is “invitation to spectatorship” where the

design offers a spectator-only role and “invitation to refuse” which provides the player

an opportunity to reject participation. Further refinements could use this to develop the

levels of awareness between the bystander and audience roles, however it is important

to consider that part of generating frameworks such as the one presented in this thesis

involves a necessary simplification of the findings derived from studies, and thus

distinctions may at times be necessarily limited.

9.3.2 Studying diverse settings

This thesis was introduced as a study that pulled together a number of different settings,

developing inspiration from workplace studies, and following on to look at experiences

involving museums, galleries, performance art, music performances, and mobile tech-

nology in public, for example. However, the domain competence or craft knowledge in

such areas as these has only been addressed to a limited degree within this thesis, with

much being drawn from what is frequently an anecdotal literature (such as documen-

tation of performance art events). In many ways the study of such settings could be

conducted in a much deeper fashion, with a more systematic and complete collection

of craft knowledge from practitioners providing further confirmation, contradiction

or development of framework concepts. Future work could build this collection by

involving further investigation of the domain competence of groups such as performers,

exhibition designers, and other design, art or educational communities. With wider and

more probing surveys of such areas (perhaps uncovered with sustained engagement via

ethnography), basic framework concepts such as roles, transitions and frame ambiguity

may be enriched.

There also exist other communities in which issues such as spectatorship and perfor-

mance are highly relevant but as yet either unaccounted for by the way in which this

thesis has been presented or only briefly mentioned. Increasing numbers of studies

have been examining the sociality of online games, for example. In these environments,

understanding spectatorship and expertise offers a potentially rich area of research,

covering both less ‘public’ instances involving more traditional forms of interaction, e.g.,

on desktop machines via the internet or LAN, as well as more public or co-located forms
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such as games consoles (such as the Nintendo Wii) and arcade machines. Presenting

oneself to an audience has been noted as an important feature of some massively-

multiplayer online virtual environments [53] (as well as in earlier CVE research [13]).

Furthermore, enforced watching of others’ play is often an integral part of round based

‘first person shooters’ (such as Counter-Strike [122]).

9.3.3 Repositioning ‘performance’

Whilst the approach ventured in the thesis has steered away from Goffman’s embrace of

all social interaction as performance, another direction for future work is to reconsider

the framework’s relevance beyond just the explicit and less markedly explicit framings

of performance that it has examined, and return to Goffman’s original conception of

everyday performance, and everyday framings. In some senses this would be a test

of the ‘strong claim’ posed earlier in this chapter, addressing the question of whether

some more typical settings in which technology is used (such as the workplace) may be

thought of in terms of roles such as orchestrator, audience, bystander, and transitions,

spatial settings (e.g., behind-the-scenes) and so on.

Exploring such everyday ‘performance’ could help in determining whether the em-

ployment of theatrical and other metaphors within the framework necessarily bind its

observations and design issues to more deliberate performance settings. In some sense,

everyday social interaction continually features practical skills such as looking, watching,

determining context (or ‘framings’) and so on, as well as the assuming of ‘roles’. It

remains to be seen, however, if such metaphors derived from the various delineations

and boundaries set up by explicit performance are still tractable as design guidelines

within the less constrained and freely flowing nature of everyday ‘performance’.

9.3.4 Unusual configurations and counter examples

The framework also opens up and exposes the possibility of the investigation of unusual

framework configurations. Examples of this would be revealed (public) orchestration

(i.e., moving orchestration that occurs behind-the-scenes to a centre-stage setting), or

uncommon transitions such as bystander to orchestrator, or participant to bystander

(e.g., in some ‘nested’ framing of a performance). To some extent, public (or at least semi-

public) orchestration was a feature of chapter 6’s study of F:TL through aspects such as

the positioning of the control area at the back of the room just behind the audience, and

it being implicated within the performance through being pointed out by the host.

Unusual configurations could even extend to finding ways in which such configurations
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provide counter examples that challenge or ‘break’ how the framework’s concepts and

organisation has been defined.

One particularly interesting example would involve technology itself pushing into

framework components, such as developing an interface that acts as actor or orchestrator.

Artists often break or challenge the status quo, and it is apparent that within some

performance and art pieces this repositioning of interface as orchestrator or actor has

already occurred (e.g., [98] and [55]).

For instance, in an installation by the artist Ken Rinaldo called The Flock [124], a number

of computer-controlled robotic arms were endowed with the ability to react to each

other and visitor movement and sound, embodying forms of emergent behaviour.

Rinaldo’s later work, Autopoiesis, pushed this concept further by providing the robotic

sculptures with a ‘memory’ that created modified behaviours over time. These robotic

actors, therefore, incorporate relationships they have shared with participants previously

into their current ‘performance’. Finally, at the more extreme end of replacing the

(professional) actor role with the interface itself are systems such as AARON [109], a

drawing program by Harold Cohen that is able to draw scenes described to it. This

software has gone through a long maturing process, initially from basic childlike doodles

to something approaching what might be expected of a competent artist. Similar

examples can be found for musical performance in which the interface assumes the

actor role (e.g., Aglaopheme [155, p. 431]).

9.3.5 Scaling the concepts

Finally, it is notable that this thesis has only considered, for the most part, moderate

numbers of audience, participants, actors and orchestrators. Scaling these observations

up to large crowd spectatorship (e.g., stadia) or down to small handfuls of people

provides new opportunities for understanding whether certain framework concepts are

no longer relevant, need modification, or come to gain greater prominence in design

for those circumstances. For large-scale spectatorship in stadia, for instance, transitions

from audience to participant are often discouraged (e.g., invading a pitch).

On the topic of scaling up observations, sports spectatorship in particular also offers

the potential for enriching a number of issues that this thesis has addressed. The kinds

of settings studied in previous chapters have typically involved unique, one-off and

singular events. Studies of sports spectators on the other hand could provide a far

deeper understanding of the nature of more established spectating practices given that

supporters often have significant personal and historical engagement with their sport, as
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well as frequently being involved in large communities and networks of co-spectators,

with related fan-driven events surrounding the sporting spectacle itself.

Such deeper examinations of the ‘audience’ role also could help reflection upon the

‘participant’ role and the division between the two. For some sports, typically less

‘formal’ events, the boundaries between participant and audience may be very fluid and

malleable. Reflection upon the ways in which fans participate in more formal sporting

affairs where the divisions between audience and the spectacle are physically proscribed

(as in the example of stadium spectatorship) can further enhance the description of par-

ticipant/audience divisions offered within this thesis. Although sports spectators have

often been seen as passive recipients of the spectacle, particularly in the “pacification” of

spectators in football stadiums through the increasing physical partitioning of spectator

groups [5], and the impact of televised broadcast of play [99], spectators often engage

in a number of forms of participation such as supporter’s clubs and groups, creating

‘fan objects’ such as flags, banners and even costumes. Furthermore, sport spectators’

existing practices regarding technology also remain relatively unexcavated ([56]).
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